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'Ihis report carers the work of F'RMP during the calendar year 1990. 

Follming the pattern set wer a nmber of years, not all activities 

are describedlllllhihhhio wexy year. Same of sections that follm here report a 

single year's firdhgs, but others are swpnaries of several years1 

results or qdated a m t s  of material partially reported before. 

'Ihis style matches the relatively long-term nature of many of the 

ongoing studies and the i2221fyfhtportance that attaches to the seasanal 

weather interaction with many of the applied exprktal treatments. 

As before, the main scientific reporting is organized aacording to 

the four major projects within the program: The Mar~gemnt of Soil, 

Water and Nutrients (Chapter 3) ; Agroecological Characterization for 

Resaurce Management (Chapter 4); The Adoption and Impact of New 

Technology (Chapter 5); and Training and Agmte&mlogy Transfer 

(Chapter 6). Hmwer, it should be said that there are no redl 

boundaries between these projects, and many activities straddle two 

project areas or wolve frwn one to the other. For instance, results 

frwn diagnostic agronumy trials in northern Jordan, though strictly 

concerned with soil, water and nutrients, are part of a wider and 

otherwise largely socio-ecodc characterization of the area and so 

are reported within the Agmecological Characterization project. 

Likewise, the work on the supplemntal irrigation of wheat, which has 

wolved wer five years frwn technical onstation research, through on- 

fann trials to an extension and dmnstration phase, is ncx~ mm=erned 

largely with the transfer and adoption of technology and so is reported 

as part of the Adoption and Impact project. These ewmples serve to 

illustrate h m  the widely ranging disciplines fcunl within FRMP are in 

many respects strongly interlinked through adherence to broad farming 

systems and resource mgement philcsqhies. 

For those with limited time and interest, Chapter 2 provides in an 

Ekecutive Summary a brief werview of each activity reported in 

ckqters 3-6; and three appendices list F'RMP staff during 1990, 



Nlicatians d u r i q  the year and all field trials ard experimental 

activities. 

1990 has been a year of considerable charge for FEFIP; several 

scientists have left us, ard program strength has taprarily been at a 

l w  level. Peter Coaper left in July after many distinguished years in 

ICARDA to take up the post of Director of Reeazrh  at I-, Nairobi; 

Argene FQrrier, wfio had established a f h  basis for supplementdl 

higation mseamh ard transfer to fanners during his five year stay, 

retired in June; ard there was a further loss in this field of mrk 

later in the year when C h  D'Aarnzo, FA0 associate expert in 

supplemental higation, canpletd his three-year term with us. Other 

have been those of Anunar Wahbi, on the ampletion of his 

thme years post-doctc~ral fellowship in soil fertility ard on-fann 

fertilizer trials, ard Maurice Saade, to finish his doctoral shdies on 

fertilizer allocation at Michigan State University. Bath of these 

scientists will be remembered for their major contributions to 

cooperative mrk between FFMP ard the Syrian national program. Of two 

visit- scientists, one, S h i  Z u n t m y ,  who had been assessiq the 

patentid of our agroecolcgical characterization package for use in 

w f i e a t ~ ~  areas of China, has re- h e ;  the other, Naureddine 

b h n ,  review- information on the crwnership ard mgement of maryindl 

lands, has followed Tan Nordblan to PFLP. 

Tb rebuild the program scientific &rength, advertisements have 

been placed for the positions of Program mder; Senior Emnomist 

(already vacant wer 2 years) ; Water Management Specialist (to cover 
both supplemental irrigation and water harvesting) and 

Agroclimatolcgist (new position). At the time of writ-, suitable 

appointees have been identified f m  long lists of applicants for the 

two latter positions; ard it is expcbd that all four positions will 

be f illed by mid-1991. Meanwhile, we have been very happy to welame 

E&my Tinnrenuan f m  the Netherlands to a postdoctoral position to 

initiate studies on wind erosion. ?his appointment dmnstrates the 



increasing ccmnnitxmnt w i t h i n  FRMP bards  resaun=e nnnagement in drier 

areas. 

Ihe balance of changes amollg regiondl s taff  has been more 

favorable. Unrecorded in our 1989 report, Karim Hamw left us a t  the 

end of that year; ard he was follawed during 1990 by Samir Baradai, 

program driver for  many years; by Suleiman K b t b t l y ,  of the wheat- 

based systems agronany team;' ard by Bexnadette Jallouf of the Soils 

Laboratory. Haever, on the positive side, we have been  hap^ to 

welclmne lrhlika AWul-Ali ( f m  03DIS) to the socio-econCanic g m u p  wfiere 

her trilingudlisn is a great asset; a i a  Martini to the 

agroclimatological group; ard, not least, three f o m  daily-paid 

s taff  , George Estephan (Soils laboratory) , A l i  Haj D i b s  (Soil Water 

studies) ard Jihad Abdullah (Barley-based system agmnmy team), 

deservedly to the ranks of contract staff.  

'Ihe season of 1989/90 in northern Syria was in  many ways similar to the 

1988/89 season. Totdl rainfall  was dLmost exactly the same, reaching 

about Ism thirds of the long-term average. 'Ihe tutal number of frost  

days w a s  also similar ard, with d 50, markedly h e  the average. 

Even the intmsexioM-1 distribution of rainfall  and frc6t w a s  

resainiscent of the previous year. In both years, most of the rain f e l l  

early on in the season, ard January was by far  the coldest month with 

most f rost  days, follawed by February. Y e t  there were significant 

differences: rainfall  in 1989/90 did not stop quite as abruptly as the 

year before; there w a s  significant precipitation during February, ard 

there w a s  a very severe f rost  period in March. 

Ihe season started with ample rain fall ing in distinct spells 

fmm 1 2  November to 11 December. T h i s  made timely planting easy ard 

ensured a g o d  early crup develganent. Hawever, the rest of December 

ard January were rather d r y  except for  one we t  spell  arourd the tum of 

the year, and January teqeratures w e r e  noticeably cooler than average 

( therewasfrequentf ras tdownto-8"C),  s o t h a t b y e n d o f  Januarycrup 

stands visibly poorer than the year before a t  the same time. Ihe 



February rainfall total was average, nearly all of it falling before 

18 February. No significant rainfall was recordd after that exoept 

for one shawer at the start of April. With the dry weather in the 

second half of February and in March, night tenpemtures dropped again 

am3 stayed well below average until a 1  into April. Late frosts in 

Kxch (-8.9"C in Tel Hadya on 17 March) inflicted severe damage, 

especially in the drier part of the area, althcugh they w e r e  less 

severe in the wetter part. Soil misture reserves for the later grawth 

stages of the crops were better than in the season before, due to the 

later cessation of rainfall am3 smaller losses to evaporation. Those 

cr~ps which had mt been too damaged by frost in the wetter parts of 

the area were therefore still able to pruduce fair yields, whereas m y  

cznps in the drier parts, with meagre soil water reserves available to 

them, yielded little or nothing.  razing of crops was again widespread 

in these drier areas and, on the whole, the 1989/90 season was as 

unfavorable as that of 1988/89. 
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Table 1.3.2 Pbnthly air W t U r e  ( "C) for the 1989/90 season -- 

Jinairess 
Mean m. 32.4 25.0 18.5 11.3 10.9 13.5 20.0 24.2 30.0 33.2 33.9 34.3 
Meanmin. 18.3 11.6 7.5 4.1 -0.9 2.7 4.6 9.4 13.0 17.4 22.4 21.1 
Average 25.3 18.3 13.0 7.7 5.0 8.1 12.3 16.8 21.5 25.3 28.1 27.7 
Abs. mx. 37.4 30.9 26.9 16.0 16.3 18.2 24.0 34.9 42.6 41.2 36.1 39.6 
Abs. min. 13.4 5.8 -0.8 -4.0 -7.0 -1.1 -3.7 -0.9 6.4 11.8 19.7 17.8 

Tel Hadva 
Mean mx. 34.0 26.5 18.8 12.0 10.9 13.7 20.0 24.4 30.3 34.8 37.2 37.1 
Mean min. 17.3 11.3 6.9 3.3 -2.1 0.7 2.3 6.7 11.2 16.6 22.0 20.8 
Average 25.6 18.9 12.8 7.6 4.4 7.2 11.1 15.5 20.7 25.7 29.6 28.9 
Abs. W. 39.2 31.4 27.0 16.6 16.6 19.1 26.2 35.2 42.8 42.0 40.6 41.1 
Abs. min. 9.7 5.4 -0.8 -5.8 -8.7 -6.3 -8.9 -0.2 3.8 9.3 19.0 18.1 

Breda 
Mean=. 33.9 25.8 18.4 11.1 10.3 12.9 19.6 24.9 31.1 34.9 37.6 38.3 
Mean&. 16.5 11.3 6.7 3.7 -1.3 1.9 2.9 7.9 13.1 17.1 21.2 19.5 
Average 25.2 18.5 12.5 7.4 4.5 7.4 11.2 16.4 22.1 26.0 29.4 28.9 
Aks. mx. 38.3 33.0 25.8 16.0 14.9 18.5 25.3 36.2 43.1 41.6 40.8 40.5 
Abs. min. 12.6 6.8 -2.0 -4.4 -7.2 -4.6 -7.2 -1.1 4.2 11.0 16.5 16.0 

Weidar 
Mean m. 33.6 26.0 18.7 10.8 9.1 13.5 20.0 24.9 31.0 35.1 37.3 36.4 
Meanmin. 13.1 10.3 5.4 2.5 -2.1 1.2 1.6 7.2 11.2 15.6 17.6 15.4 
Average 23.3 18.1 12.0 6.6 3.5 7.3 10.8 16.0 21.1 25.3 27.4 25.9 
Abs. mx. 38.3 33.3 25.1 16.0 14.0 18.6 26.3 35.4 40.9 41.0 40.9 38.6 
Abs. min. 8.6 3.0 -6.2 -9.5 -7.7 -5.5 -7.4 -0.7 3.6 8.2 14.5 13.0 

Qlrerife 
Mean max. 33.8 26.1 18.1 10.8 9.0 12.9 19.5 24.8 31.5 34.8 37.1 37.1 
Mean min. 17.5 13.2 8.0 4.0 -0.9 2.7 3.8 9.9 15.1 18.1 21.0 20.0 
Average 25.6 39.3 13.0 7.4 4.1 7.8 11.6 17.3 23.3 26.4 29.0 28.5 
Abs. W. 38.8 33.0 26.2 16.8 16.1 18.5 25.7 36.3 42.9 41.0 40.7 40.6 
Abs. min. 13.2 8.0 -0.5 -5.5 -7.1 -5.3 -5.0 -1.0 8.1 12.0 18.4 18.2 

Terbol 
Meanmax. 30.8 24.2 18.8 14.1 9.9 10.1 16.8 21.6 27.0 30.9 33.3 32.3 
Meanmin. 9.6 6.1 3.6 -0.8 -2.2 -1.2 -0.9 3.7 5.7 8.3 9.5 11.3 
Average 40.4 15.1 11.2 6.6 3.8 4.4 7.9 12.6 16.3 19.6 21.4 21.8 
Abs. max. 35.0 31.5 25.0 21.0 16.0 15.0 23.5 32.0 38.0 37.0 37.0 35.0 
Abs. min. 4.5 0.0 -2.5 -7.5 -8.0 -6.0 -5.0 -5.0 -2.5 3.0 6.5 7.0 



Table1.3.3 Frosteventsduringthe1989/90 season 

NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY SEASON 

Jindiress 
No. of frost days 2 5 21 9 2 1 - 40 
Abs. min. ("C) -0.8 -4.0 -7.0 -3.3 -3.7 -0.9 - -7.0 

Tel Hadm 
NO. of frost days 3 7 20 15 8 1 - 54 
Abs. min. ("C) -0.8 -5.8 -8.7 -6.3 -8.9 0.2 - -8.9 

Ejreda 
No. of frost days 2 6 20 12 7 2 - 49 
Abs. min. ("c) -2.0 -4.4 -7.2 -4.6 -7.2 -1.1 - -7.2 

Boueidar 
No. of frost days 5 7 22 15 11 1 - 61 
Abs. min. ("C) -6.2 -9.5 -7.7 -5.5 -7.4 -0.7 - -9.5 

QLlrerif e 
No. of frost days 2 7 21 11 4 1 - 4 6 
Abs. min. ("C) -0.5 -5.5 -7.1 -5.3 -5.0 -1.0 - -7.1 

Terbol 
No. of frost d w s  
Abs. min. ("C) -2.5 -7.5 -8.0 -6.0 -5.0 -5.0 -2.5 -8.0 

Table 1.3.4 Frost events a t  5 can a w e  the during the 1989/90 
season 

NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY SEASON 

T e l  HadVa 

Frost days 4 9 2 2 16 9 1 - 61 
Abs. I n i I l .  -1.6 -7.2 -10.7 -7.2 -7.5 -1.2 - -10.7 



In this section, we present summaries ard highlights of the resear& 

results reported in the rest of the report. Reiders are referred to 

specific sections in which the full ard detailed reports are presented. 

In addition, we give in Appendix A a full list of expriments ard 

research activities ongoing during the 1989/90 season. 

Soil aiLtivatiOns tsection 3.1) 

Mechanized tillage is a relatively recent innovation in most rainfed 

arable areas of the WANA region, ard there are god reasons to suppose 

that in soane cases farmers utilize particular tools for particular 

operations more as a result of their camxcial availability than 

proven tdmical need. It is therefore necessary to ask whether 

certain applications of mechanization are appropriate, from the point 

of view both of economics ard of safe soil husbandry. Equally, it is 

useful to consider whether certain tasks not currently mechanized could 

be done more effectively ard/or economically by machine. Both of these 

points are currently being follawed up in FRMP trials. 

With regard to the first, specifically we question whether 

swelling clay soils, important for wheat and grain legume production in 

many parts of the region, really need the deep tillage they are often 

given. It is costly in terms of time, fuel use ard -- in the longer 
tenn - on the maintenance of soil structure. A trial was started at 

Tel Hadya in 1985/86 to test the hypothesis that tillage can be reduced 

without loss of crup yield. It ampares deep discing (20 an), chisel 

ploughing (20 an), ducksfcot sweeping (8-10 an) ard zero tillage, 

aslied to two three-course rotations: bread wheat-chicl.pea-water melon 

and durum wheat-lentil-water melon. 

Results to date shaw no significant effect of tillage type an 

legume yield. Significant differences in wheat yields have no 



consistent pattern except that zero tillage tends to yield least, and 

this may be attributed to the technical limitation of the zero-till 

p1ante.r which plants at 30 can rowspacing instead of the 17.5 can 

spacing used in other treatments. One rationalization of deep tillage 

is that it prowotes water infiltration and storage, but the monitoring 

of profile moisture in this trial has failed to shaw any increased 

storage of water in deep-tilled plots - if anything, rather the 
reverse; and no consistent differexes have been found in soil-water 

availability at planting time. Thus, so far, under the conditions of 

this trial, there is no evidence of a deep-till advantage in either 

crop yield or soil water relations. 

Preparatory tiilage pmvides marly weed-free conditions for 

chickpeas sawn in the spring, but a winter-sawn crop often faces a 

serious weed problem. Rising costs impose limitations on traditional 

hand-weeding. Chemical control is possible, but most effective 

hexbicides are for pre-emeqa application, and farmers are reluctant 

to invest in hexbicide until they see haw the season and crop progress. 

Mechanical weed control needs special equipnmt but should still be 

tried. ?b this end, after a preliminary trial at Tel Hadya in 1988/89, 

trials at three sites in 1989/90 examined the effects of tillage depth, 

crop geometry and weed-control methods (by hand, herbicide and inter- 

row cultivation) on crop and weed performrce. 

Deep tillage did not affect grain yield but decreased weed 

population, significantly at one site, non-significantly at another. 

N a r r c l w  row spacing tended to reduce weed density; but grain yields were 

nut rduced by the wide spacing necessary for inter-row "altivation, 

which was no less effective than hexbicide in reducing weed ~ELSS and 

pmting grain prcduction. Hcwever, 1989/90 was a very dry season. 

It will be necessary to continue this investigation for two or three 

more seasons to confinn that these results remain valid under wetter 

conditions. 

Full irrigation pmvides the totdl crop water requirement in situations 



where rainfall is insufficient for w. Supplemental irrigation is 
distinct, being used - as seasadly requird - in situations where 

rainfed crops can be grown but are subject to high risk of yield loss 

fmn drought. Supplemental irrigation can alleviate that risk, 

stabilize yields and justify the use of high-cost inputs (high-yielding 

cultivars, fertilizers, herbicides, &. ) . Haever, shoe supplies of 

water are often limited, it is imp0rtm-k to try to maximize mqxmse- 

biologicdl and econcpnic - p r  unit of water use. Appropriate 

management is important here, as is the W i o n  of the right variety. 

Trials concerned with these fadors were armducted on three different 

gmap of craps in 1989/90, barley, wheat (bread and d m ) ,  oil-seed 

crops (rapeseed and -1-1. 

At Breda, 37 barley genotypes (classified aooording to their 

adaptation to high, d u r n  and law rainfall regimes) were supplemented, 

using a linesaurce system, w i t h  0 to 232 m of irrigation. Fates of 

qlication were greater than usual due to very low rainfall, 185 ran, 

ard crap response was dramatic. Mean grain yields fmn 0.40 

t/ha under rainfed amtrol to 3.37 t/ha at the highest irrigation rate. 

Rihane-03 (a high-rainfall genotype) confirmed its previous high- 

yielding performance by significantly outyielding all ather genotypes 

at the highest rate of irrigation; but SLB 39/60 (a 1-rainfall 

genotype) outyielded all others, including Rihane-03, at zero ard law 

irrigation rates. It seenrs that, in generdl, genotypes adapted to 

higher rainfall regimes are needed where supplemental irrigation is 

being inbdmed, because local varieties are unable to make best use 
of the extra water. Nevertheless, w h x e  water availability is limited, 

SLB 39/60 should be cansiderd, because it sems able to utilize a 

limited water supply more efficiently than other genotypes. 

At Tel Hadya, 20 genotypes each of bread wheat and c h u m  wheat 

were grown under a lbesmme irrigation system. Water receipt ranged 

fmn 233 rn in the rainfed control up to a roaximrm of 486 m. For both 

types of wheat, differences between gemtypes were significant and all 

gemtypes responded significantly to water. Althcaqh 

interactions betwm geratypes and water rates pruved to be 

statisticdlly m i ~ f  icant, differenoes between lave&- and hi-- 



yielding genotypes kmkd to inrrease w i t h  irx;reasing water q l y ,  

e.g. a 500 kg difference a t  300 nun might becane a 1400 kg difference a t  

500 mn. Among the bread Wts, steepest yield reqmnse to increasing 

water was s h m b y  Cham 4. 

T h e  introduction of such craps as sunflawer, rapeseed, safflawer 

d sesame has patentidl to al lwiate the current deficits of vegetable 

o i l  f a r d  in many mtries of the region. TWO expeximents were 

started a t  Tel Hadya in 1989/90 to cc~npare three rapeseed cultivars and 

two sunflawer cliltivars a t  different plant densities, d to ascertain 

the lawer limit of water q l y  required to ca3tai.n econcanic yields. 

Rapeseed yields were low, probably due to cold weather during 

early gruwth d scane frost damage. Highest yields were ca3tained frcan 

an Australian cultivar of - m i c a  narxls, although a (3aMdian cultivar 

of the same species performed badly, indicating perhaps poor adaptation 

to Mediterranean conditions. A l l  three cultivars reqmnded strongly to 

q l e m n t d l  irrigation, d these (as yet) single-year data suggest 

that the m n a l  water q l y  should be above 400 nun to optimize 

rapeseed yields. 

Over three seasons a t  Jindiress, spring-smn trials, utilizing 

stored soil moi s tu r e ,  had indicated that no yield increase is ca3tained 

by increasing plant pcpla t ims of sunflawer above 20,00O/ha. However, 

it is difficult to protect trials against bird damage a t  this site. 

Investigations of cultivar response to different plant densities and 

water regims were therefore undertaken in 1989/90 a t  Tel  Hadya, using 

a drip irrigation system. Yields irxsreased up to the highest zate of 

water applied, but effects of plant density and cultivar were not 

significant. However, the oil-content of the local laqe-seed& 

cliltivar was significantly lawer than that of the sndll-seeded TUrkish 

cultivar. ?his confirm that i f  sunflowers are to be grown for o i l  

rather than confectionery prpes, as is naw often the case, attention 

rmst be given to choice of cultivar. 



Fan Years on-fann Fertilizer Trials an wkat fsectian 3.31 

In last year's report (section 3.1), we summarized results frcan a four- 

year program of fertilizer trials on barley in fanners' fields. This 

year we report on a parallel program of trials on wheat. 

Over the four seasons, 1986-1990, 70 e e r - m g e d  wheat 

fertilizer trials were successfully comiucted on fannersr fields above 

the 300 mm isahyet in Alepp, Idleb and Hama prwinces. Sites were 

selected to represent the range of soil types and fertility status used 

by farmers for wheat and the three min crop rotations, wheat following 
lentil, chickpea and water melon. Each trial ccanprised two replicates 

of four rates each of nitrogen and phcqhte factorially cambined; and 

each trial site was characterized with respect to the range of 

environmental variables thcught to influem=e fertilizer response. 

abaut half the sites had soil mineral-N contents < 10 ppn and 

available-P < 5 ppn, values taken to represent critical levels in 

respect to fertilizer reqmnse. Mineral-N status tended to be lower 

at sites previously planted to lentils, but available-P status was 

apparently unrelated to previous crop. Of the four experimental 

m n s ,  two were dry, one wet, and one close to the average. 

Altqether sixisondl rainfall ranged frcan 153 to 907 mm (mean 363 m). 

T h e  yield-rainfall relationship appears to be best described by a 

quadratic equation, with a maximum between 500 and 600 m rainfall. 

Highest wheat yields terded to be after water melons, especially under 

low rainfall. This agrees with other studies that show that surr~nes 

craps like melons do not utilize all the soil-stored water frum the 

previous winter. 

C2-q response to nitrogen fertilizer increased with increasing 
rainfall and was greater where soil minerdl-N content was relatively 

law; but effects of rotation were only minor. C2-q response to 

@nqhate fertilizer appeared little related to site factors. In fact, 

significant positive responses to phcqhte were not very numerous, 15 

for grain and 10 for straw, canpmed with 38 and 61 significant 

respectively, to nitrogen. 'Ihe failure of wheat to respnd 



to phcqhate is often attributed to residual effects frcan heavy 

previous application of phosphate fertilizer. 'Ihat may be so, but a 

ccanparison with barley results given last year (FRMP 1990) is 

interesting. Of fifty barley trials that had less than 5 ppn soil 

available-PI 34 &awed a significant grain response and 44 a 

significant straw response to phosphate fertilizer; w h e n z s ,  of 32 

wheat trials with less than 5 ppn available-PI only seven shawed 

significant p i n  or straw responses. RLis may pint to a diffenmce 

in critical value for available-P between wheat and barley or to a 

difference between the wheat soils of the relatively wet arable zone 

and the barley soils of drier areas in the ability of the Olsen-P 

extraction methcd to indicate true availability. Fhosphate sorption 

studies (section 3.4.1) should, in time, help to clarify this 

situation. 

Regression equations have been developed to describe wheat yields 

in terns of fertilizer rate and rainfall, for the three different 

rotations and for four different initial soil values of mineral-N and 

available-P. Such was the lack of response to applied phosphate, that 

the mast appropriate form of the regression, accounting for 58-83% of 

the variance, was found to be quadratic with respect to N-fertilizer 

rate and rainfall (including their interaction term) but to involve no 

P-fertilizer rate term at all. 

A partial m e t  analysis showed that all the fertilizer 

treatments tested were profitable, but the optimum rate was 120 log 

N/ha, without any phcqhte where the wheat followed lentil or chickpa 

and with 40 kg P205/ha where the wheat followed water melons. An 

extension of the calculations to cover a range of relative fertilizer 

prices indicated that fertilizer use would still be beneficial and the 

benefit:cost ratio still exceed 40% for fertilizer N prices (per log) up 

to 3, 4, and 6 t k  higher than that of grain for rainfall values of 

250, 350 and 450 nun, respectively. 

In a region in wfiich m t  arable soils are naturally suboptimal in 



available phosphate, it is important to develop strategies for the 
management of soil m t e  that are effective and ecodc. The 

rrlrplexity of the task lies, on the one hand, in the chemicdl processes 

of phoqhte in the soil (nunemus transformations between dissolved, 

adso- and solid states), and, on the other, in the effects and 
interactions of crop gmwth and variable soil moisture conditions on 

the uptab of the dissolved form. We report here progress in three 

q i n g  studies bearing on these problems. 

The m t e  sorption dmracteristics of a soil control what 

to fertilizer m t e  added to that soil and, hence, control 

the size and frequency of fertilizer applications required to maintain 

m t e  availability at a comtration optimdl for crop grcrwth. 

Direct dw-acterization of phc6phate sorption for each and every soil 

is very laborious. We are therefore ewmining the possibility of 

characterizing W?NA soils in respect of P-sorption indirectly f m  

pmperties that are, or auld be, easily meafllred in the labo~atory on 

a ruutine basis. 

Fhcsphate sorption data, obt~ined by standard techniques, for a 

hetemgeneous grc~rp of 21 soils ( f m  Syria, Jordan, Tunisia and 

Pakistan) have been related to analyticdl data f m  the same soils. 

Iron oxide content seem to be important. Citratebicdrbnate 

dithionite soluble Fe apparently a m t e d  for 74% of the variance in 

@msphate so- from a solution at an equilibriun comtration of 

0.2 ng P/litre (considered to be the soilsolution comtration 

r e q h z d  for optinnrm crop grawth) . Correlations with soil clay corrtent 
were mch poorer, although in a more homogeneous gruup of soils - for 
w h i c h  a high degree of covariance between clay and iron oxide might be 

eqxdxd - clay content might pmvide an kk.x.  More work is needed 

to clarify the relationships between P sorption and iron oxides (and 

other soil properties) in different grnups of soils. 

F'requent heavy applications of fertilizer phcsphate are wasteful 

and cause an unnecessary build-up of available phcsphate in the soil. 

Trials ~tiuIB.3 at Breda, Tel Hadya and Jindiress in 1986/87 a h  to 

identify the rate of phcqhte addition that maintains an availability 



of m-te in the soil just adequate for c-ptiml crop grawth (assumed 

to be 7 p ~ ~ n  Olsen available-P) . A range of soil available-P status was 
created initially by broadcasting and incorporating five fertilizer 

rates supplying between 0 and 200 kg P205/ha. Since then ea& one of 

those five treatments has been cropped annually under five different 

rates of annual P addition, 0-60 kg P205/ha. Yields and soil 

available-P status have been monitored annually. 

High initial rates of m-te do not seem to reduce the 

subsequent annual maintenance mqdnmmt very mu&. M site 

differences have been -y high. The maintenance rate is high 

at Jindiress (45 to 6W kg P205/ha, depending on the size of the 

initial application), quite l m  at Breda (15-27 kgp) and least at X k l  

Hadya (0-25 W/ha) 

The third study is examining the interactive effect of mosphate 

fertilization and crop water use on yield and nutrient uptake by 

lentils, again at Breda, Tel Hadya and Jindiress. Soanewhat 

surprisingly, data f m  tm seasons (one wet, one dry) shm that the 

effects of mc6phate added in the previcus season (to a wheat crop or 

fallm) may be equal or superior to those of a similarly-sized 

application drilled with the lentil seed. At both Tel Hadya and 

Jindiress, positive effects frcan newly added mosphate tended to be 

evident during early gm&h but had d i s a w  by harvest, at which 

time m n s e s  to m-te residual frcan the previcus season were mre 
inportant. Only at Breda, the driest site and sericusly P-deficient, 

did the newly added phosphate significantly increase yields of lentil 
 in and total dry matter. 

Soil and C X x t d l  N i t m s e n  Dmamics (&an 3.51 

'Ihere has been increasing interest recently both in the year-to-year 

dynamics of nitrogen in the soil, particularly the effects of rotation 

and of legumes in rotations, and in the quality of cereal straw for 

animdl feed; and quality of cereal grain, especially its protein 

amtent, is always a concern of germplasm hqxovement. Several sets 



of results obtained this year, analyses of soil ard plant materials 

taken fnmn FRMP a g r o d c  trials, demonstrate an urgent need to 

mrd ina t e  our  thinking on these topics. There is abundant evidence of 

gross differences in  grain ard s t r a w  protein contents, resulting fnmn 

differences in  water supply (frcan rainfall ,  soil storage ard 

supplemental irrigation) , rotation and fer t i l izer  use, that fa r  exceed 

any likely genotypic difference. 

T h e  inter-relationships we have to consider are fairly ccanplex. 

Thus, the availability of water ard nitrogen this year affect not only 

this year's crup but w i l l  also usually have a kncck-on effect on the 

grcrwth conditions for next year's crup; ard the quantity ard quality of 

that crop w i l l  be the net product of both current ard residual 

conditions. Last year we reported on crop productivity in  a two-caurse 

rutation trial a t  Tel Hadya, grcrwing wheat in rutation w i t h  f a l lm,  

summer crup (melon), vetch, l en t i l ,  chickpa, medic ard wheat, w i t h  

plots in  the main wheat phase d v i d e d  for both N-fertilizer rates 

ard stubble-grazing management. Prior to planting the 1989/90 season 

craps, soils in  this t r i a l  w e n  sampled ard analysed for m i n e r a l - N  

content. Rotation effects were highly significant. In plots that had 

carried wheat in  1988/89, there was a high content of so i l  m i n e r a l - N  in  

the wheat~medic rutation but a lm content in  the wheat-fallm 

rutation. ?his w a s  very likely due to differences in  productivity in 

the preceding wheat crup. Wheat in  rutation with f a l l m  had remved 

a b u t  three t i m e s  as much nitrogen as wheat in rotation w i t h  medic; ard 

this, in turn, was due to 140 nun of so i l s to red  water available in  the 

previously fallawed soi l ,  follming the very wet 1987/88 season. 

The effect of a greater water supply, whether fnmn rainfall ,  soil 

storage or  supplemental irrigation, is to increase cmp mass and total 

nitrogen uptake; but the tWO rarely increase proportionately. A l l  else 

equdl, dry matter production usually increases mre strongly than does 

nitrogen uptake. The result is a 1- c o m t r a t i o n  of nitrogen in  

both grain and s t r a w ,  soanetimes referred to as the "dilution effect1', 

i.e. a dilution of a relatively restricted amxlnt of nitrogen within a 

larger mass of plant material. This w a s  demonstrated this year in  the 



analyses of grain from a trial in which wheat had been g r a m  d e r  fcur 

different rates of nitrogen fertilizer fahrially d i n e d  with six 

rates of supplemental irrigation. Where no nitrogen was applied, with 

increashq irrigation rate, grain nitrogen decreased frw 2.86 to 1.92% 

in Cham 1 and f m  2.22 to 1.62% in Cham 4. This decrease was 

alleviated where nitrogen fertilizer was applied, and ex- at the 

highest irrigation rate the nitrogen rate that optimized grain 

prcduction also mintained grain N percentage. Nevertheless, it is 

important to be aware that the use of supplemental irrigation to 

irmease and stabilize yields can have hplications for the nutritional 

quality of the produd. 

For barley, nitrogen concentration is an important quality index 

of both grain and straw. Samples f m  fcur treatments in each of the 

75 trials in a fcur-year series of on-fann barley fertilizer trials, 

1984-1988, for which the agrodc yield results were pblished 

previously, have been analysed for nitrogen content. Results show 

highly significant, negative linear regressions between the percentage 

nitrogen corcentration of grain and straw and rainfall, in both 

fertilized and unfertilized treatments. Values calculated frcnn these 

regressions show the mgniMe of the 'qualityt difference that m y  be 

imposed by rainfall: 

Fertilizer, kg/ha N mnumtration, % -------------- ----------------- 
KP295 150 m 400 m 

Grain 0: 0 
60: 90 

Straw 0: 0 
60:90 

The difference here f m  the case of supplementally irrigated 

wheat is that rainfall is laryely unpredictable, and its effects on 

grain and straw nitrogen content are corresponfiirqly difficult to allow 

for. One consolation is that where yields are restrict& by low 

rainfall, the prcduct -- grain and straw -- is, weight for weight, 
substantially more nutritious. 



However desirable it may be to grow cereals in rwtation with 

legumes, m t  barley is still grown either in rwtation with fallaw or, 

increasirrgly, with mre barley. 'Ihese two rotations, fallaw-barley and 

barley-barley, are ccpnpared in long-term trials initiated in 1986 at 

Tel Hadya and Breda. Analyses of grain and straw samples fnmn the 
third and fourth seasonal crops in these trials shaw that percentage 

nitrogen concentrations were greatly affected by rotation, fertilizer 

rate and season: grain - d u e s  varied fnmn 1.22 to 3.09%, and straw 

- dues  fman 0.40 to 1.94%. At each site, total rainfall was alrost the 

same in the two seasons. The considerable seasonal differences in 

barley nitrogen concentration must therefore be attributed to other 

fadors - residual effects in the soil, perhaps, and rainfall 

distrihtion thrmgh the season. It is interest- that in this case 

higher nitmgen concentrations coincided with samewhat higher dry 

matter yields, shaw- that a 'dilution' effect cannot be autcnnatically 

assumed. 

Together, these various results prcqk a number of thoughts: 

- -is on increasirrg oertyxrt, at farm and national level, may 

well lead to a poorer quality product, to the detriment of the 

consumer. 

- Breeding for higher quality, though desirable, may have almost 

negligible influence, given the major effects of mnagenwt and 

environment. Do we knm haw genetic inP,menwts in quality 

interact with these other, mre powerfd factors? 

- Nitrogen concentration, thcugh an important parameter of quality, 

is not the only one. Can we specify uthers? Do they also vary 

widely with gruwth conditions? 

- One of our g e m  aims is to seek ways to stabilize yield 

quantity. A secord aim should be to stabilize yield quality. In 

fad, the two are quite closely linked, but no measure for 

inP,med stability can be very effective in a rainfed environment. 



Supplemental irrigation, where available, offers a major 

management tool for stability, if fertilization is managed wisely 

for yield quantity and quality; and sane control of nitrogen in 

rainfed craps should be possible through rotation and through a 
matching of nitrogen topdressings to the seasonil conaitions. 

A trial established at Breda in 1987 ccwpares four rotations, barley 

follwing medic pasture, lathyrus, fallow and barley. Barley yield 

data for the two dry seasanst 1988/89 and 1989/90, allow sane early 

anparim to be made of the effects of these different rotations on 

barley performance. In neither year were yields of barley follwing 

medic significantly different f m  those follwing lathyrus; and barley 

after either legme was significantly outyielded by barley after fallow 

(one season only) Iwt did itself significantly outyield barley after 

barley (in both seasons). A topdressing of 20 kg N/ha tended to 

depress barley grain yields but to im=rease straw yields (in one 

season, significantly) . 

2.2 pl?oiect 2. Baruecolwical -tian for - 
Suatial Weather Generatian: Pbre Examles f m n  a Case 

A mjor thrust of the Agroecologicdl characterization project is the 

developrent and application of a spatial weather genexat-or. Last year 

we reported its output with respect to rainfall and demnstrated the 

wlication of such autput to the generation of maps of the 

prubabilities of barley yield responses to fertilizer. This year we 

present techniques for generating temperatures, solar radiation and 

rainfall data s i m l ~ l y  and give examples of output and its 

application to wheat and barley production. 

Maps are ussd to depict, for the study area of wrthwest Syria, 

first parameters describing thermdl and wisture corditions during 

early crop develapnent; and, secondly, risks of night frasts and 



damagingly high daytime -tures amurd the time of anthesis. Then 

fmm the application of gemrated taperature, radiation and rainfall 

data to the SIMUG wheat grawth model, using the genetic ccefficients 

for Cham 1, it is shown how the developent rate of the c r ~ p  varies 

with environmental mnditions across the area of study. Crop 

adaptation to environment appears to be good. Develcpent is regulated 

to ensure the o p t h  evasion of both types of tapmture stress, with 

anthesis late enough to reduce frost risk but also early encugh to 

avoid heat damage. 

Comparisons are made wer 99 years between wheat yields simulated 

by the SIMUG model, using generated weather data, and yields predicted 

f m  a rniltiple regression model based on data from 70 on-farm trials 

(see section 3.3) using only the generated rainfall data. Both models 

give maps of mean total dry matter and grain yield that are similar to 

the annual rainfall isohyets, and this may be taken to indicate the 

werriding importance of misture as the grawth-limiting factor in the 

area of the study. 

Nevertheless, certain differences arose between the predictions of 

the two models. In particular, the SlMllG model indicates higher 

yields than the regression model in wetter areas. Such differences are 

at least partly explicable in tenns of the different assumptions of the 

models themselves. The simulation model is mre sensitive to 

variations in the gmwing axditions than is the regression model, but 

grain and dry matter predictions from the regression model agree mre 

closely than those of the simulation model with yield data fmm two 

relatively high-rainfall research stations. It is suspected that, 

u&x mre humid axditions, SlMEG werestirnates the green area of 

Cham 1 and hence its eventual grain yield, but it appears to perform as 

well or better than the regression model in drier areas. 

Finally, a amparison is mde of the fertilizer efficiencies of 

barley and wheat, using similar regression models for each crop and one 

thausand years of generated rainfall data. Grain yield values obtained 

suggest that, under the production conditions chosen, barley uses 

fertilizer mre efficiently than wheat ev- except in the wetter 



part of zone 1. However, a price differential in  favour of wheat, say 

1 to 1.5, can p4-1 the l h e  of relative advantage, wheat/barley, 

tcwards the drier end of zone 2,  that is to the approximate pint of 

transition between wheat and barley predcxnhnce. 

m ~ e r r r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l t s ~ i m ~ i a s n s t i c ~  q ~ r i d l s  
in the Mafraa Area, Northem Jordan isectim 4.21 

?he farm survey work in the Mafraq area (reported last year) was 

ccanplemented by a series of diagnostic agronmy trials, conduded to 

explore possible options for the  roved production of feed from 

amble lard. They examined the potential under farmers1 field 

conditions of nine fodder legume cultivars, an iqxwed barley cultivar 

and various inp.med practices for barley production. 

Results from two very dry seasons demonstrate that forage legumes 

can be productive in  this envirornnent. 'Ihe mean dry m a t t e r  yield a t  

the grazing stage from the s ix  driest sites (mean rainfall ,  153 nun), 

1.63 f 0.19 t/ha, was, for the conditions, both remrkably high and 

stable across sites. Vicia narbonensis and Vicia ervi l l ia  w e r e  the 

n o s t  p d s i n g  m a t e r i a l s  tested, particularly for grain prcduction. 

Ferti l izer w a s  the m>st important factor in  the barley trials: 100 

)rg/ha of d i m n i u m  pho@ate increased grain yields by mre than 20% 

a t  six sites out of eight. Differences between the  roved cultivar 

(WI 2269) and the lccal barley, Arabi Abiad, were negligible. 'Ihere 

was a slight tendency for Arabi Abiad to produce mre dry matter under 

law-yielding conditions, while IW 2269 produced 10% mre a t  one 

relatively w e t  site but the eight-site means were virtually identical 

a t  3.6 t/ha. Other factors tested were:  herbicide, which gave no yield 

imnase (but under conditions in  which weeds w e r e  not a serious 

problem) ; and sming method - dril l ing gave no advantage wer 

broadcast sming. Almast certainly, all such results are to a 

considerable degree m n d e p e d e n t ,  and it is intended to continue 

this work for a t  least one mre year. 



Cbaqes in agricultural production practices arising f m  e c o d c  

pressures ard rapidly e x p a d h g  poqxilations are threatening the fragile 

and limited natural resaurce base of the drier areas of WWA. 

Traditianal systerrrs of lard use, well adapted to the environment, are 

beaming more intensified; cultivation is into more ard more 

marginal areas; and natural rangelards are being overgrazed. 

Undezstanding lard users' perspedives ard their rationale for actions 

that degrade resource is essential to the developnent of workable 

strategies for achieving conservation. 

The Drylard Fksowce Wmagement Project, initiated in 1990, with 

w r t  f m  Ford Foundatim, aims to produce a series of national case 

studies, each assessing an existing dry-area system of agricultural 

production ard its impact on the naturdl rescxur=e base, with a view to 

fornnilating recoPmnendations for improvement. Each case study will be 

comkcted by a rniltidisciplinary team of national scientists, ard their 

work will be viewed as the first phase of a pmcess of developing 

sustainable production systems in dry areas. A preliminary meeting of 

casestudy teams is planned for 1991, with a final workshop to present 

d t s  abaut a year ard a half later. Details of studies to be 

cmrhctd in southern Jordan ard southern Tunisia have already been 

finalized. 

Jordan. Scientists f m  the University of Jordan ard the National 

Center for Agricultural Resear& ard Technology Transfer, building on 

existing researrh in this area, will study the resource situation, its 

use ard productivity, ard rsouce-users' perceptions in a tract of 

lard at Lajcun in southern Jordan which includes a spectrum of lard- 

use management system: open rangelard (uncontrolled ard subject to 

wrtunistic incursions of barley planting), government range reserve, 

coaperative range reserve ard arable (barley) fanning. 

!mnisia. A team f m  the Institut des Regions Arides, Medeninel 



w i l l  s tuiy  resaurce managmmt pmblems in  a transect running fmm the 

Matrrata m t a i n s  to the Jeffara plain in s0uthe.m llmisia. In the 

m3~ntains, agriculture is mpp~rted by traditional water-harvesting 

techniques involving small dams and terraces. On the plain, recent 

increases in  the area cultivated for barley pmduction have rduced the 

available grazing area, encouraging weqrazing, the blowing of sard 

and the formation of dunes. 

wect 3. luoutian and Inwct of Technolosy 

In wer ten years of trials, w i n t e r  chickpeas have consistently 

cutyielded lccal Syrian spring-scwn cultivars; and economic evaluations 

of on-farm trials and contract seed pmduaers have shown winter 

chickpas to be mre profitable. ?he years M a t e l y  following the 

release of new varieties, Ghab 1 in  1982 and C;hab 2 in 1986, were 

devoted to seed mltiplication, but by the start of the 1989/90 q rc~~ ing  

season stocks were sufficient to allow sale to the general public. A t  

this time, the Socio-Econcanic Studies and Training -ion of the 

Syrian ARC and ICARDA together organized a survey in  Alep,  Hama and 

Hassakeh prwinces to assess the performance of wintersawn chickpeas 

under farmer conditions and to hear the farmers1 view of their 

potential for adoption and positive impact. 

Crop grawth conditions in  1989/90 varied greatly between 

prwinces. Hasakeh experienced relatively w e t  and mild weather, 

whereas in  both A l e  and Hama it w a s  dry with frequent frosts u n t i l  

as l a t e  as March. ?his cabination of l o w  rainfall  ard l a t e  frosts, 

though nuta i l ing  disease and pest incidence, nonetheless made 1989/90 

a very bad year for rainfed chickpeas in  Hama and much of Aleppo. 

Differences in weather were reflected in yields. For wintersawn and 

spring-sown cultivars, mean yields (kq/ha) were respedively 1474 and 

922 in  Hassakeh, 847 and 578 in Aleppo but only 355 (both types) in 

Imm. 



Farmers' intentions whether or not to continue gmwing winter 

chickpeas would appear to mirror the yields, and therefore the profits, 

they obtained. Those with higher yields were more likely to continue. 

Further, the survey showed that amng farmers for whm this was at 

least their second year gmwing winter chidqms, 47% intended to 

continue doing so; with those for whm this was their first season, the 

adoption rate was 42%. There were differences between provinces in 

these figures, at least largely reflding the weather. N l y  78% of 

first year prducers in H a m  decided to abandon winter chickpa, but 

only 31% decided this way in Hasakeh. 

Unquestionably, Syrian farmers are receptive to winter-smm 

chickpeas. Neither qualities such as seed size and marketability nor 

problems of resistance to disease and weed control are recognized as 

sericus constraints to adoption (as they are in same other 

Mediterranean countries). However, annual weather variations, 

particularly drought and late frcsts, could limit adoption in some 

areas, as the 1989/90 survey results clearly show. 

M o n i m  W i n t e r  Chi- Adddon in Mmxcm lsecticn 5.21 

Winter-scwn chickpeas were intrduced to M o r c c c a n  farmers thrcqh a 

program of farmer-managed trials initiated jointly by M o r c c c a n  

institutions (DW, INRA and WRA) and ICAFUIA. In the first season, 

1987/88, winter chidpas significantly outyielded the local spring- 

sawn varieties in ~tlost of the 33 trials cavering 9 regions. However, 

in 1988/89, aswchvta blight ranged a majority of the 104 trials 

planted across 19 regions; yields were mch lmer than in the previaus 

year, and the winter varieties only marginally out-pe.rfozmed the local 
spring-planted check. 

A survey was run conaurently with the trials program in four 

representative regions to gauge farmers1 reactions to winter chidqxas 

and identify the principal constraints to adoption. 'Ihe 1989 results 

(reported last year) shawed that farmers appreciated the advantages of 
winter sawing but were mrried about the possibly adverse market effect 

of small seed size and about greater weed-control costs. One ~rurpose 



of the 1989 survey was t o  create a baseline against which to meaflure 

the adoption process. Naw, f m  the continuation of the survey in  

1990, satrre very preliminary calculations can be made of adoption rates. 

Anrong 98 fanuers i n  the baseline sample the adoption rate in  1990 

was 43%. An indication of the effect of the 1988/89 blight is given by 

a ccanparison of adoption rates, including dis-adoption, in areas of law 

and high incidence. In Fesqaounate ard Safi (areas of law incidence) 

62% of farmers with a t  last one year's experience had adopted, but in  

the highly af fl icted areas of Khemisset and Settat  the figure was 22%. 

One interesting result was that,  wen d e r  harsh disease conditions, 

winter chickpea adopters obtained higher yields than those farmers 

participating in trials. Psrhaps th roqh  better management derived 

f m  experience, soane adopters w e r e  able to achieve a substantial yield 

advantage wer spring chickpa even in Khanisset and Settat. 

The high costs of hard-weeding w e r e  another problem, causing 9 out 

of 15 t r i a l s  participants in Khemisset to suffer econcnnic loss in  1989. 

It is hardly surprising that only 8% of these participants decided to 

adopt w i n t e r  chickpas in  1990. Fortunately, the situation in Safi and 

Fesqaounate was mch brighter. 

Trials participants, adopters, ard non-adopters in  both survey 

years consistently stated the importance of providing new winter 

chi- varieties with larger seeds. The reason is consumer 

preference in M o m  and the consequent effect on market prices. 

Efforts have accordingly been foc=ussed on developing ard releasing new, 

larger-seeded winter varieties. Whether the new varieties and better 

climatic conditions than those of 1989 w i l l  raise adoption rates w i l l  

be dimered wer the next few years, as the mnitoring prcgrarn for 

w i n t e r  chickpa adoption i n  Morocco continues. 

The research program of the supplemental irrigation of wheat, init iated 

by 1- and the Syrian Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform in 



1985/86 included diagnostic surveys, basic resew& on cnp 

environment relationships, and on-farm nsemch and demnstrations. 

Findings frm all this mrk are surnnarized in the present report. 

Farm surveys and various field trials, on-station and on-fann, 

wer four seasons indicated that in zone 1 wheat requbs between one 

and three irrigations, accozdkq to seasonal rainfall, and in zone 2, 

betsdem 2 and 4 irrigations; but timing, frequency and volume of 

supplemental irrigation depend also on the distrihtion of the 

rainfall. Supplemental irrigation was required in all four seasons, 

even in the wettest season, 1987/87 (504 m rainfall at W 1  Hadya). 

Ista frm all sources suggest that what yields in zones 1 and 2 can be 

kxeasd  f m  an average of 1.5 t/ha to abaut 5 t/ha by supplementing 

rainfall with 600-1800 m3/ha of irrigation water. Such irrigation also 

reduced yield fluctuation: CVrs of the four-yield means were 21% and 

23%, respectively, for the grain and straw of the supplemented crop 

ccsnpared with 70% and 56% for the rainfed crop. 

F'uther, experimental results &wed that a system of 'deficit 

irrigationr -- replenishing only part, not all, of the water-balance 

~ a n d s o s u b j e c t i n g t h e c r o p t o s o a n e s t r e s s - c a n b e a d c p t e d  

without serious yield loss, at least in n o d  or wet seasons. In 

three out of four seasons at Tel Hadya, these were no significant yield 

differences between wheat nops receiving 33-40% of the water-balance 

requirement and those receiving 100%. The differences were significant 

only in the dry season of 1988/89. 

The law supplemental irrigation rqdmmnt of *eat and its high 

water-use efficiency w x e  reflected in high e c o d c  returns. O m  

cubic meter of rain water produced, on average, 0.69 kg grain and 1.42 

kg straw (equivalent, in 1988 prices, to a gross revenue of 3.78 SYP) , 
whereas one cubic meter of supplemental irrigation yielded, on average, 

2.97 kg grain and 2.30 kg straw (13.35 SYP) ; and prof itability has 

ed considerably in the last twP years, as the 1990 prices of 

wheat grain and straw are abmt double those of 1988 (giving a net 

revenue of 26.90 SYP per cubic meter of supplemental irrigation) . 



In fact, farmers1 net revenue is often mch less than the 

theoreticdl, due to lcwer yield levels and mch higher irrigation 

rates. It has been found that farmers, on average, &in yields of 

supplementally irrigated wheat 22% lcwer than those of research while 

they apply more than three times the optimum amount of water. So, 

althoqh the supplemental irrigation of wheat has already bectane mre 

attractive to farmers, there is potential for mch greater prof its: 

fmpn water saving and better scheduling, fmpn savings in other inputs 

and frcan higher yields. 

After four years of on-station and on-fann research, it became 

ltecessary to verify, test and demonstrate supplemental irrigation 

techniques to different farming camnunitis. To do this the 

Directorate of Agricultural Extension was included in the project, and 

nine field dermnstration tests were implemented in 1989/90. They aimed 

to familiarize farmers with new and improved techniques; to test the 
practicability of scheduling irrigation according to waterbalm 

methods; and to verify research findings on deficit irrigation in 

different agroclimatic and socioecodc environments, canparing 50% 

with 100% of waterbalm requirement. To achieve this, sites were 

a p p e d  with -ration pans and rahgauges, and local extension 

agents were appropriately trained. 

As 1989/90 was a dry season, yield differences between treatmxks 

were highly significant. Mean yields &ined by participating farmers 

were 553 W/ha in rainfed plots, 4216 W/ha in deficit irrigation 

treatmxks (50% water b a l m )  and 5003 kg/ha in non-deficit 

irrigation treatmxks. These results supported research findings that 

100% of water b a l m  should be provided in dry seasons, because 

deficit irrigation may reduce profitability under such conditions. 

Even so, deficit irrigation increased yields wer those of rainfed 

wheat by 680%; an extra investment of abcut 3000 SYP/ha in deficit 

irrigation proCtuced an extra gross revenue of about 31,000 SYP/ha. 

. . 
2.4 l?rzmmm and Aamk&mloqy Ilarsfer 

See Chapter 6 of this Report. 



&'RmEa 1. WWGEmm OF SOIL, WATER AND- 

Our long-term goal in this project is to contribute to the development 

of productive and sustainable cropping systems which optimize the 

efficiency of use and conserve the basic and vital resources of soil, 

water and crop nutrients. We seek to attain this goal through the 

following medium term cbjectives: 

1. To develop an u n d e r s w  of certain important physical, 

chemical, biolqid and environmental principles which underlie 

and control the productivity and sustainability of agricultural 

systems with respect to soil characteristics and to water ard 

nutrient dynamics. 

2. To develop strategies for the efficient mnagement of soil, water 

and nutrients in agricultural systems. 

3. To provide data for the developnent and/or refinement of methods 

for the e&raplation of research finlings in space and time. 

[Linked to Project 21 

4 .  To provide socioecodc evaluation of problems of fanning system 

and of the adaptability of research results to strategies for 

resourcemnagmt at the farm level. [Linked to Project 31 

Soil CJiltivations 

3.1.1 T i l l a s e T r i a l s a t W l H a d V a  

H. Harris 

Widespread intrduction of mechanization in rainfed farming systems of 

West Asia and North Africa in the last forty years has resulted in 



quite drarratic changes in  t i l lage practices. Whereas minimal t i l lage 

w a s  practiced when only draught animals and shple hplements were  

available, now, in  m n y  places, it has beccane standard practice to 

carry out primary t i l l age  to depths of 20 to 30 an with a disc or  

mxildbcard plough. This opemtian usually takes place in  the autumn 

before the onset of rain, and is follmed by the use of offset discs 

(North Africa) o r  tyned cultivators ( W e s t  Asia) t o  prepre  a seedbed. 

Three reasons often advanced for the deep ploughing are that it: 

i) prcanotes mre rapid infil tration of water to im=rease the quantity 

stored in  the soi l  profile and rduce  runoff. 

ii) assists in  w e d  control by burying weed seeds 

iii) breaks up a ccmpactd layer of soi l  and promotes root extension. 

In North Africa w e d  control is the main reason given for the 

practice being widespread. In Syria and Jordan it is widely held that 

it is essential to plough deep before planting same crop, including 

legumes, to maximize their yield. For example, in  northwest Syria, 

where three-cmrse rotations of cereal-legume-summer crop are ccsnmon in  

areas with mean rainfall  of about 350 nun o r  mre, deep ploughing is 

carried out prior to planting both the legume and surmner-crop phases of 

the rotation. In these systems the legume is either chickpea or  

len t i l ,  and the surmner crop is often melon. Wlon is scwn in  the 

spring (April) and grow on water stored in the profile during the 

winter rainy season. Tmditiondlly, chickpea has also been scwn in  

spring, and deep t i l lage repeated just before planting. However, that 

is now changing to l a t e  autumn or  winter planting with the advent of 

cold- and disease-tolerant cultivars. 

Swelling clay soi ls  predominate in  suktant ia l  prcduction areas of 

the region. These soi ls  crack extensively when dry. The cracks, which 

a t  the surface my  be several centimeters wide, extend to depths of 

wer one m e t e r  and form pathways for the rapid intake of water fnrn 



early rains. As the soil swells with wetting, the cracks close at the 

surface and infiltration rates are slowed, although the cracks may 

remain at depth. Thorcugh wetting of the soil profile can cause as 

mrh as 10 an vertical displaaernent of the soil surface. 

We question the need for deep tillage on these soils. 'Ihe 

practice is costly itself in both t k  ard fuel use, and it creates the 

need for further tillage to prepare a seedbed. Since it is 

in=reasingly recognised that tillage destroys soil structure, it is 

also urdoubtedly 'costly1 in tents of the long-term maintenance of the 

soil resoun=e. If tillage can be reduced econcanic and environmental 

benefits should result. 

A trial was begun on Tel Hadya in the 1985/86 cropping season to 

test the general hypothesis that, on swelling clay soils, tillage, and 
pruduction costs, can be reduced without causing a reduction in crop 

yields. We report here on the yields achieved in the five years of the 

trial, on the effect of tillage practices on the storage of water in 
the soil profile, and on crop water use. 

3.1.1.2 Trial Details 

Ihe trial was established in long-running three-course crop rotations 

of cd-legume-summer crop - specifically, bread  wheat^^- 
water melon and durum wheat-lentil-water melon. The trial is laid art 

in two blocks with four replications, two of which are ccanpletely 

rardcanized within each block on a slightly sloping site. All three 

@mse of the rotations are included. Plot size is 300 x 50 m, and the 
tillage treahents are superimposed in a split plot design, each 

tillage sub-plot being 300 x 12.5 m. The tillage treahents, based 

around farmerst practice, are: deep dixing (20 an) ; chisel ploughing 

(20 can); sweep (ducksfwt) cultivation (8-10 an) ; and zero tillage. 

'Ihe sequence of operations is sham in Table 3.1.1. 



Table 3.1.1 The sequence of operations for each phase of three crxlrse 
rotations, Tel Hadya 

FFlase Deep tillage sweep 

rsSurne Ploughed in autumn, before ailtiMted in autumn after 
rain. Seedbed prepared with rain. seedbed prepared with 
spike-toothed harrow and/or spike-toothed harmw. 
offset disc. Planted in Planted in late N w w -  
late Nwenker-early December. early December. 

Melon Ploughed in autumn, before Cultivated in autumn, after 
rain. Sweep cultivation in rain. Repeated in spring 
sprirq for plantirq, and in for planting, and in sunrmer. 
sunnrer. Hand planted in mid- Hand planted in mid-April. 
April. 

Wheat Seedbed prepared with spike- As for deep tillage. 
toothed-. Planted in 
mid- to late Nwember. 

Zero-till plots are direct drilled. 

In line with farmers' practice, water melon is planted only when 

the soil profile is wet to a depth of about 1 meter (approximately 100 

m of plant extractable water) or more in April. Unless at least this 

amxlnt of water is present the crop is unecodc and the land is 

fallowed. 

3.1.1.3 Soil Water Measurements 

Soil water has been monitored since 1986/87 by neutron scatter* 

techniques. TWO neutron pr&e access tubes per plot are permanerrtly 

installed where the soil is uniformly deep in two of the far 

replicates. Neutron p m k  readings are taken at 15 an intervals in the 

profile f m  15 to 180 an. The surface 15 an is sampled 

gravimetrically by the taking of soil cores. Data are reported as 

'stored soil water' w h i c h  is calculated as the difference in the water 

content between the first masmmmt of the season and subsequent 

measured pints during the rrop cycle. We aim to begin -ts in 

Septex$er, before the Opening rain, but this has not always been 

possible. In the data presented, negative -ues of 'stored soil 

water' arise when there was rain before the first -. 
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3.1.1.5 Chm Yields 

There has been no significant effect of tillage type on the yield of 

legumes (Table 3.1.2) . In wakrmlon, reduced yield from zero-till 

plots was due in large part to difficulties of plant establishment. 

Satisfactory techniques for planting into reserve moisture without 

tillage have yet to be devised. Significant differences in wheat 

mngst the tillage treatments shm no real consistency althcqh there 

is a trend for yield to be least fmm zero-till plots. This is 

umioubtedly due, in part, to the configuration of the zero-till planter 

which has 30 can ruw spacing, wh- the other plots are sawn with a 

locdl seed drill at 17.5 cm spacing. 

Very poor performma by the legumes in 1988/89 and 1989/90 was 

only partly due to the dry conditions. The planting of legumes was 

delayed by rain during December in both years, and the cold during 

January and February delayed germination and ermqem=e and resulted in 



Wle 3.1.2 Crop yields (lq/ha) in four t i l lage treatrmIts within 
three-course rotations, Tel Hadya, 1985/86 to 1989/90 

Tillage TreatrmIt 1 
Crop Season DD CP D f ZT sign. LSD 

Lentil 

W a t e r  melon 2&3 85/86 
86/87 
87/88 

Bread wheat 85/86 2305 2245 2360 2195 n s  
86/87 2275 2335 2440 2400 ns 
87/88 4480 4420 4560 4255 I-LS 

88/89 1725 1630 1815 1330 * 275 
89/90 1015 1340 1175 1395 *** 104 

1. DD = Deep D i s c ;  CP = Chisel Plough; Df = IXlcksfoot; ZT = Z e r o  Til l .  
2. Yield of fresh frui t .  
3. Water melon was not planted in 1988/89 or  1989/90. 

poor crop stands; ard in 1989/90 the la te  frost  further severely 

reduced yields. Planting of l en t i l  was also delayed i n  the w e t  year of 

1987/88, so tha t  in three of five years there has been same difficulty 

i n  inplenwting winter planting of legumes. This factor needs to be 

taken into account in assessing the potential impact of changed 

practices. 



Measured soil w a t e r  profiles ( q r d  as 'stored soil w a t e r '  ) at the 

point of maximum recharge for each tillage treatment and season are 

shwn in Figures 3.1.3a1b,c,d. 'Ihese data are for the legume plots, 

but those for w a t e r  melon plots, fallow& during the rainy season, are 

very similar. In both 1986/87 and 1988/89 the total quantity stored is 

greater than that shown as there was rain before the first sampling (61 

mn and 45 nun in the two years respectively) and w a t e r  stored f m  these 

events is not included in the amunts illustrated (Figure 3.1.3a and 

c) 

?he depth of wetting in the four years varied f m  >I80 can in 

1987/88 to only 60 can in 1989/90. ?he pattern amongst the tillage 

treatments is not wholly consistent. It does appear clear, however, 

that there is no increased storage of w a t e r  due to deep tillage. If 

anything the trend is in the apposite direction, and, in the wet year 

especially, reduced or zero tillage lead to more w a t e r  being stored at 

depth in the profile (Figure 3.1.3b) . 

Lack of difference between the tillage treatments in the top 15 can 

of the profiles is probably due largely to the sampling method and 

regime. Because of the variability of the w a t e r  content of gravimetric 
samples it is difficult to detect differences. Also, because the soil 

is very sticky when wet, sampling is deferred until the surface is dry 

encugh not to adhere to the feet. 'Ihis prevents damage to the soil 

surface and the crop around access tubes during sampling, but reduces 

our capability to monitor closely the pattern of water loss f m  the 

surface layer. 

As with the maximum profiles, there is no consistency among the 

tillage treatments in the extent to w h i c h  the soil is dried by the time 

of harvest. Negative values at the tcp of the profile in 1986/87 and 

1988/89 represent w a t e r  stored at the time of the first sampling. 

'Ihere is nothing in the data to suggest that root development differed 

with the tillage treabrmt. 
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Sane water apparently remained at harvest in all treatments. 'Ibis 

is a recurring pattern in lentil, h t  differs f m  abservatians 

elsewhere for chickpa (FRMP 1990). T h e  poor chickpa crops in the two 
drarght seasons were  unable to fully use water which cculd have heen 

expc te3  to be available to them. Both crops w e r e  affected by 

rmnatdes (Pratvlenchus thornei anl Meloidanme artiellia) , which 
increasingly are seen as a pdlem of winter sawing of chickpa and may 

affect the uptake of water. 

3.1.1.7 Qmulative Water Use 

Pal3xxns of water use by the legumes during crop gruwth are Shawn in 

Figure 3.1.4a,b. As wculd be e x p e c t d  f m  the abave, there is little 

consistency in the data. Apparent greater use with deep discing in the 

wet year is the inverse of the water storage pattern. Rates of use 

during the spring period of mst rapid crop grawth are very similar in 

all tillage treabnents within each season. 

2he data anmilable so far c n  bath crq, yields and water relati- give . .  . 
ID udxatum that t h m  is any advantagie to be gained fmn deep 

~ i n t h e c m d i t i ~ ~ f t h i s t r i a l .  

Chiously, as with all field trials, the results are both site anl 

season specific. ALrnost certainly they cannot be e x p c k l  to be 

relevant to other soil types. There may also be situations where 

results wculd differ on similar soils. For example, on sites with 

greater slopes, im=reased surface mughnes of deep tillage due KO deep 

discing (or mulaboard ploughing) may help to retain water on the 
surface for loqer following high intensity rainfall anl thereby 

increase infiltration anl m%ce runoff. However ,  we do feel that the 

we of deep tillage should be critically reamraised where it is 

practiced on flat or gently sloping lanl where swelling clay soils 

pl3xbhate. 
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3.1.2 A study m the ~ossibilitv of nedmnical 
Waea Ckmbm1 in W i n t e r  Savn chickma 

M. Pdla 

Food legumes are important for a nutritionally well-balanced diet, 

especially for lower-incame people who cannot afford much mat. Abut 

8.7 million ha are sawn to chi- worldwide ard 24% of the total 

chickpa area is found in IclRX*s region (FA0 1988). crop is 

g r a m  in the mre favorable e n v i r o m t s  where annual rainfall exceeds 

400 nun. However, local varieties are susceptible to cold awl 

ascc&yta blight, a disease favored by cold ard mist weather 

corditions. Chidqxzs in WANA, are, therefore, traditiomlly planted 

in the spring (late February-May depending on the locality), an3 they 

grow on soil misture stored during the winter mnths. Most of the 

plant developent takes place urder corditions of increasing 

temperature, day length awl aridity, with a diminishing soil misture 

supply and a decreasing probability of any significant precipitation. 

A potential increase in chickpea production in WANA is possible 

through a shift in the date of sowing from spring to early winter 

through the use of an m y t a  blight tolerant cultivar such as IU3 

482, which was released as Ghab 1 in Syria in 1986, ard with other 

names in some of the other countries of the region. This ensures a 

better use of the available soil moisture. Winter planting ard 

hxeased water-use efficiency result in a larger vegetative frame 

capable of supporting a bigger reproductive structure, earlier harvest 

and increased productivity (Hawtin 1975; Saxem 1980, 1984; Keatinge 

an3 Cooper 1983, 1984) . 

Haever, a winter-sum crop is likely to face a mre serious w e d  

prablem than a spring crop, as the preparatory tillage for spring 

sawing results in nearly weed-free codtions. An earlier stucty (Pdla 

and Mzid, not plblished yet) showed that weed infestation was five 

times greater in a winter than in a spring crop (1174 vs 274 kg/ha of 



weed dry matter across 8 trial sites). Other studies also reported 

high losses in grain yield due to weeds in several chi- proctucing 

axntries (Ahlawat et 61. 1981; ICXI?DA 1981; Yadav et al. 1983; Kata re  

et 61. 1983; Shaktawat ard Sharrna 1986; Bban a d  Kulaila 1987; Solh anl 

Pdla 1988), ard losses have been estimated to range f m  23 to 54% in 

West Asia (ICAFUX 1981) . 

Traditionally, weeds are controlled by hand hoeing during early 

gmwth,  hand @ling for fodder, or a mination of both. All 

weeding systems have been shawn to inpruve yields but, since rising 

costs impose increasing limitatians on hand-weedbq, chemical cantrol 

merits consideration. Several herbicides have been tested in different 

axntries, as well as at ICARDA stations, for control effectiveness anl 

rrop tolerance. A pre-emqence application of terbutryne with 

pronamide appears pdsing for broad-speckum control. 

However, the m~st effective herbicides are for pre-emeqence 

application; ard fanwrs, in general, tend not to adopt any methodology 

w h i c h  would shm its effect only later in the season, because of 

unpredictable weather conditions for rrop grcrwth. LDcdl availability 

of the chemicals is also another scuroe of uncertainty. 

Mechanical weed control is a feasible alternative, but it requires 

special and carefully set equipwnt as well as inpruved rrop sawing 

geametry. However, it is not impossible. Resear& was therefore 

initiated in 1988/89 to ccsnpare the feasibility of mechanical weed 

cantrol to that of other methods. Then it was exbded in tie 1989/90 

season to different ecological conditions. The cbjectives were to 

assess the effectiveness of different weed control methods in winter- 

sawn chickps anl to assess the main effeds ard interactions of 

prepamtory tillage, crrq, sawing geametry anl w e d  control measures on 

rrop yield and weed ampetition. 

3.1.2.2 Materials ard Metbds 

A preliminary trial was wnctuctd at W l  Hadya in 1988/89 under 219 rn 
of total seasonal (Oct-May) rainfall. 'Ihen, in 1989/90, there mre 



trials at three sites, which received 153, 233 and 337 nun rainfall, to 

examine the min effects and interactions of depth of tillage (deep 

discing + cultivation vs cultivation), crop swing geometry (35 an rcrw 
spacing vs 17.5-52.5 an paired rows) and weed control methods (weedy 

check, hard-weedhq, herbicide use and inter-rcrw cultivation). 

Experimental design was split plot with sub-plots factorially 

arranged, with 3 replicates. Plot sizes were 5 x 12.5 m. Qlab 1, 

inprwved at ICARIX as a cold- and ascmhyta-tolerant cultivar was scwn 

at the rate of 50 seeds per n-? (app. 140 kg seed per ha) with a local 

drill adjusted for chickpa. The herbicide used was a tank-mix of 

W t r y n e  (2.0 kg/ha) and pronamide (0.5 kg@), applied p r e  

emeqence. Hand- was done twice, starting 40 days after 

planting. A mechanical brush (not available locally) was used for 

inter-rcrw cultivation at the very early grawth stage (at the first 

hard4ing time) in the 35 an rcrw spacing treatment, and a local 

ducksfcut cultivator was used in the 17.5-52.5 m pair-raw planting 

treatmeJlt. 

The preliminary trial (1988/89) was corductd urder extremely dry 

conditions, with only 219 nun rainfall, mqared with a long-term 

seasonal average of about 335 nun. Althoqh there was no weed 

infestation to affect crop performance, it was important to examine 

whether the mechanicdl. weed control methcd caused any crop damage. 

There were no significant yield differences between treatments. 

Herbicide application caused soane slight crop damage, but this was not 

significantly reflected in the grain yield (Table 3.1.3) . 

In the second season, three sites with different rainfall amunts 

prwided a better picture for the future of the work (Tables 3.1.4 and 

3.1.5) . There were no significant interactions between treatments. 

Deep tillage decrease3 weed population, compared to shallm 

tillage, significantly at Afrin, nonsignificantly at Tel Ham and 



Table 3.1.3 The effects of tillage, row spacing and weed 
control methods on chi- total dry matter 
and grain yield (@/ha) at Tel Hadya, 
1988/89 

TCM Grain 

Deep 
Shallaw 
LSD (. 05) 
SE (f) 

RJm spacing 

35 an 
17.5-52.5 an 
LSD (.05) 
SE (_+I 

Weed control 

Check 
Weeding 
Hexbicide 
Mechanicdl 
LSD (. 05) 
SE (f) 

Generalmean 1260 516 

no difference at Hamkmiyeh; but grain yield was not affected 

by tillage at any of the sites. 

Narraw row spacing (35 an) tended to decrease weed density at each 

site, with a significant redudion in weed dry matter at Hamkmiyeh. 

Hcwever, grain yield was not af fected by ming gecmtry, indicating a 

potential for weed control by inter-row cultivation; and ampring we& 

cantrol methods it seenrs that herbicide application was no more 

effective than mechanicdl corrtrol in pramting grain produdion or 

reducing w e d  dry matter. However, the ccanparisan needs to continue 

several more years to include sane more favorable sfxisons. 



Table 3.1.4 The effects of tillage, rcx~ spacing ard weed 
control methods on chi* grain yield at three 
sites, 1989/90 

Chickpea grain yield (kg/ha) 
--- 

Afrin Tel Hadya Handaniyeh Mean 

Tillaqe 
D=T' 
shallaw 
LSD (. 05) 
SE (f) 

35 cm 
17.5-52.5 cm 
LSD (.05) 
SE (2) 

Weed control 

Check 
Weeding 
Herbicide 
Mechanicdl 
LSD (. 05) 
SE (2) 

Ahlawat, I.P.S., Sirqh, A. ard Saraf, C.S. 1981. It pays to control 
weeds in pulses. Indian Farming 31: 11-13. 

Bahn, V.M. ard m a ,  S. 1987. Weeds an3 their control in chickpea. 
In: ?he Chickpea (M.C. Saxena a d  K.B. Singh, eds), pp:319-328, 
CAI3 and ICARD?i, CAB, Wallingford, U.K. 

FA0 (Food ard Agriculture Organization), 1988. FA0 Production 
Yearbmk, Vol. 38, Rome, Itdly. 

FTJP, 1986. Food Legume Impmement Prcgram Annual Report, ICARDA, 
A l e ,  Syria. 



Table 3.1.5 The effects of tillage, row spacing and w e d  control 
methods on total dry matter of weeds at three sites, 
1989/90 

Total dry matter of w e d s  (@/ha) ....................................... 
Airin Tel Hadya Hadaniyeh Mem 

Weed control 

Chek 
Weeding 
Herbicide 
t4xhmicdl 
LSD (.05) 
SE (2) 

F'LIP, 1987. Food l&pme I~~TW~TIW~ Annual Report, ICARDA, 
Aleppo, Syria. 

F'LIP, 1988. Food Tequme ImpLuvement Program Annual Report, ICARIIA. 
Allappo, Syria. 

Hawtin, G.C. 1975. The status of chi- in the Middle East. In 
Proceedings of International Workshop on ~min Legumes. pp. 109- 
116, ICFUSAT, 13-16 Jan., 1975, Hyderabad, Mia. 

ICARDA, 1981. Report, p. 164, Aleppo, Syria. 

Katare, R.A., m e ,  V.M., Mdgir, K.S., andF&?kawar, B.V. 1983. 
Ftesponses to agrodc hpts in chickpea - a rabi crop in 
Badnapr, Mahamshtxa, India. Intl. Chi- Newsletter 8: 19-20. 



Keatinge, J.D.H. and Cooper, P.J.M. 1983. Kabuli chickpa as a 
w i n t e r  sum crop in  N. Syria: ~ is ture  relations and crop 
productivity. Jaurndl of PgriculturdL Science, UK, 100:667-680. 

Keatinge, J.D.H and Cooper, P. J .M.  1984. Physiological and misture- 
use studies on gruwth and dwe lopmt  of winter-sowing chickpxs. 
In Proceedings of Int. Workshop on Ascxchyta Blight and W i n t e r  
Sawing of Chi- (M.C. Sax- and K.B. S W ,  eds) , pp. 141- 
157, ICARDA, 4-7 May 1981, Aleppo, Syria. 

Pala, M. and Mazid, A. (nut published yet).  On-farm assessment of 
inpmed production practices for food legumes in  northwest Syria, 
1. Chickpea ( C i c i e r  arietinum L.) prcduction practices (sukanitted 
for  pbl icat ion)  . 

Saxena, M.C. 1980. Recent advances in chickpea agronomy. In 
Proceedings of the International Workshop on Chickpea I m p m e ,  
28 Feb.-2 M 1979, ICFUSAT, Patancheru, Hyderabd, W a ,  pp. 
89-96. 

Swaa, M.C. 1984. Agmncanic studies on winter chickpes. In 
Proceedings of Int. Workshop on Ascod~yta Blight and W i n t e r  Sawing 
of Chi- (M.C. Sax- and K.B. S W ,  eds), pp. 123-140, 
ICARDA, 4-7 May 1981, Alepp, Syria. 

Shalctawat, M.S. and Sharma, P.K. 1986. Respnse of chickpea varieties 
to input wmponents. Int. Chickpea N e w s l e t t e r ,  15: 24-25. 

Solh, M.B. and Pala, M. 1988. Weed control in chickpa. Paper 
presented a t  semhar on present status and future of chickpea crop 
production i n  the M e d i t e n a m a  countries. 11-13 July, Zaragoza, 
Spain. 

Yadav, S.K., Shgh, S.P.and PYlan, V.M. 1983. Weed control in  
chickpea. Tropical Pest MaMgernent 29: 297-298. 

3.2.1 scredm garlw Gencrtypes for  ~eswnse 
to Smmlammtal Irricatim 

C h  D'Acunzo, FA0 Associate Fkprt, and 
Eugene Ferrier 

Irrigation is termed llsupplementalll when it is used in situations w t m x  

the crop in question can be grown by natural rainfall  alone but w h e n  



a d d i t i a ~ l  water stabilizes ard hnpmes yields. In addition, 

supplemmtal irrigation ensures conditions suitable for using high 

inputs, such as high yielding varieties, fer t i l izers ,  herbicides, etc., 

irrespective of seasonal rainfall. 

Trials have been irplemented i n  Aleppo p m h  over three seasons 

to ccaopare different barley genotypes urder supplemental irrigation ard 

to select those shming, along w i t h  a good environmental adaptation, a 

favorable grain ard straw yield response to additimal water. 

'Ihe f i r s t  t w o  seasons results have been reported previously 

(D'Acunzo ard Perrier 1990).  H e r e ,  w e  report the third season w i t h  

references, as necessary, to the previous findings. 

An experimental field was chosen adjacent to Breda station. The soil 

is a typical Calciorthid. Profile data a .  summa-rized in Table 3.2.1.  

The average bulk density of the profile was 1.13. -1 available 

water-holding capacity was 238 Imn/m, ard the pF descrption curve is 

shm i n  Figure 3.2.1 .  

Table 3 . 2 . 1  Average pH, C m 3  ard oqanic  matter contents, ard 
granulametxy of the Breda soil 

pH 8 .3  8 . 2  8 . 3  8 .4  8 . 5  
CaC031 % 30.0 31.0 37.1 56.5 50 
Organic m a t t e r ,  % 1.17 0.74 0.58 0.35 0.25 
Clay, % 30 4 0 44 44 39 
S i l t ,  % 4 5 40.5 4 1 41  42 
- 1  % 25 19.5 15 15 19 

Because the agronmnic history of the f ie ld  w a s  un)axlwn, a heavy, 

uniform fer t i l i ze r  a ~ l i c a t i o n  w a s  used to eliminate possible f e r t i l i t y  

variations due to previous mgement:  250 kg P205/ha ard 100 kg N/ha. 



moisture content  (O/O weight) 

Fiqure 3.2.1 pF desorption m e  for Breda soil 

The latter N application was split: half at planting and half at the 

start of stem elongation. Cdmfuran (10%) was applied before 

planting. Seeding was done on N o v e n t e r  21 and 22, 1989 using an word 



seed drill on a seed bed previously prepared by plawing and l-mrrming. 

Three replicates were planted, each in two parts, one each side of the 

linesource. 'Ihe barley entries were plankxi in strips 24.4 m long and 

2.4 m wide, with a 20 m m-spacing, arranged perpendicularly to the 

linesource. Each strip was subdivided into six sub-plots to carry six 

irrigation rates; the sub-plot for treatment 1-0 (rainfed) was 9.15 m 

long, the other five were each 3.05 m long. A large border was planted 

around the field. 

I-Wbicides were used to control weeds. Bnanindl plus was applied 

at a rate of 1.5 l/ha on Februazy 18 and Illoxan at 2.5 l/ha on March 

6. '&ere were also three hand-weedinqs. 

A linesource sprinkler system was used to abtain a continuously 

varying irrigation (Hanks et al. 1976). This comprised sprinklers 

(Rain Bird model 30 H) on stands 1 m tall and 6 m apart. 

Monitoring the amount of water applied on each side of the 

linesaurce is important in this kird of system, because distribution 

can be affected by wind and by the pressure in the water main. For 

this purpose, catchment cans were plaoed at 1.5 m intervals in rcx~s 

replicated three times on each side of the linesource. These cans were 

held by rings on metal stands so that it was possible to adjust them to 

plant height to avoid crop interfexence. Volumes of water were 

measured after every application and the amounts of irrigation received 

were calculated. 

The experkt used an adapted split-block design with 3 replicates. 

Th.i&y-seven barley gmtypes of different origin were entered (Table 

3.2.2) . 'Ihey included 15 genotypes already tested at Boueidar in the 

1988/89 season (D'Acunzo and Perrier 1990). Field positions of the 

genotypes were randcanized, but those of the irrigation treatments were 

not because of the constraints of the system. 



Table N ~ a m e s  and/or pedigrees of the barley genotypes 
acanposing the pool under test at the E%reda station 
during the 1989/90 season 

W f  . no. Name or pedigree G-4? 

Arizona 5908/Aths/Lignee 640 
(ICB81-0210-W9AFOAP) HR 

Ctn/RM1508/10876-2/3/70-22423/BI HR 
SawsaqlLiqnee 527//Arar HR 
Arizona 5908/Athns//Asse/3/n08-74 HR 
Liqnee 527/Sawsan//Bc HR 
Mari/Aths*2/3/Apq/IB65//B6 HR 
Cr. 115/Por/Bc/3/Fpi/CM67/4~/Fpi/CM67 HR 
Aths/Liqnee 686 HR 
SP (Gh) /Fpro//Cdl. mr/3/Apq/IB65/4/DL71/Strain 2 05 HR 
Am/& HR 
BKF Maguelone 1604/E!adia//Arar HR 
Mari/Aths*2//Ky63-1294 MR 
W I  2291 LR 
Rihane-03 HR 
Arabi Abiad LR 
SLB 39/10 LR 
SLB 39/60 LR 
A r t a  LR 
Faiz HR 
Esp/1808-4L//WI 2291 MR 
MF'YTl69-1Y HR 
WI 2269 LR 
Iris/Mopal 's HR 
Matnan HR 
Assala-04 HR 
AS46/Ath*2 HR 
CIO8887/CIO5761 HR 
Raho/Mazurka HR 
Raho/Delisa HR 
A=-r/Esp HR 
*/m HR 
Wi 2198/Emir HR 
Smfara-02 HR 
SdLmas HR 
wF=/- HR 
Mr 25-84/Attiki MR 
WI 2291/WI 2269 LR 

HR = adapt& to high rainfall regimes 
MR = adapt& to medium rainfall regimes 
IR = adapt& to low rainfall regimes 



The supplemental irrigation treatments, defined when the water 

deficit in the active root zone of the wet treatment was 50% of the 

available w a t e r  (Doneen ard Westcost 1984), were: 

1) 1-0: rainfed (no irrigation) 
2) 1-1: irrigated to replace 11% of the deficit; 
3) 1-2: irrigated to replace 33% of the deficit; 
4) 1-3: irrigated to replace 57% of the deficit; 
5) 1-4: irrigated to replace 81% of the deficit; ard 
6) 1-5: irrigated to replace 100% of the deficit. 

Soil misture at saving was adequate for germination. subsequent 

scheduling of irrigation was by water balance methods (Perrier ard 
. , sal!um 1989), employing class A pan evaporation -ts ard 

verified using gravimetric soil samples ard neutron prabe -ts. 

Figure 3.2.2 shm mean m h i m m  ard mxhum tempexatures on a 10-day 

basis f m  the beginning of Nw- to the erd of May. 'Ihere were 47 

frost wents, of w h i c h  4 ocarrd during the period of March 10 to 20. 

On March 17 ard 18, minimum temperatures recorded were -7°C ard -7.2-C 

respectively. 'Ihese two fmsts caused severe damage to the crop that 

was then at the rapid growth stage. 

Monthly acxnmnilated rainfall is shown in Figure 3.2.3. 'Ihe 

seasoral totdl was 184.6 nun (ocwpared with an average -ndl rainfall 

for this site of about 280 mm). Distribution was good until March 1. 

After that, there was no significant rainfall, ard the water balance 

started to shcw a rapid depletion of the already sndll msexves of 

water in the soil. l l r ing that period three irrigations were applied, 

althcugh the third irrigation was not annpleted as per the proposed 

schsdule due to problem of water availability. 'Ihe lwel of the water 

table f m  which supplies were being drawn fell by 10.2 m during April 

ard by a further 7.2 m during May. Table 3.2.3 details the totdl 

quantities of water applied in each irrigation treatment ard values of 

total w a t e r  use. 
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Fisure 3.2.2 Minimerm ad rnaxirmrm teqexatures on a ten-days basis a t  
Brsda, Septanber 1989 to May 1990 

Figure 3.2.4 shms the active root: shoot pattern of grcrwth of the  

reference genotype, Ribane-03. This pattern d i f fe r s  f m  the one 

faund the  previous season a t  Boueidar (DIAcunzo ad Perrier  1990), but 

resembles that described for  w h a t  a t  Tel Hadya by Perrier ad Salkini 

(1989) . Root grcrwth was shallower than in 1988/89. Chhco-physicdl 

praperties of the soil w e r e  involved. Electrical  conctuctivity values 

in- steeply w i t h  increasing depth (Figure 3.2.5) , ad mechanical 

resistance to penetration was aperimad during coring. 



- 
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Fiqure 3.2.3 Monthly acclmailated rainfall at Breda, 1989/90 

Table 3.2.3 Soil water balance, seasondl rainfall, total 
sqplementdl irrigation receipt and total water 
use at each sqplemental irrigation level (nun) 

Irrigation Soil water Rainfall !Supplementdl Totdl 
levels balance * irrigation use 

* (Soil water omtent at planting - soil water content at 
harvest) 
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Plant height (cm) 

Fi- 3.2.4 Relationship between active depth plant hei*t 
of Rihane-03, Breda, 1989/90 
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Fiqure 3.2.5 Average EC (rrS/an) for the different layers of profile 
(interval 25 an) at the experimental field at Breda 
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Fisure 3.2.6 Pattern of w a t e r  distribution of the line source used at 
Breda (average of three replications) . 

The pattern of w a t e r  application is sham in Figure 3.2.6. The 

amcunt of w a t e r  applied was very highly correlated with the distance 

frcan the linesource and, thus, to the planned irrigation levels. An 

average meff icient of determination (R~) of 0.986 was found for the 

two sides of the linesource. ?his means that the linesource sprinkler 

system, when used d e r  optimal wind conditions, is the easiest method 

for obtaining continuous variation of irrigation. 

The pattern of w a t e r  demand of the reference genotype, based on 

Class A pan evaporation, is sham in Figure 3.2.7, wfiich plots the rrop 

mefficient (kc) against days frcnn January 1, 1990. This illustrates 

the increase in w a t e r  demand that follaws stan eloqation. 



Fiqure 3.2.7 Barley crop coefficient relative to Breda and to 1989/90 
season 



All the data needed to estimate the effects of the different 

supplanental irrigation treatments were measured (lodging, bicnnass, no. 

of ears/&, grain yield, 1000 kernels weight, no. of fertile 

spiklets/ear) or calculated (water-use efficiency indexes). 

The systematic arranganent of supplemental irrigation levels has 

the disadvantage for statistical analysis that it provides no valid 

estimates of error for the irrigation min effect or for ccanparisons 

involving the irrigation effect (Cochran and Cox 1957; Federer 1955). 

Hoxever, the ANOVA provides valid enmr term for testing barley 

genotypes and their interactions with supplanental irrigation levels 

(Hanks et al. 1980) ; and since the distribution of water on both sides 

of the linesource did not differ significantively, the ANOVA table is 

simpler than that proposed by Hanks et al. (1980). 

The factors of yield, nurbers of ears/m2 and of fertile 

spiklets/ear and 1000-grain weights, seemed to be related to 

irrigation level (Figure 3.2.8) ; and these contributed to increased 

grain yields. Hawever, an inflection can be noticed in different 

variables between the 1-0 level to 1-1 levels. This m y  be due to the 

late fnxts. 

Grain yields shawed a -tic increase f m  1-0 to 1-5 irrigation 

levels, because of the dmught during the year and the consequent 

necessity to apply more water than might normally be required for 

supplemmtal irrigation at this location (Table 3.2.4) . ~nteraction 

between barley genotypes and supplemental .irrigation was significant. 
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F i a u r e  3 . 2 . 8  Y i e l d  de-ts. Average of the barley genotypes ,  
Breda 1988/90 -n 



Table 3.2.4 Mem grain y ie ld .  (t/ha a t  f ield moisture 
content*) 

Supplemental irrigation treatments 
Ref. No. ----- MBans 

1-0 1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 

1 0.66 0.72 1.23 2.02 2.80 4.35 1.96 
2 0.51 0.67 1.21 1.78 2.29 2.67 1.52 
3 0.24 0.41 0.91 1.60 2.60 3.85 1.60 
4 0.44 0.69 0.99 1.77 2.55 3.21 1.61 
5 0.33 0.24 0.95 1.80 2.39 3.51 1.54 
6 0.34 0.38 0.94 1.70 2.10 3.07 1.42 
7 0.73 0.71 1.23 1.98 2.39 2.69 1.62 
8 0.22 0.28 1.12 1.85 2.81 3.44 1.62 
9 0.13 0.31 0.76 1.58 2.21 3.48 1.41 
10 0.59 0.53 1-10 1.73 2.54 3.50 1.66 
11 0.13 0.18 0.71 1.47 2.55 3.31 1.39 
12 0.65 0.47 1.26 1.84 2.60 3.23 1.68 
13 0.43 0.32 0.75 1.51 2.36 3.05 1.40 
14 0.72 0.95 1.20 2.76 3.96 6.17 2.63 
15 0.29 0.42 0.68 0.99 1.32 1.86 0.92 
16 0.65 0.74 1.32 1.33 1.86 2.02 1.32 
17 1.02 1.04 1.76 2.58 2.94 3.54 2.15 
18 0.37 0.26 0.98 1.76 2.27 2.68 1.39 
19 0.40 0.49 1.13 1.71 2.70 3.54 1.66 
20 0.22 0.10 0.60 1.39 2.39 3.50 1.37 
2 1 0.38 0.27 0.69 1.60 2.60 3.58 1.52 
22 0.61 0.51 1.09 1.71 2.56 3.46 1.66 
2 3 0.30 0.33 0.82 1.60 2.56 3.30 1.49 
24 0.42 0.42 0.88 2.06 2.89 4.02 1.78 
25 0.41 0.57 1.23 2.07 3.32 4.67 2.05 
2 6 0.07 0.10 0.56 1.41 1.92 3.14 1.20 
27 0.37 0.67 1.02 1.64 3.26 3.52 1.75 
2 8 0.65 0.78 1.58 2.45 2.36 2.54 1.73 
29 0.43 0.37 0.96 1.64 2.15 2.74 1.38 
30 0.35 0.15 0.86 1.57 2.69 3.71 1.56 
31 0.35 0.22 0.62 1.34 2.19 3.27 1.33 
32 0.15 0.23 0.76 1.26 1.94 2.84 1.20 
33 0.21 0.09 0.59 1.63 2.09 3.37 1.33 
3 4 0.16 0.20 0.86 1.44 2.37 2.34 1.23 
3 5 0.13 0.27 0.52 1.74 2.92 4.49 1.68 
3 6 0.30 0.28 0.49 0.87 1.89 3.03 1.14 
3 7 0.66 0.74 1.21 1.93 2.08 3.39 1.67 

________________----_-------------------------------------- 
Means 0.40 0.43 0.96 1.70 2.48 3.37 

I S D  0.05 = 0.14 between two genotypes means 
LSD 0.05 = 1.03 betwen two genotypes means a t  the same level 

of supplemental irrigation 
* approximately 5% 



Rihane-03 was the highest-yielding genotype, with 0.72 t/ha under 

rainfed conditions increasing to 6.17 t/ha in 1-5. Its linear 

regression coefficient for yield on water use, b = 27 kg grain/m, was 

significantly greater than those of 29 of the other 36 gemtypes (Table 

3.2.5) . Lmest-yielding genotypes w e r e  Arabi Abiad and SLB 39/10, with 

regression coefficients (7.8 and 7.6 kg grain/m) significantly laer 

than those of ahc& all the other gemtypes. 

Figure 3.2.9 shws the regression curves of the genotypes grouped 

a c c o ~  to rainfall-regime adaptation (Table 3.2.2) . T h e  HR group 

differs significantly f m  the IR group, with the MR g m u p  not 

significantly different f m  either of them. 

Table 3.2.6 reports total biomass production for each genotype and 

irrigation level. Major factors derlying the increases in biomass 

pm3uction with increasing levels of irrigation w e r e  increases in 

plant height, f m  less than 30 cm in 1-0 to wer 70 cm in 1-5, and in 

the number of tillers per square meter. 

Values of water-use efficiency, WUE, (Bolton 1981; Cooper 1983) 

w2re caputed f m :  

Ehmss (kg/ha) 
WUE = ------------- 

Total water use (m) 

where biamass is the total weight of the harvested plants (not 

including roots and crowns). The highest WE's were achieved by 

-03 and Alger/Ceres in 1-5 (Table 3.2.7) . W E  values for grain 

only show that Rihane-03 produced 16.2 kg/ha of grain at 1-5 level per 

millimeter of total water use. Other efficient genotypes were Matnan, 

Assala-04, CI08887/CI05761 and Alger/Ceres. 



Table 3.2.5 Regression coefficient, 
coefficients of determination 
total water 

intercepts, and 
for grain yield vs 

Genotype b a 
slape intercept 



yield ( t /ha)  
14 -- 

total water (mm) 

Fi- 3.2.9 Linear regression for barley groups Vs. totdl water ,  
~reda, 1989/90 season 



Table 3.2.6 Mean biamass harvested (t/ha at field moisture 
content) . 

Supplemental irrigation treatments 
Ref. No. ------------- ------------ Means 

1-0 1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2 3 
24 
25 
2 6 
27 
28 
29 
3 0 
31 
32 
3 3 
34 
3 5 
3 6 
37 ---------- 

Means 

LSD 0.05 = 0.25 between two genotypes means 
LSD 0.05 = 1.83 between two genotypsmeans at the same level. 

of supplemental irrigation 



Table 3.2.7 Water-use efficiency indexes (kg biamss/ha/mn) 
for the different genotypes and supplemental 
irrigation treatments 

Ref. No. 
Supplemental irrigation treatments ------------- ------ 
1-0 1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 

11.16 9.58 11.10 15.38 17.37 22.71 
9.66 9.30 10.92 13.96 15.31 15.28 
9.21 10.64 11.99 14.35 17.59 21.42 
8.40 8.71 10.31 14.59 15.10 18.24 
9.07 7.59 10.41 13.84 16.39 20.20 
10.98 9.98 12.76 15.56 15.53 18.21 
12.53 10.63 12.25 15.25 15.41 15.16 
10.09 9.81 15.07 16.59 18.11 20.53 
8.59 8.12 11.70 16.18 16.82 21.27 
12.30 10.77 13.26 15.33 17.32 21.54 
6.54 6.80 9.88 13.89 17.15 19.84 
12.73 9.73 12.87 15.09 17.13 18.81 
12.66 9.62 10.33 13.97 17.48 20.31 
11.24 11.43 14.45 18.55 23.35 32.17 
9.35 8.28 9.39 11.28 13.30 16.47 
12.15 10.91 12.05 11.16 12.04 13.81 
16.75 13.36 15.84 18.06 18.22 21.42 
10.33 8.66 11.25 13.71 14.93 15.38 
9.02 8.76 11.77 14.23 17.01 18.80 
7.84 6.01 9.68 14.14 17.16 21.31 
9.67 7.87 9.55 13.93 17.44 21.16 
12.01 9.69 11.07 13.06 15.97 19.28 
10.82 10.63 12.69 16.88 18.54 20.98 
10.33 9.53 10.51 15.48 17.74 22.31 
10.44 10.80 14.57 18.01 20.46 24.89 
7.30 7.59 9.84 14.14 14.60 19.87 
7.11 8.54 10.95 11.94 15.99 18.64 
11.17 10.66 14.62 17.27 15.08 17.10 
10.62 8.68 11.55 13.91 16.39 17.07 
10.36 8.92 12.36 16.45 18.24 22.22 
8.98 7.90 9.20 12.90 16.91 20.56 
7.68 6.80 9.38 12.10 14.14 17.11 
9.06 5.60 9.83 14.83 16.32 19.07 
9.02 7.66 10.93 13.82 17.46 16.77 
10.03 10.02 11.07 16.28 20.85 27.66 
9.20 8.64 9.16 11.34 13.60 15.92 
11.54 10.61 12.24 14.78 15.04 19.38 

.------------------------------------------ 
10.16 9.16 11.54 14.66 16.69 19.81 

Means 

LSD 0.05 = 0.66 between tcrfo genotypes mans 
LSD 0.05 = 5.32 between tclfo genotypes means at the same level 

of supplemental irrigation 



Rihane-03 confirmed its prwious high-yielding performance at h i m  

levels of supplemental irrigation. In this season, it significantly 

artyielded all the other genotypes tested at the 1-5 level. At lower 

irrigation levels, hcwever, this superiority was less marked, and 

yields of M a - 0 4  (HR) , SLB 39/60 (LR) , CI08887/CI05761 (HR) , Matnan 

(HR) , Alger/CereS (HR) , WI2291/112269 (LR) , genotypes 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 
(all HR) , and 12 (MR) approached or equalled those of Rihane-03. 

Within this group, SLB 39/60 is particularly interesting. At 1-0, 

1-1, and 1-2 levels, it appreciably (though not significantly) 

artyielded all other genotypes including Rihane-03. 

It is concluded that genotypes adapted to high rainfall regW 

should be in-oed in those situations where supplemental irrigation 

of barley is feasible, because the local varieties are unable to make 

efficient use of the extra water. Where water availability is 

restricted, SLB 39/60 should be considered, because it seas to be able 

to utilize limited amunts of water to produce grain mre efficiently 

than other genotypes. 
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3.2.2 I h e ~ o ~ o f  IXnumandRreadWheatGenatwes 
urtier Different Moisture R~~imes 

M. Fala 

Winter cereals contribute a larye proportion to the tatal food 

production of W e s t  Asia arrl North Africa (WANA) . Bread wheat ranks 

first i n  production among cereal crops; approximately 82% of totdl 

wheat production is bread wheat (6 1987, p. 64) . H a w w e r ,  tturUm wheat 

is, a f t e r  barley, the mt important crop in lawer  r a in fa l l  areas. 

G i v e n  the importance of the wheat crop generally a d  an hcreashq 

interest to use limited water supplies ef f ic ient ly  as supplemental 

irr igation to increase ard s tab i l i ze  yields, it w a s  decided to test 

selected wheat genotypes under different  moisture regimes. 'Ihis w a s  

d m  using the linesource sprinkler system i n  cooperation w i t h  Cereal 

m-ogram scientists, Drs Nachit (durum wheat breeder) ard Ortiz Ferrara 

(bread wheat breeder). 

IXuum ard bread wheat genotypes (20 each) w e r e  .sown w i t h  a plot  

drill a t  125 kg seed/ha i n  17.5 an rows perpendicular to the 

system. 'Ihere w e r e  six rates of water application, a rainfed (WO) 

mntrol treatment arrl f ive  irr igation levels: approximtely 20 ( ~ 1 )  , 40 

( W 2 ) ,  60 (W) ,  80 (W4) ard 100% (W5) of water balance requirement. 



Totdl -rial water receipts were 233, 258, 309, 362, 424 and 486 nun, 

respectively. Experimental design was split plot with 3 replicates. 

Sub-plot size was 2.1 m x 3.0 m for Wl to W5 and 2.1 m x 9 m for WO. 

'Ihe season 1989/90 was very dry with total of 233 nun rainfall, 

received mainly between N o v e m b e r  and Feb- (83% of total season). 

'Iherefore, early crop develqmmt was very good and produd nn~& 

straw, but this was not reflected in grain development in WO and Wl 

treaimsnts, which suffered from drought. Severe frost in mid-March was 

also a factor. 

Data for yield and quality p r a n ~ t e r s  and water-use efficiency 

(WUE) indexes of durum and bread wheat genotypes are given in Tables 

3.2.8 and 3.2.9. 'Ihere were no significant interactions between 

genotypes and water regimes in relation to any yield or other 

associated paamsters. Individual genotypes are therefore compared for 

their mean perionnanms across the six rates of water application. 

IXuum Wheat Perforn?ance. Mean grain yield, straw yield, 1000 kernel 

weight, grain protein %, TCM, and grain WUE's were significantly 

different between genotypes (Table 3.2.8) . Mmmum . . grain yield was 

1571 @/ha ( M I M 2 ) ,  639 @/ha less than the maximum of 2210 kg/ha (m 
Rabi 3) . Minimum and nmximm values were 4105-5232 kg- for straw, 

31.6-38.8 g for 1000 kernel weight, 10.0-13.1% for grain protein, 16.8- 

19.42 kg/ha/nun for TCM water use and 3.81-5.54 kg/ha/nun for grain 

water-use efficiency. Genotypes 3, 9, 11, 13, 15 (m Rabi 5), 19 (m 
Rabi 3) and 20 (Belikh 2) gave the highest mean grain yields (more than 

2.0 t/ha). Cham 1 and Belikh 2 gave the highest straw yields, and so 

also the highest WUE for total dry matter production. 

All genotypes responded significantly to increasing water regimes 

and, because interactions between genotypes and water rates were non- 

significant, crop responses to water are presented just as means (Table 

3.2.10) . Grain, straw and 1000 kernel weight all i n c r e  linearly 

with increasing rate of water application. Hawever, grain protein 



Table 3.2.8 Yield and quality pmmeters ard WUE indexes of durum 
wheat genotypes, Tel  Hadya, 1989/90 (means across six 
rates of water application) 

1000 k. Grab, 
Genotype Grain Straw weight protein TTM* Grain* 

W W  g % w w m  JKWa/m 

1. Stork (&k) 
2. m 2  
3. m 3  
4. m 4  
5. m 5  
6. EM 6 
7. m 7  
8. Awalbit-2 
9. m 9  

10. CWM 10 
11. CWM 11 
12. Cham 1 
13. CWM 13 
14. Sabil 1 
15. an Rabi 5 
16. LCplkos 3 
17. H d  
18. Gallareta 
19. an Rabi 3 
20. Belikh 2 

LSD (.05) 378 
SE (2) 193 

cnntent was negatively correlated with water because of the lldilutian" 

effect. For higher rates of water application or in the higher rainfall 

arws, it may be neoessary to p t  on larger amounts of N fertilizer. 
Farallel to grain and straw yields, WUE indexes for TTM ard grain 

prPduction also increased with increasing amount of water. 

Regressions of genotype grain yield on the environmental mean or 

water rate sh& all genotypes to be behaving in the same way. 

difference between the highest- ard the larest-yielding genotypes (nos 

9 and 2) im=reases with increasing water (Figure 3.2.10a) . For 



Table 3.2.9 Yield and quality parameters and WE inlexes of bread 
wheat genotypes, Tel mdya, 1989/90 (means across six 
rates of water application) 

1000 k. Grain 
Grain Straw weight protein TIM-ME Grain-WE 
k q / h a w  9 % k g / h a / m w / m  

1. TSI/VEE 
2. TSI/VEE1S' (1) 
3. VEE1S'/TSI 
4. Nesser 
5. Zidane 89 
6. Cham4 
7. Saker 
8. Hagel 
9. Maya 74'S1/0N.. (1) 

10. cc//w.. 
11. Baz 
12. Chilem 
13. Sanon~ 
14. Ghurab 
15. ANI'S1/PVN'S' 
16. C C / / w .  . 
17. TSI/VEE1S' (2) 
18. PVN1S'/CL;I: 
19. Maya 74'S1/0N/. . (2) 
20. rn'S'/BUC'S' 

LSD (.05) 
SE (_+I 

example, 500 kg difference at 300 m beccsnes 1400 kg at 500 m. lhis 

shows the wide adaptability of a given genotype in a given h ~ e n e w s  

region across different seasons or conditions. 

Bread Wheat Performme. Mean grain yield, s t r a w  yield, 1000 kernel 

weight, grain pmtein %, TIM and grain W 1 s  differed significantly 

between genotypes (Table 3.2.9). Mmmm 
, a mean grain yield was 1189 

kg/ha (Saker) , 559 kg/ha less than the maximum mean yield of 1748 kg/ha 

(Cham 4) .  Minirnrm and maximum values w e r e  4669-7326 kg/ha for s t r a w ,  
26.4-30.1 g for 1000 kernel weight, 12.1-13.8% for grain protein, 



Table 3.2.10 Mean yield ard quality paramsters ard WUE indexes of 
durum ard bread wheat under different water regimes, Tel 
Hadya, 1989/90 

1000 k. G r a i n  
W a t e r  levels, G r a i n  Straw weight protein TtN Grain 

m k g m  kg/ha 9 % kg/ha/m kg/ha/m 

233 (WO) (rainfed) 
258 (W 
309 (W2) 
362 (W3) 
424 (W4) 
486 ( W 5 )  

LSD (. 05) 
SE (_+I 

LSD (.05) 
SE (f) 

IXuum wheat, n 

16.26-22.98 kg/ha/nnn for TCM water-use efficiency ard 2.81-4.28 

kg/ha/nnn for grain water-use efficiency. Cham 4 ard N e s s e r  gave the 

highest ~EUI grain yield (more than 1.5 t/ha) , ard Cham 4 also gave one 

of the highest straw yields. WUE values for grain naturally f o l l ~  

the yield levels. TCM-WUE was derived f m  the to ta l  of grain ard 

s t r a w  yields. Cham 4 again was amng the genotypes giving the highest 

WUE's. 

A s  with durum wheat, bread-wheat genotypes a l l  responded 

significantly t o  -lied water, but interactions between genotypes ard 



a )  D u r u n ~  Wheat 

E n v i r o n ~ l ~ e n t a l  Mean ( t / h a )  

b )  B r e a d  Wheat 

Wate r  (mn~) 

E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Mean ( t / h a )  Wate r  ( ~ n ~ n )  

Fisure 3.2.10 Linear -ions of the grain yield of the highest 
ard lowest yleldirq genotypes on environmental m and 
on water  levels. (0) shw actual mean of all genotypes 
on respective water  levels 

water rates were again non-significant. Mean crop respnses to water 

are s h m  in Table 3.2.10. Response trends were again similar to those 

of durum wheat. 

Regressions of genotype grain yield on the environmental mean or 

water rate gave similar trends. The steepest slope was that of C b m  4, 

the least steep slope that of Zidane 89. All other genotypes were 

distributed between these cultivars (Figure 3.2. lob) . Differences 

between the highest- and the lawest-yielding genotypes started to be 

significant above about 300-350 nun total water receipt. 



Conclusions fman data obtained in 1989/90 should be drawn with 

caution, as d t s  were affected by the characteristics of the season, 

w h i c h  was particularly dry during the later stages of grawth. 

Moreaver, the supplemental irrigation -lied by the linesaurce 

sprinkler system was nut sufficient to Nfill the designated 

percmtage5 of the water balance, because the continuously w m  

conditions greatly reduced the efficiency of the system. 

Hciwever, we can say that dunnn and bread wheat genotypes 

m r d e d  similarly to supplemental irrigation treatments. IXuum 

wheat, in general, gave higher grain but lower straw yields than did 

bread wheat, at any given rate of water application. 

3.2.3 T h e  Rxformarce of Oilseed CroDs 
Under Differerrt Fbis tu~  Rmbes 

Mcst of the mtries in the ICAFUlA region have a deficit of egetable 

oil. Currently the main source is olives, but to overcane the 

shortage of supply there is a need to intmduce oil-seed crops into 

the farming systars. The only econcanic way to do this in rainfed areas 

is to utilize fallaw areas wherever possible to maximize land-use 

efficiency . 

Oil-seeds and their products are some of the m t  valuable 

agricultuzal wrmnodities in world trade: 

- they are high value crpps and readily marketed 
- they extend the range of products for exprt 

- they displace imports and satisfy doanestic needs for edible 

vegetable oil and high protein meal 

- they disperse the risk of grain production and marketing, and 

increase options for crop rotation. 

Sunfl- (Helianthus annuus), rapseed (Brassica MDUS and B, 



camestris), safflower ( Q r t h a m w  tinctorius) and sesame (Sesamrm 

indim) are the main o i l s eed  crops that  can be intrcduced into the 

mre favorable rainfed areas of the region. Ttm e x p e r k t s  w e r e  

ccplduded: (i) to test the three available rapseed cultivars un3er 

different misture  r e g b  using a linesaurce sprinkler system and 

(ii) to study two sunf luax  cultivars a t  different plant densities i n  
respnse to suppl-tal irrigation using a drip system. An additiondl 

objective was to find out the luax limit of water supply required to 

obtain an ecollcanic yield fran o i l s eed  crops. 

3.2.3.2 l4aterid.s and Methods 

R a m .  lllree rapseed cultivars, W e s t a r  (B. napus) and Tabin (B, 

cxmestris) (frum Canada) and Maluka (B. napus) (frcan A u s t r a l i a )  w e r e  

tested urder 6 water r e g d .  'Ihese w e r e  rainfed (WO) and with 

supplemental irrigation to replenish 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100% of w a t e r  

bdLance (Wl, W2, W3, W4,  W5, respectively) . A t  the end of 

the irrigation period cunnilative totals of water receipt w e r e  233, 258, 

309, 362, 424 ard 486 nun, respectively. E x p e r b t a l  design w a s  split 

plot with 3 replicates. Plot s ize  was 2.1 m x 3.0 m for sub-plots of 

Wl t o  W5 ard 2.1 m x 9 m for WO. Planting was done by a plot-drill 

with 17.5 spacing using 8 kg seed/ha. 50 kg P205/ha ard 80 

N/ha w e r e  applied. Weeds w e r e  controlled by hand. 

Sunflower. Ttm sunflower (Helianthus annuus) cultivars, local l a q e  

and Vinimink (frcan Wkey) ,  w e r e  tested a t  4 plant densities (10000, 

20000, 30000 ard 40000 plantpa) urder 4 w a t e r  r e g d  (WO, Wl, W2 ard 

W3). WO was rainfed apart frum 30 m applied to in i t i a te  emexyence 

(total, 263 nun) . Wl, W2 and W3 received 190, 350 ard 370 nun of 

additioml water i n  the root zone, respectively. 'Ihey w e r e  irrigated 

t o  100% available w a t e r  h e n  the w a t e r  content in the root zone f e l l  to 

50%, 65% ard 85%, respxtively. Ekperktal design was s p l i t  plot for 

w a t e r  regires w i t h  sub-plots fador ia l ly  arranged in 2 replicates. 

Plot s ize  was 4.8 m x 8 m for sub-plots. 'Ihe trial was planted by hand 

a t  60 cm m spacing, with varying i n - m  plant densities, using 

fe r t i l i ze r  rates, 50 kg P205/ha ard 80 kg N/ha. Weeds w e r e  controlled 

by iEud. 



R a m .  It is unfortunate that there were only three rapeseed 

cult ivars available for  the 1989/90 season, which was quite cold as 

w e l l  as dry. The opportunity was lost to test other cult ivars in an 

extreme season. However, having three cult ivars fmm two different 

agroecolcgicdl environments was not without interest. Westar (B, 

n a m )  requires a long frost-free season to prcduce an economic yield 

(Thanas 1984), so it could hardly survive d e r  the weather c o d t i o n s  

of Tel Hadya, 1989/90. Tobin (B. -is) rapires fewer degree- 

days (860-920) for  grawth than does Westar (B. n a m )  (1040-1100) . Ihe 

yield difference of these two rapeseed species fmm C a ~ d a  may be 

attr ibuted to the i r  difference in required degree-lays (Figure 3.2.11) . 
'Ihat the  highest yield was given by Maluka (B. naxxls, f m  Australia) 

seems m ~ b l e ,  because it c m ~ ~  fmm similar Mediterranean 

conditions (Figure 3.2.11) . However, yields obtained w e r e  w e l l  b e l w  

the potential for  rapeseed cultivars elsewhere, which range fmm 1.5 to 

2.0 t/ha (Thomas 1984) . 'Ihis w a s  mainly due to the  long period of cold 

weather experienced during early gruwth and to some f ros t  dimage. 

A l l  cult ivars responded similarly to irrigation, so that yield 

results are presented in the  form of mean responses (Figure 3.2.11) . 
W e  can conclude that  the  seasonal ra infa l l  should be abave 400 nun to 

obtain optimum yield fmm ram crops, a l tho~~~$~  one-year data should 

be evaluated cauticusly. Yield parameters and WUE of the  cult ivars 

para l le l  the  yield data (Table 3.2.11). Increasing water quantity 

significantly increased plant height, pod/plant, pcd s ize  and se&/pcd 

and these were reflected in the  yield. 

Sunflower. Sunflwer has previously been grown i n  higher ra infa l l  

areas of Northwest Syria (> 400 m) on a sndll  scale, on stored soil 

misture, a f t e r  spring swing. Soane preliminary work corductd by 

ICAROA a t  Jindiress stat ion sh& that an hcrease in plant density 

fmm 10000 to 20000 plants/ha hxeassd grain yield, but there was no 

further yield hcrease fmm 30000 o r  40000 plants/ha; and this result 

w a s  obtained in each of three different seasons (Table 3.2.12) . 



G r a i n ,  t/ ha 

TDM, t / h a  

Ma luka  T a b i n  Wes ta r  
( C u l  t i v a r s )  

233 258 309 362 424 484 
Wate r  A p p l i e d ,  mm 

Ficfure 3.2.11 Mean grain and total d r y  matter yields of three 
rapseal cultivars and mean response to applied water 



Table 3.2.11 The effect of cultivar and water regime on the yield 
paamters and WUE of rapeseeds, Tel Hadya, 1989/90 

Plant Pod/ Pod size Seed/ 
W l  Qmm 

HI height, can plant (can) pod Grain 

I S D  (.05) 0.07 23.7 22 0.9 5 2.3 0.6 
SE (2) 0.03 11.5 11 0.4 2 1.1 0.3 

Water. mm ** ** ** ** 
233 (rainfed) 0.11 55.0 50 2.0 11.3 5.1 0.7 
258 0.15 60.0 68 2.7 12.6 4.5 0.9 
309 0.17 66.8 73 3.1 13.5 6.3 1.3 
362 0.15 73.0 85 3.3 14.9 5.5 1.1 
424 0.17 78.4 87 3.4 16.3 6.7 1.5 
486 0.18 83.8 84 3.7 15.9 6.0 1.4 

I S D  (.05) NS 7.1 8 0.3 1.5 NS NS 
SE (2) 0.04 3.2 4 0.1 0.7 0.9 0.4 

Table 3.2.12 Mean grain response of 
sunflmer at different planting 
densities, Jindiress, 1986-1989 

seasondl 
rainfall, mm 601 686 347 



Because of the difficulty in protecting trials at Jindiress against 

bird  damage, it was decided for 1989/90 to examine cultivar response at 

different plant densities to different water regimes at Tel Hadya. 

The results shcw no significant differences between cultivars arid 

plant densities, but crop response to water was pitive arrl 

significant (Figure 3.2.12) . nese results are in agreement with data 

obtained in earlier seasons urder different rainfall regimes (Table 

3.2 .12) .  

G r a i n ,  t / h a  

LSD ( . 05 )  

I 

W 1 W 2 

Water  L e v e l  

Fiqure 3.2.12 Mean grain yield response of -Icwer to 
different irrigation levels (a) ; mean grain 
yields of cultivar ard respanse to different 
plant density (b) 



Plant head diameter and height shew a similar pattern to that of 

grain yield in relation to cultivar and water supply. Increasing the 

amxnt of water significantly increased the value of each of these 

p r a n ~ t e r s .  Efut they were negatively correlated with plant density. 

In=reases in density significantly decreased plant head diameter and 

plant height. L m  plant density was thus capensated by taller plants 

and larger heads to produoe a similar grain yield to that of the 

others. WE was not affected by any treatment a t  a l l ,  in parallel with 

grain yield (Table 3.2.13) . 

Wle 3.2.13 The effect of cultivar, water regime and plant density 
on head diameter, plant height, WUE and o i l  content of 
sunflwer seed, Tel Hadya, 1989/90 

Head diameter Plant height WUE O i l  content 
(an) (an) (W/ha/m) % 

** 
Local large 15.3 122.5 2.3 25.9 
V i n i m i n k  14.3 121.1 2.1 35.8 
LSD (.05) NS NS NS 5.2 
SE (k) 0.6 4.1 0.1 1.2 

plants/& ** + 
10000 18.5 128.8 2.0 29.9 
20000 15.0 126.6 2.2 - 
30000 13.1 116.3 2.3 - 
40000 12.5 115.6 2.2 31.8 
I S D  (.05) 1.8 11.7 NS NS 
SE (f 0.9 5.7 0.2 1.2 

Water mime ** ** 
WO 9.6 83.4 - 32.5 
W l  14.5 127.8 3.0 30.2 
W2 15.3 133.8 2.5 31.7 
W3 19.7 142.2 3.3 29.1 
LSD (.05) 1.7 20.5 NS NS 
SE (k) 0.5 6.5 0.1 1.6 



O i l  mntent  of sunflwer was  not affected by either water q l y  

o r  plant density, but it w a s  significantly different  between the 

cultivars. ?he local largeseed cultivar had an o i l  mntent  10% 1- 

than that of the smdLlseed  cultivar, V i n i m i n k  (Table 3.2.13). 'Ihis 

shows huw important it is to intrcduce a new cultivar w i t h  higher o i l  

content even w i t h  the same yield level to a region where there is a 

d e f i c i t  of edible o i l  i n  general. 

'IhcaMs, P. 1984. Canola G m w e r s  Manual. Qnola Council of Canada, 
Winnipeg, Manitaba. 

Pazr YeaLs on-Farm Fertilizer Tridls 
cm m t  in NW W* 

M. Pala, A. Matar, A. Mazid 

Wheat is the most important staple food crop grown i n  West Asia and 

North Africa. In Syria, wheat is grcrwn f m  the wettest t o  the driest 

areas. In dry areas, where barley predmhates,  wheat is gmwn for 

subsistence, even a t  the edge of the steppe (?hamon et a l .  1985). ~n 

wetter areas (wer 325 mm mean annual m i n f a l l ) ,  wheat is the dcnninant 

crop and is gram i n  rotation w i t h  food legumes and swrmer crolrj. 

National progranrs i n  the ICAFUlA region, have focused their 

research on the higher potential wfieat-based farming systems. 

mtial crop prcduction is greater i n  these areas, ard farmers are 

financially mre seare. Nevertheless, prcduction of wheat can and 

must be increased further and sustained, because of its major 

importance as a source of d o r i e s  and protein i n  the diet .  

* mis SIX@ is conducted jointly w i t h  the Soi ls  Directomte/Ministry 
of Pgriculture i n  Damascus, Syria. 



According to the results of a survey held in 1984/85 to determine 

wheat produdion pradioes in mrthwestem Syria, wheat growers how 

about fertilizers, have access to them anl have been using them for 

same time. Fertilizer use is variable, but this is a response to 

local factors, particularly soil type, previous crop anl rainfall 

(m ard W l y  1985). 

In general, less fertilizer is used on poorer soils. Nitrogen use 

is also significantly related to the previous crop, for exaqle more 

nitxqen is applied to wheat follawing sunnner crops regardless of soil 

type. Bailey (1982) reported that fanners in two Hama villages 

believed that irrigated sunnner crops deplete the soil of nutrients, so 

that a subequent wfieat crop requind more fertilizer. However, 

amtradictory results were obtained f m  on-farm trials in the same 

area. The eff- of both phasphate ard nitrogen use on W t  grain 

yield follawing summer crop w e r e  f d  to be mn-significant, whereas 

the effect of nitrogen on grain yield was significant where the 

previous crop had been chi-, which is the w i t e  of fanners1 

apinians (Fala et al. 1987) . 

Since fertilizer use is nat a new input in wetter areas, research 

on this subject shculd be oriented tmards technology optimization 

rathex than generation. Nutrient levels in soils at sowing are also 

very important criteria for o p t h  ard economic fertilizer use. 

?he oldest method of estbting fertilizer w t s  is by 

means of field trials, ard even today field trials are considered to 

have the last word in establishing fertilizer -ts, alth- 

soil testing anl plant testing would be cheaper ard less t b  

corrsuming. 'Ib save time anl hasten the economic use of fertilizer, 

soil and plant testing shculd therefore be calibrated against field 

trials. 

Since 1986, IcARm has mintdined a soil test calibration network 

for scientists in the WUSL region, to help them coordhate their 

fimliqs regarding relationships between crop -rise to fertilization 



d the initial soil axtent of available P and N. A large number of 

field fertilizer eqxzinwts have been coxbctd, and these have 

indicated that values of NaHopxtmctable P and MI3-N in the soil at 
scrwing time can be used as reliable tests. 

Under dryland conditions on famxsl fields in Turkey, 

-tely 55 kg available P20+ was faurd to be the criticdl 

level in the tcp soil beyord which no econcpnic response to P 

fertilization could be e x p e c t d  f m  wheat (Yurtsever 1986). Fbr 

rainfed wfaeat in northwest Syria, Matar et al. (1986) reported that a 

critical level of available P of abcut 33 kg P205/ha gave araund 90% 

of the maximm totdl dry matter prduction. . 

'Ihe objectives of the present work are: 

- To assess the biological and e c o d c  responses of wheat to N and 

P fertilizer through multiple season-multiple location trials on 

farmers1 fields, in wetter areas (aver 325 nnn man annual 

rainfall) of north- Syria. 

- To study the relationship between the available N and P in soils 

at the time of sowing and crop response; and to determine the 

critical values of the soil N and P tests, beyand w h i c h  no 

response to N and P fertilization is expxted. 

- To establish guidelines for establishing fertilizer 

reccrmanendations for whwt based on soil N and P tests and rainfall 

values. 

A series of resear&er-managed wheat fertilizer trials were conctucted 

an farmers1 fields aQpss northwest Syria in the four seasons, 1986- 

1990, with a totdl of 70 successfully harv- trials. Trial sites 

wre distrhrkd in Aleppo, Idleb and Harna pruvhxs above the 300 mn 
ixhyet. 



Sites wxe selected each year to represent the main soil types 

used by farmrs for wheat, the range of natural fertility fourd in 
thcse soils, and the three predcaninant crop rotations, wheat following 

lentil (W-L), chickpa (We) and summer crop mostly water melon (W- 

SC) .  Each trial ocanprised two replicates of a rardmized ocanplete 

block with four rates of phosphorus (0, 20, 40 and 80 kg P205/ha), 

supplied as triple supeqhcsphate, and four rates of nitrogen (0, 40, 

80 and 120 kg N/ha), supplied as mnium nitrate, 32 plots in all 

(each 10 m x 5 m) . 

Wheat (Cham 1, durum cultivar) seed was treated with fungicide 

(Vitavax) and sawn at a rate of 150 kg/ha, follawing the farmers' 

practice of hard-bmadcasting seed and fertilizer wer ridged land, 

with subsequent cavering by splitting the ridges with a one-set 

ducksfout-tyned cultivator (raw spacing 45 an). Mean sawing date was 

17 N w b  _+ 6.1 days. The plosphorus fertilizer and half of the 

nitrogen wxe applied at sawing, the remining nitrogen being 

topdressed at the tillering stage. Weeds m controlled with a tank- 

mix application of b&l (0.5 kg bmxynil/ha) and illoxan (1 kg 

diclofopmethyl/ha) , applied once when the crop was at the 3-4 leaf 

stage, usually during February. Harvest was during the last week of 

May and the first week of June, depding on the rainfall conditions. 

Soils were sampled in 20 an hcrements down to 100 an depth at 

planting time for the determination of mineral-N. Available-P (Olsen) 

was measured only at the depths, 0-20 and 20-40 an. Soil profile 

descriptions were undertaken at each location. 

The rain soil s u b q n p  wxe either ll?)rpic chrcnno~erert~~: deep, 
mderately well-drained, fine-texturd (clayey) Vertisol, or 88Typic 

-tW: deep, more or less freely drained, brawnish Inceptisol of 

mediterranean climate. 'Ihey bath have deep wide cracks in surmner if no 

irrigation is applied. 

Rainfall was reoorded on a daily basis at each site, starting a 

m t h  before planting and continuing until harvest. Grain yields m 



determined by using a Hege plot harvester to cut the central three 

rows in each plot at maturity. At the sarne time two I-meter lengths of 

row were cut at ground level, for the determination of harvest index. 

Finally, totdl dry matter ard straw yields were calculated frum the 

Hege grain yields using the harvest index. !these samples were 

subsequently analysed for N ard P contents. 

The present report summarizes only the main agrodc finaings ard 

e o o d c  analyses. Other results will be reported later. 

3.3.3.1 CXXJ Resucme tD Site  -ti- 

Crop reqonse to fertilizer is closely related to e n v h m t d l  

conditions like soils ard ~ t h e r .  So it is appropriate to describe 

briefly the conditions at the exprirrwtdl sites ard their effect on 

crop grawth. 

Soils were nut greatly different frum each other being rnostly 

Typic ~ x e r e r t s  in Aleppo ard Idleb or Typic Xemdmqts in Hama 

province. Out of 70 sites, 68 had soils between 105 ard 170 cm depth, 

2 only 0.5-1.0 m deep. !these two sites were chosen because of their 

low available-P. 

Soil available-P ard mineral-N contents at planting time were well 

distributed between low ard high values: about 50% of the sites had 

available-P less than 5 pygn ard mineral-N less than 10 p p ,  values 

taken to be critical nutrient levels (Table 3.3.1). Available-P values 

did not differ according to previous crop; but mineral-N values tended 

to be higher at W-SC sites, prabably due to a greater mineralization of 

soil-N p m t e d  by inter-row cultivation during the summer (Table 

3.3.2). 

Seasondl (October+y) rainfall totals varied widely between sites 

aver the four years, with a mean of 363.4 (2 151.5) nun ad an extreme 



w e  3.3.1 ~ i s t r w i o n  of (a) soil Olsen available-P contents (0-20 
can depth) ard b) soil minerdl-N contents (0-60 can depth) 
a t  planting time mng the 70 experimental sites as  
d i s t r W  aocording to previous crop 

Lentil 0 3 5 1 4 3 4 0 0  1 
Chic&= 0 1 4 3 2 4 1 3 1  2 
-Crop 2 1 9 4 4 4 2 1 0  1 - - - - - - - - - -  
Totdl No. of 
sites 2 5 1 8  8 1 0 1 1  7 4 1 4 

Lentil 
QLi- 
-Crop 

!lbtal No. of 
sites 

Table 3.3.2 Mean site conditions ard man yields of wheat (16 
treatments) 

Yield, kg/ha 
Prwious Mineral-N Avail&le-P --------- 
Crop Rain, nun P P Grain Straw Totdl 

rent il 367.1 8.1 5.4 2072 4301 6373 
363.2 11.1 6.1 2133 4563 6676 

s. Crops 363.4 12.4 5.0 2600 5062 7662 

A l l  S i t e s  364.4 10.7 5.4 2296 4661 6977 

range, 153.0-907.4 nun. Half of the sites received less than 325 mn, 

mostly i n  the last two seasons ard the other half got more than 325 mn, 
mostly i n  t h e  f i r s t  two seasons. 1986/87 was a typical season for  the 

wheat-based famnbq system, f o l l d  by a relat ively wet season, 
1987/88, then the two very dry seasans of 1988/89 ard 1989/90. 

Irrespective of certain ccmmn features ea& year, sites differed 

widely i n  bath seasoml ard monthly rainfall tcrtdls (Figure 3.3.1). 



- - 

O N D J F M A M  O N D J F M A T  0  N D J F M - A - M  D N D J F M A M  

T o t a l  r a i n ,  mm: 

Mean 404.6 543.2 261.8 235.7 

Range 284.7-571.1 396.5-907.4 203.8-347.1 153.0-336.6 

No o f  s i t e s  14 20 19 17 

Fisrne 3.3.1 Pattern of m a l l  in eacfi experimental year: mslthly means 
(+ S.D. )  anl seasaml tatals, anl rarqg 

Wheat yield was positively and linearly related to total seasonal 

rainfall only in 1986/87 and 1989/90, when linear regression on 

rainfall a m M  for abcPlt 46% of the varianx of site mean grain 

yields. In the very wet 1987/88 season, because of waterlogging at 

sane sites and no limitation in the water supply, yield showed little 

relation to rainfall. Wrt in the other dry season, 1988/89, the 

utilization of soil water stored f m  the high rainfall in 1987/88, 

amf(XUded with rotation effects, made the yield response to tatdl 

seasonal rainfall insignificant. H a t e v e r ,  wer the far-year data set 
the general yield-rainfall trend is better described by a quadratic 

equation. Fitted equations show that the maxinun biologicdl yield is 

abtained between 500-600 nun rainfall in each rotation. Surrrmer cmps 

(water melon) prwide better growth conditions for the subequent wheat 



crop in lmer rainfall situations, but the advantage is lost as the 

rainfall increases. A ocanparison of equations fitted to the two 

extremes, the zerc-fertilizer check ard the N120P80 treatment, &us 

the general trerd of the yield-rainfall relationship to be unaffected 

by fertilizer, but respnse  to rainfall at the highest fertilizer rate 

beccanes larger (Figure 3.3.2) . 

TDM, t /  ha 

*A W-Ch 

o----fl W-L 

W-Sc 

Rainfall, rnrn 

F i m e  3.3.2 Relationships of total dry mtter yield to 
rainfall W e r  zero ard high fertilizer regimes in 
wheat-lentil, wfieat-chickpa ard &eat-summer crop 
rotations separately. Fitted equations: 

W-L: NoPo: Y = 28.444 - 0.02142 - 2753 61.3 
N120P80:Y = 49.68Q - 0.02942 - 6069 84.4 

W e :  NoPo: Y = 50.244 - 0.04242 - 6350 45.4 
N12#80:Y = 75.02Q - 0.05942 - 1057 67.2 

W-SC: NgO: Y = 29.7% - 0.02542 - 890 36.8 
N12#80:Y = 48.204 - 0.03642 - 3213 69.1 



As rainfall distribution can be as important for crop growth as 

total rainfall amount, the seasonal total was divided into two sub- 

totals: rainfall received between Octaber and January (Q1) (sclwing to 

tillering stage) and between February and May (Q2) (tillering to 

maturity). Using the two sub-totals as separate linear terms in the 

regression increased the explanatory p e r  of the equation by about 5% 

(Equations I and 11). When we increased the ccanplexity further, using 

monthly subtotals, R2 was impruved by another 4% (Equation 111). These 

impruvements indicate the importance of the distribution of the 

rainfall. Equatiors, based on data from all 70 sites, are: 

~ 2 ,  % ----- 

where Y is grain yield (kg/ha), Q is total seasonal rainfall (October- 

May), Ql and Q2 are the Octaber to January and Februa-ry to May sub- 

totals, respectively, and %, %OVr &, etc. are the monthly sub- 

totals. All term in each equation are statistically significant at 

the 1% level. 

Mean yields were very little affected by the available-P and 

mineral-N contents of the soil, mainly because of the confounding 

effect of the rainfall. RLis can be unclerstood better from the 

equations (aver the 70 sites) given below: 

~ 2 ,  % ----- 
Y = 135.96 NA - 2.36 PA + 851 ... IV 17.4 

Y = 82.29 NA - 43.59 PA + 20.18 Q - 0.016 $ - 3289 . . . V 67.0 

where Y is grain yield (kg/ha), NA and PA are the soil available-N and 

P (m) respectively and Q is the seasonal rainfall. All the 

coefficients in the equations are significant at I%, except that of PA 

in equation IV. 



'Ihe inclusion of rainfall in the regression increases R2 by abart 

fax times. Hcwever, the quadratic regression on rainfall (I) has 

already given an R2 value of 61.7%, which maras that initial soi l  

fertility can explain only an additional 5% of the mi-. It wxld 

therefore be difficult to explain the site yield differences in terms 

of initial soil fertility levels. 

Remarkable differences were fourd between sites, irrespective of 

rainfall amxmt, mainly as a result of Ivtation. Wuat preceded by a 

simmer c t q  had a significantly higher m=an yield than wheat in W-L ard 

WCh lotations (Table 3.3.2) . These results are in agreement with 

other studies showing that sunnner crops like &on do nut utilize all 

the stored water in the profile, and the w e n t  wheat crops are 

able to utilize it (ICARDA 1984; Cooper et dl. 1987; Fala et al. 1987). 

As already seen in the regression of totdl dry matter on rainfall, 

sununer crops gave advantage to w e n t  wheat crops unler 1- 

rainfall conditions (Figure 3.3.2) . 

Mmn yields of grain and straw ac=ross the 70 sites showed highly 

significant responses only to N fertilizer (Table 3.3.3) . Hcwever, 

althmgh response to P was nonsignificant, there was still a trend of 

yield increase f m  P awlication. 'Ihe rnaximrm fertilizer rate 

(N120P80) gave increases of 35% in grain and 60% in straw wer the 

amtml treatmmt, resulting in a reduction in hanrest irdex from 35 to 

31%. The 1000-p-ain weight decreased significantly with increasing 

rate of N application. 'Ihis might be explained by the better 

performance of fertilized plants during early gruwth when there was no 

limitation of water or nutrients. In this case, vegetative grCkJth is 

encuraged and the gmwing period is l-ened. As the seasan 

advances, the limitation of water becaPnes the de temhhg  factor of 

grain filling, and individual grain weight is reduced. Similar 

results have been reported for barley (Jones 1989). 

Grain and straw yield resporded positively to N fertilizer 

(except at 1 site in 1988/89 and 3 sites in 1989/90 where rainfall was 



Table 3.3.3 Meart effect of fertilizer treamt over 70 sites 
on wheat grain and straw yield (kg@) and 1000- 
grain wight (9) 

P2°5 1 W-ha 

Nr kg@ 0 20 4 0 80 Mean 

** 
Grain 0 1852 1959 1999 2031 1960 

40 2254 2291 2323 2443 2328 
80 2390 2413 2458 2481 2436 
12 0 2436 2426 2479 2459 2459 

NS 
Mean 2233 2272 2315 2362 2296 

** 
Straw 0 3493 3752 3770 3790 3701 

40 4469 4510 4566 4781 4581 
80 4902 4932 5133 5188 5039 
120 5327 5339 5422 5573 5415 

NS 
Mean 4548 4633 4723 4833 4684 

** 
1000-grain 0 32.5 32.3 32.7 32.9 32.6 
weight 40 31.5 31.5 31.6 31.5 31.5 

80 30.9 30.6 30.5 30.6 30.7 
120 30.0 30.1 29.8 30.0 30.0 

NS 
Mean 31.2 31.1 31.2 31.2 31.2 

N x P interaction is not significant 

the lawest), and those responses were significant at 38 and 61 out of 

70 sites, respectively. But responses of grain and straw to P- 

fertilization w e n  pitive and significant at only 15 and 10 sites, 

respectively. Straw responses to N were mre numeraus than those of 

grain, mainly because of the good vegetative gruwth during the early 

rains but a reduced utilization of nitrogen during grain filling due 

to drouFpt. 

The frequency of significant responses to fertilizer in relation 

to site factors is shown in Table 3.3.4. The importance of N inrreases 

with increasing rainfall. It is lower in W-SC than in W-L or W-Ch 



Table 3.3.4 SurmMlry of the pxentage distributions of 
significant responses to N and P fertilizers as 
af fected by min site factors 

Factor 
Grain Straw 

Number -- -- 
of sites N P N P 

All sites 70 54 21 87 16 

Rainfall, mm < 250 20 25 5 65 15 
251-400 2 5 60 28 92 12 

> 401 2 5 72 28 96 20 

rotation, and it is higher when initial soil mineral-N at 0-60 an depth 

is belw 10 ppn. Hwever, crop respnses to P shawed little relation 

to any of the site factors. 

Mean grain yield responses to fertilizer N and P for different 

previcxls crops and rainfall groups are given in Figure 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 

Nitrogen application (120 kg N/ha) imsreased wheat grain yield by 34, 

22 and 19% over the zero control in W-L, w-Ch and W-SC rotations, 

respectively; and by 3, 24 and 32% in rainfall groups of < 250 mm, 250- 

400 mm and > 400 mm, respectively. 

Significant interactions between N and P fertilizers were 

negligible. Analyses have therefore been focused on the main effects 

of N and P on wheat production under different conditions of rainfall, 

soil fertility status and preceding crop. Haever, the relationships 

between yield and these factors need to be quantified through best- 

fit equations, to give a better urders- of crop fertilizer 

respcnse and to provide useful reccatpnendations to decision maJcers and 

eventually to farmers. 







When using regression analysis to obtain such equations, it is 

taqting to try to reduce the residual variation to a minimum, but 

only those variables that are meaningful should be retained in the 

equations. We have therefore, ccnnpared a series of equations in terms 

of their respective adjusted R2 values ( W l e  3.3.5) . mese values 

shew the percentage of variance explained for different data sets ard 

different levels of soil available-P and minerdl-N. 

-tion (Fa), with t e m  for N and P and rainfall in both linear 

and quadratic f o m ,  pnxrides quite a high Ft2 values for each data set 

or subset. However, the coefficients of the linear and quadratic P 

ternrs are not statistically significant. This agrees with the findings 

of Matar and Samman (1969) and the observation that the available-P 

status of farmerst fields in the wheat-based system has greatly 

hmeased wer the last 20 years as a result of frequent application of 

P fertilizer (Jones et al. 1987). When we rmxe total seasonal 

rainfall from equation (Ea), R2 values drop dramatically (Eb), but 

subequent r m a l  of P from Eb has little influence (Ec). R2 values 

of (Fa) are quite similar to those of (Ed), in wfiich P and N 

interactions with total seasonal rainfall are umitted. Again, remcnml 

of the P terms from (~d) does not change the ~2 values very much; in 

fact, it even impnxres them slightly (Ee). Increasing the ccnnplexity 

of the equation again by adding term for soil nutrient status 

increases R2 values in sane cases but not in others. It is therefore 

amcluded that equation (Ee) is the m t  appropriate one for 

determining fertilizer recormnendations for different rainfall 

conditions (Table 3.3.6) . 

Wheat response to applied N was also affected by soil nutrient 

content at planting and by previous crop, as sham in Figures 3.3.5 and 

3.3.6 for total dry matter (total prduction and increase wer control) 

at three stardard rainfall values for two different states of soil 

nutrient availability: low available N (< 10 p p ) ,  and high available N 

(> 10.1 ppm) and for three preceding crops, lentil, chickpea and m 
mqs. All crop reqpnses to fertilizer increased with increasing 

rainfall. Wheat following sunnner crops outyielded wheat following 

lentil an3/or chickpa under low rainfall conditions, and this 



Table 3.3.5 mpirical equations and their respective R2 values  f o r  
d i f f e r e n t  data sets 

Adjusted ~2 (%) 
mta No.of  - ---- 
set sites Ea Eb E C E ~  ~e ~f ~g Eh 

Grain 

A l l  sites 70 64.6 1.6 1.6 63.4 64.5 68.3 68.7 69.4 

W-L 2 1 83.4 1.9 2.2 81.5 83.3 82.3 82.4 84.2 
W e  2 1 64.0 0.4 0.8 63.0 64.2 70.9 72.9 71.8 
W-SC 28 60.9 1.5 1.6 60.0 60.7 60.9 61.0 61.7 
M a  24 57.9 1.9 2.0 56.1 57.5 58.6 62.9 60.2 
PaNA 10 78.4 5.0 5.6 76.9 78.3 78.8 79.4 80.3 
PANa 15  55.7 1.8 2.3 53.0 55.9 56.2 59.2 58.9 
PANA 2 1 75.4 0.0 0.4 74.9 75.5 76.1 81.2 76.6 

Tota l  Drv Matter 

A l l  sites 70 65.4 5.3 5.3 63.8 65.2 69.7 69.8 71.2 

W-L 2 1 80.5 6.3 6.5 77.9 80.4 78.9 78.9 81.4 
W e  2 1 61.2 3.7 4.1 60.2 61.4 70.2 72.0 71.3 
W-SC 28 65.2 5.5 5.4 63.7 64.7 65.0 65.4 66.4 
M a  24 62.9 6.0 6.0 60.1 62.4 62.5 68.1 65.1 
PaNA 10 80.3 9.2 9.5 77.8 79.9 78.8 79.0 81.3 
PANa 15  57.4 8.9 9.2 54.9 57.5 58.4 60.6 60.9 
PANA 2 1 74.9 3.1 3.4 74.2 75.0 75.6 79.0 76.4 

Ea: Y = a N + b P  + c N P + d N 2 + d + f Q  + c # $ + h @ J + i Q P + m n s t .  
m: Y = a N + b P  + c N P + d N 2 + d + c a n s t .  
Ek: Y = a N  + bN2 + mnst. 
F d : Y = a N + b P  + c N P + d N 2 + d + f Q  +c#$+mnst .  
Ee: Y = a N + b N 2 + c Q  + c Q N + e Q 2 + m n s t .  
Ef: Y = a N + k & + c Q  + & + e N A + m n s t .  
Eg: Y = a N + H J 2 + c Q  + & + e N A + f P A + m n s t .  
m: Y = ~ N + & + ~ Q  + m ~ + e Q 2 + m + m n s t .  

N ard P represat rates of  f e r t i l i z e r  N and P205 (kg@) applied, Q is 
total seasonal r a i n f a l l ,  NA is soil m i n e r a l - N ,  PA is soil available-PI 
and a, b,  c, . . . i, are derived ccef f icients d i f f e r e n t  f o r  each vers ion 
of  the equations.  

advantage w a s  kept under moderate rainfall ht lost W e  400 nun ( f o r  

reasons given W e ) .  Yield increases wer m n t m l  w e r e  very similar 

in each r o t a t i o n  a t  l o w  rainfall ht became mch larger in t h e  wheat- 

lentil r o t a t i o n  a t  higher r a i n f a l l .  



Table 3.3.6 Coefficients for the equation (Ee) for different data sets 

mta Set N 

Grain 

All Sites 1.7442 20.2413 0.0239 -0.0538 -0.0167 -2814 64.5 

Lentil 1.4615 10.8249 0.0326 -0.0737 -0.0043 -1625 83.3 
Chi- 1.6503 27.8983 0.0219 -0.0525 -0.0232 -4592 64.2 
S. Crop 1.6642 18.0242 0.0199 -0.0399 -0.0151 -1940 60.7 
PaNa 1.7702 14.7644 0.0276 -0.0551 -0.0120 -1803 57.5 
PaNA 3.2225 24.7710 0.0230 -0.0524 -0.0250 -3197 78.3 
PANa -0.4522 20.1341 0.0319 -0.0655 -0.0166 -3122 55.9 
PANA 1.2081 26.4535 0.0189 -0.0449 -0.0215 -3859 75.5 

Total Drv Matter 

All Sites 9.9122 48.3069 0.0659 -0.1325 -0.0417 -5428 65.2 

Lentil 8.9008 33.9333 0.0949 -0.1938 -0.0227 -4108 80.4 
Chi&pd 12.3210 61.8129 0.0511 -0.1179 -0.0524 -8579 61.4 
S.Crop 7.0068 45.8766 0.0600 -0.0976 -0.0418 -3777 64.7 
PaNa 5.5403 38.0197 0.0863 -0.1348 -0.0336 -3590 62.4 
PaNA 7.5954 67.3028 0.0717 -0.1397 -0.0724 -7429 79.9 
PANa 12.2231 44.5036 0.0700 -0.1652 -0.0370 -5731 57.5 
PANA 10.0598 60.9126 0.0522 -0.1039 -0.0518 -7236 75.0 

Upper and lmer case print for PA and NA (available P and N in soil) 
indicate high and l m  values, viz. NA>10 p N a  ard PA.5 -Pa. 

Sites with high mineral-N content gave higher total dry matter 

production at each rainfall level; ard sites with 1- mineral-N 

cantent gave larger responses to applied N with increasing rainfall. 

The present study shm nitrate-N to be a reliable guide to N 

fertilization of wheat. The optimal level of soil NO3-N maximizing 

wheat yields is function of the target yields and the preceding crops 

(Mtar et al. 1990). 

In conclusion, P fertilizer has m x ~  only a -11 effect on wheat 

production, due to heavy previous applications by farmers aver the last 

twmty years; consequently, there seems little point in applying the 

soil test for available-P. Use of @xs&ate fertilizer d d  now be 



W-L --- W-Ch 
-.-.- W-Sc 

---. Min - N < 10 ppm - Min - N > 10.1 ppm 

Fisure 3.3.5 Effect of previous crcrp (a) and initial soil nutrient 
content (b) on total dry matter response to N 
fertilizer at three rainfall levels 
(Drawn fran equation Ee in Table 6.) 

I-&IJC& to just a maintenance dose applied to maintain an optinurn 

lwel of soil available-P. Long-term studies are m t l y  be- 

ccpldhrcted at ICARDA to determine the cptinnnn maintenance doses of 

m t e  for different soil and clktic oopditians. 



250 mm 

- W-L 
W-Ch -.-.- W-Sc 

2.5 

- Min - N < 10 ppm --- Min - N > 10.1 ppm 

Fisure 3.3.6 Effect of prwicus crop (a) and initial soil 
nutrient content (b) on total dry matter response 
to applied fertiliz-N at three rainfall levels 
(total dry matter increase wer zero fertilizer 
control) 
(Drawn f m  equation Ee in Table 6) 

In contrast, nitrogen fertilizer is very effective, but it 

interacts strongly with rainfall and the initial fertility of the 

soil. It follaws that any econcanic N-application should be based on 

likely rainfall to be received in the growing season. One objective 

of the work is to @me the efficiency of fertilizer use by defining 



-ed rates in t e r m s  of seasoml conditions and soil nutrient 

status. Since m x t  nitrogen is at the tillering stage, in 

late winter or early spring, there is scope to do this. At topdressing 
time, soil water storage is at its maxinun for the season, and one can 

j-e better how mch nitrogen to apply. Analyses of long-term 

climatic records can be used to predict the probabilities of receiving 

different m t s  of rainfall thereafter, and %est-betnn nitxogen 

tcp3dressit-q -ts can be d e e .  

E c o d c  analysis is as essential as biological analysis to any study 

of the effects of inputs like fertilizers on agricultural production. 

Farmers are interested in net benefits and in pmtecting themselves 

against risk. Gocd recoamnendations arise f m  evaluations of 

alternative technologies f m  the farmers' point of view. ?his 

d i o n  looks at partial w e t s  and the use of net benefit m e s  and 

margindl analysis to derive recoamnendations. 

Partial W1dcret. In a partial m e t  analysis of the fcur-year data set 

(Table 3.3.7) , values of net revenue and margindl net benefit/cost 
ratio were axpar&, for each fertilizer treatment in three crop 

ratations (W-L, W-Ch ard W-SC) using 1989/90 prices of grain, straw and 

fertilizer. Net rwenue values Wcate that all fertilizer treatment 

rates were profitable. -indl analysis &awed that the optimum rate 

was 120 kg N/ha withmt P when the previcus crop was either lentil or 

chi-, but N120P40 when wheat f o l l d  a summer crop. 

Technical and E m d c  Qkh. 'Ikhnical and economic input optima 

were calculated for w e n  defined enviromts (Table 3.3.8) , by taking 
the partial derivative of the relevant response function for grain 

yield (see Table 3.3.5). 

where N = N applied (kg-) 
Q = sz%soml Iainfall (m) 



Table 3.3.7 Calculated mean values of increase in net revenue and 
~ ~ l g i n a l  net benefit:cost ratio for fertilizer use on 
heat hen the previaus crops are: lentil, chi- and 

crops separately 

Increased net rev. SYP/ha Net benefit:cost ratio 
aWicus - 
Crop N/p205 O 20 40 80 0 20 40 80 

m i l  0 
(21 sites) 4 0 

80 
120 

&cQ= 0 
(21 sites) 40 

80 
12 0 

-crops 0 
(28 sites) 40 

80 
120 

Technical optima (i.e. yield maxim) were fourd by equating the 

partial derivative to zero. For the econcanic optima, the partial 

derivative were equated to the price ratio, fertilizer: grain, using 

the gwermentprices for the 1989/90 season. m e  calculation was made 

for three different rainfall amwnts. Drouqhout, it is assumed that 

the farmers' objectives are: (a) to maximize grain yield, (b) to 

prPtect themelves against the risk of loss of revenue. For these 

nxsons, the calculations take no account of straw value and set a 

threshold for adoption equal to a mrginal rate of return of 40 

percent. 

Fertilizer rates for the technical optima are higher than those 

for the econdc optima (Tables 3.3.8 and 3.3.9). Hawever, the 

technical optimum is narer a practical target, ard it is the econcanic 

optimum that is of importaxe here. The follawing values were also 

calculated: 
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a. T h e p r e d i c t e d m e a n y i e l d a t t h e o p t h N z a t e ;  

b. m e  resulting increase in net revenue (qress& in kg g r a m )  

wer zero fertilizer control; 

c. The margindl benefit:mst ratio, as a m t a g e .  RLis is 

equivalent to the rate of return fmn applying fertilizer at the 

optimdl rate ccarrpared with no fertilizer use. 

Calculations of margindl benefit: mst ratio m extaxied for each 

of the 7 models to caver a range of relative fertilizer prices. Price 

variability ard sensitivity analyses sh& that fertilizer use wmld 

still be beneficial ard the benefit:& ratio w a d  still exceed 40%, 

for an N price up to 3 times higher than that of grain when rainfall 

equals 250 nun, and up to 4 ard 6 times for 350 nun ard 450 mn, 
respectively. 
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3.4.1 medictimtheFhcahate s o r ~ t i c m ~ c s  
of Soils of the mta RExicm* 

J. D X E S I ~ ,  E. Afif and A. Matar** 

The P quantity/intensity (Q/I) relationships of soils have been 

intensively investigated for the last 25 years. The Q/I CULV~S, also 

called 'vadsorption isothermsw or, mre properly, vvsorption CULV~S~~, 

provide data useful for P fertility mamgement. For ktance,  the 

quantity of P s o w  at a phoqhte equilibrium concentration giving 

near-- yield has been used to estimate the vlexternalvv phosphate 

rquhment of a crop (Fox 1981). Another index derived frcnn the 

* ?his work is part of a joint project ~CAHYi-~niversidad de C6rdoba 
(spain) 

** Professor of Soil Science (CC,rdoba), Graduate Student, and Soil 
Chemist (ICARDA). 



sorption curve is the phoqhte buffer capacity (PBC) , i. e. the slqe 
of the curve (dQ/dI) at a fixed amcentration; this irdex is important 

in mxlels predicting P uptake by plants (Barber 1984), and it help to 
predict P fertilizer requhmmts when it is used together with soil 

test data (e.g. Holford 1980). 

The determination of P sorption curves in the labontory needs 

time and effort, since 10-12 duplicate points are usually needed. For 

m i n e  purposes, one-point tests that esthte P sorption or PBC have 
been recammded (E3ache and William 1971), althcugh the infonuation 

that they pmvide is limited. Alternatively, the P sorption properties 

can be estimated frcan other soil properties, pmvided that a 

significant relationship exists (for a group of soils) between these 

two groups of pruperties. 

In this project we examined the possibility of esthting P 

sorption in soils of the W+NA region frcan properties that can be 

determined in the laboratory on a routine basis. 

The 21 soil samples used in this study were collected in different 

localities frcan Syria, Jordan, Tunisia and Pakistan, and ranged widely 

in those properties considered to be significant for P sorption, such 

as clay content, free iron oxides and cdlcium W n a t e  equivalent 

(Table 3.4.1) . Soil analyses were carried out a m o w  to standarrl 

methods (m and Torrent 1990). Phcqhate sorption curves w e x ?  

obtained a m o ~  to Fox and Kampnth (1970) and sorption pramters 

were evaluated frcan the linear form of the J?reWi& equation fitted 

to the sorption data points (usually 10-12) within the 0-3 mg P/1 

equilibrium comtration range. 

The amrxlnt of P sortxi at an equilibrium comtration of 0.2 mg P/1 

(POs2) was taken as an irdex of the P sorption capacity (this 



concentration is considered to give maxinun yields for & important 

field crops) . Table 3.4.2 shaws the correlation of Po. 2 with several 

soil properties. 'Ihe property best correlated with Pos2 was Fed 

(Figure 3.4.1) , which was able to explain 74% of the variance in 

sorption. In a stepwise regression analysis no other variables 

significantly inrreased the percentage of variance explained. 

Table 3.4.1 Values (means and ranges) of soil properties 

Mean Range 

Clay (gh) 
orsanic matl32.r (W) - Cam3 (9h) 
Active Cam3 (g/kg)  
pH (water) 

(-lc/kg) 
Fed (g/W)* 
Fe, ( W I *  
01s-en-p (gh) 

* Fed = Citrate-bicarbo~te-dithionite soluble Fe; 
Fe, = Acid oxalate soluble Fe. 

Table 3.4.2 Correlation between POs2* and selected soil pmperties 

maPerty Clay Organic Total Active pH (1M3 F q  Fe, 
matter QcD3 C d q  

Correlation 
coefficient 0.48 0.10 -0.46 -0.35 -0.52 0.22 0.86 0.78 

* POs2 = P s o w  at an equilibrium concentration of 0.2 ~KJ P/1 

'Ihe importance of iron oxides in P sorption has been suggested by 

regression analysis carried cut in different groups of soils within the 

Medikmansm region (BSa and Torrent 1984; Ryan et al. 1985; BSa and 

 orr rent 1990 and others). 'Ihis is a consequmce of the usually law 

amounts of other highly P-sorbing components (amorphous 

alminosilicates, Al oxides, hydroxy-Al ccarprxmds) in these soils. 



Fiqure 3.4.1 P sorption at 0.2 n q  P L - ~  equilibrium concentration 
against F q  

Although the mncrystalline Fe oxides (estimated by Fe,) have 

larqer specific surface area than the crystalline ones (estimated by 

the difference F q  - Fe,) they seem, in most cases, to be less related 

to P sorption than crystalline oxides, probably because Fe, is usually 

n u d ~  lower than F q  - Fe,. Soane cases in which Fe, has a better 

predictive value than F q  have, however, been reported (Ryan et al. 

1985) . 



In the present (as in other) studies dedling with soils of widely 

raging properties (Feiia and Tbrrent 1990), Po.2 was not highly 

correlated with clay content. In studies dedling with h ~ e n e m s  

graups of soils, this correlation was, however, high (e.g. Feiia and 

Torrent 1984; Bakheit Said 1990) . A likely reason is that, in these 

instances, a high covariance between clay and F q  was to be expectd 

(or was actually feud). In summy, F q  is a better predictor than 
clay for soils that do not conform to a certain soil type for which a 

previous study of P sorption versus soil properties has been carried 

art. 

The minor influence of O3 on P sorption, as suggested by the 

present and other regression analyses (Bakheit Said 1989), apparently 

contradicts the ~~textbook14 contention that calcareous soils have a high 

P-fixing capacity. Precipitation of Ca-phosphates can oaw, however, 

at phosphate concentrations higher than thcse used in constructing the 

P sorption curves, such as thcse occurring near a P fertilizer granule. 

The l~nner in which fertilizers are applied (granules, W e r ,  liquid) 

and the rate at which fertilizers are dissolved and diffuse through 

soil, among other factors, will notably influence the P concentration 

in the soil solution and the relative importance of true adsorption and 

true precipitation processes. 

The P sorption capacity of soils of the WANA region can be estimated 

fm~n the F q  content of the soil, which can be detesmined in a 

m n a b l y  short time and with little effort. More work is needed to 

establish the relationships between P sorption and Fe oxides (and 

perhaps soane other caanmonly determined soil properties) in different 

graups of soils. These relationships, if significant, would provide a 

good tool in soane aspects of P fertilization. 

Bache, B.W. and Williams, E.G. 1971.  phosphate sorption index for 
soils. Journal of Soil Science 22:289-301. 
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3.4.2 Effect of Site. Qrop Sxmmce and PFkrtilizer 
R m h  cn Soil Available-P Status 

A. Matar, M. Jones, M. Pala 

Fkqhate deficiency is coanmon in the predanhantly calcareous soils of 

the KANA region. Large and e c o d c  responses to phosphate fertilizer 

can be achieved (Soils Directorate/ICARDA 1985-1989) ; but as Costs 

rise, there is increasing incentive to seek greater efficiency in its 

utilization. Wo pints are of particular relevance: 

i. added phosphates are transformed into unavailable form in the 

soil thraugh precipitation and/or adsorption on soil colloidal 

surfaces; 

ii. aver the last twenty years, large armnts of phosphate have bem 

applied to arable soils in areas of wheat-based farming systexs, 

beyorrl the ne&s of the crops. 'Ihis has actually led to a build- 



up of phc5phate availability, such that phc5phate reqonses are 

nm only rarely &served. 

Inportant research dsjectives therefore are to detennine the 

Waintenance rate of -te addition" that maintains an availability 

of phosphate in the soil adequate to optimize cereal and mall legume 

production and to understaxl better the unlerlying processes 

detemhhg that rate. 

Long-term trials were started at three experimental sites (Breda, 
Tel Hadya and Jindiress) in 1986/87 to stdy the rates of change of 

available-P in soils (Olsen-P) in relation to (a) different initial 

values arising frcan the residual effects of previous P additions; (b) 

different annual rates of application, under a cereal/legume cropping 

sequence (Breda: barley/vet&; Tel Hadya: wheat/lentil; and Jindiress: 

wheat/chi&pea). 

The trials started with the creation of a range of soil available- 

P status by the application of 0, 50, 100, 150 and 200 kg P205/ha to 

large plots (main plots). In the following seasons, yearly rates of 

0, 15, 30, 45 or 60 kg P205/ha were applied to every crpp in the 

rotation (sub-plots) . In all cases, the P fertilizer was broadcast on 
the soil surface and incorporated before sawing. All treatrrwts were 

replicated twice at each site. A standard dressing of 60 kg N/ha  was 

applied to all plots in the cereal crpp phase. 

Over the period, 1386/87 to 1989/90, seasonal rainfall ranged frcan 

183 to 415 nun at Breda, 233 to 504 nun at Tel Hadya and 334 to 715 nun at 

Jindiress, with averages of 260, 332 and 501 nun, respectively, close to 

the long-term averages of 278, 330 and 447 nun. One may ~ ~ ~ ~ n a b l y  

assume that total crpp growth and total P uptake at each site over the 

four years were close to the average. 

Soil available-P values were detemhed every season just before 

sawing (Figures 3.4.2, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4). They can be seen to d e m  on 

the size of the initial fertilizer application in 1986/87, on the 

annual mtes of application and on the experimental site. 



BREDA 
Fallow Barley Vetch Barley Vetch 

Ficrure 3 .4 .2  Changes in soil available P (NaW3-P) with 
time in  relation to rate of P applied at 
Breda 

* Applied kg P2O+ 
-rial rainfall in (m) 



TEL HADYA 
Lentil Wheat Lentil Wheat Lentil 

86/8 7 
R - 368  

87/88 88/89 
R - 604 R - 234 R - 233 R - 89/90 90/91 

Fiqure 3 . 4 . 3  C?=nges in soil available P (NaHa3-P? with 
time in relation to rate of P applied at 
Tel Hadya 

* Applied kg P205!ha 
R=Sssonal rainfall in (mm) 



JINDERESS 
Chickpea Wheat Chickpea Wheat Lentil 

1 1 . 6 A  7.2 ]A 6.8 B 0 

10.6- 7.3 A 6.0 Arc 

6.6 4.7 A 
6.8 4.8 4.0 1 6  

o 6.0 a 6.0 a 3.7 - I )  - - - 

Fi- 3-4.4 changes in soil available P (N~HOO~-P) with 
time in relation to rate of P applied at 
~indiress 
* Applied kg P205/ha 
R=Seasonal rainfall in (nun) 



The approximate annual rates of P required to mintain the level 

of 7 ppn Olsen-P that appears to be necessary for  maximum yields of 

cereals o r  grain legumes ( m t a r  et 61. 1987) are presented i n  Wle 

3.4.3. Highest rates are a t  Jirdiress, where 45 to 50 kg P 2 0 ~ y e a r  

are needed when the initial Olsen-P value is high (abave 10 p) ard 

mre than 60 kg P20@ when initial values are lcw. T h e  annual 

nqwkment  a t  Breda is nu& lawer, 15 t o  27 kg P20@, depending on 

the initial Olsen-P value. Ard the requirement is least a t  Tel Hadya, 

where  no @csphate appears to  be necessary for three m n s  i f  the 

initial Olsen-P value is high (> 13 ppn) . 
Wle 3.4.3 mintenance rate of @cs@ate need& to mintain 

the available-P in soils a t  7 ppn a f t e r  3 years 
of cropping a t  the three sites 

**Olsen 
Initial (86/87) available Annual rate of 

S i t e  rate of P205 added, P P needed 
kg/ha ppn kg P20@ 

Tel Hadya 200 
150 
100 
50 
0 

* More than 60 kg P20+ w e r e  needed a t  ~indiress to 
maintain an Olsen-P of 7 ppn when the starting Olsen-P w a s  
< 10. ppn - 

** Prior to 1987/88 season, i.e. after one year 

W e  may make two preliminary observations on these findings: 

- There was no clear benefit ( a t  least, wer three years) f r m  high 



initial @ci=phate rates (200 and 150 kg P20@) in terms of 

substantially lower maintenaxe-rate nqukemnts. 

Site differences were larger than e x p e c t d .  Thus, althcugh the 

irmnabilization rate of P in Breda and lkl Hadya soils had 

previously been shcwn to be very similar (IC?GUX 1985) and crap P 
uptah values were also similar, high levels of Olsen-P WE! 

apparently mre easily maintained at lkl Hadya than at Breda. 'Ihe 

m q i r e d  maintenance rate was highest at Jindiress, where totdl P 

uptake was higher due to greater plant growth under higher 

rainfall and the iwmbilization rate is relatively high (IcARDA 

1985). 

'Ihis long-term experiment will continue for several mre seasons 

with meammmmts on soil Olsen-P and totdl Puptake by each crop. 

SMAAR/ICARIYL. 1989. Four year surtrmary of fertilizer research on 
barley in N. Syria (1954-1989) . Annual Report p. 29-70. 

IcARaA. 1985. Annudl Report. 

3.4.3 Direct aml midual Effect of Amlied -te an the 
Wter-Use Efficiencv. Yields aml Nutrient  UERake of Ientil 

Lentil is an important crop in the rainfed farming system in the dry 

areas of WANA, where its grain is a valuable source of good quality 

p-in in the diet. Lentil is gmwn in rotation after cereals on 

highly CdLcarecus soils that are naturally law in native phcqhorus. 

* Fmfessor of Soil Science at University of A l e  

** Graduate Student at University of A l e  



In Syria ard elsewhere in the mion significant responses of lentil 

to @~osphorus application have been reported (Loizides 1970, Matar & 

& 1987, 1990) . 

In 1986/87, an investigation of the response of food ard forage 

legums to P fertilization was started urder more controlled conditions 

on Tel Hadya station. The legumes studied (faba bean, &&pea, pea, 

vetch ard lentil) to be ahmst equally responsive to both 

applied and residual phosphate (FRMP Annual Report 1988). 

Biologicdlly speaking, residual ard applied-P are likely to have a 

different lltimhfI of availability, ard we would expect the relative 

importance of the two sources to depenl not only on the 

characteristics of legume root developtent, but also on the soil type 

ard on the particular seasonal temperature ard rainfall distribution. 

A detailed study was carried out for two siz~~~ns, 1987/88 ard 

1988/89, at three stations, Jidress, Tel Hadya ard Breda, to 

investigate the effect of the interaction between phosphate 

fertilization ard water use on lentil yields ard nutrient uptake urder 

different soil ard environmental conditions. The results will be used 

for an MSc thesis by Ms F. Jassem. 

In the season preceding each experiment, the experimental area was 

divided into 5 large blocks of lard which received varying rates of F 

fertilizer (0, 50, 100, 150 ard 200 kg P205/ha) . This pre-treatment of 
the experimental area provided a range of residual available-P levels 

uder which respnses  of lentil to newly applied P (0, 50 ard 100 kg 

P20EJha) could be evaluated. Total biologicdl yields ard nitrogen ard 

d orus us uptake were determined at 5 or 6 stages of growth depending 
upon site ard season. At harvest, grain ard straw yields were 

recorded. 

The present report fcases on three treatments in which the w a t e r  

covltent of the soil profile was measured every ten days: plots which 

received 100 kg P205 in the previous season (PR 100); 100 kg in the 

a r ~ ~ ~ t  season (PD 100) but none the previous season; ard control, PO. 

soil ~~ was measured gravimetricdlly in the 0-15 an soil layer 



and with a neutron probe at 15 an intervals in the rest of the profile 

to 150 an. 

The effects of newly applied phmte and residual-P on the gruwth of 

lentil were monitored at various stages of plant grawth from emeryenz 

to mkrrity. New @xphate (i.e. drilled with the seeds) had a 

positive and significant effect in both seasons at Breda, on total 

above-groud dry matter production, on plant P% and on total P uptake 
(TEU); but few responses were m e d  at Tel Hadya or Jindiress 

(Table 3.4.4). 

However, it was remrkable that responses to phc5phate residual 

from fertilizer applied in the year preceding lentil (heat at Tel 

Hadya and Jindiress ard fallm at Breda) and mixed with the plm layer 

by preseeding cultivation, pmed to be more important and efficient, 

at Tel Hadya and Jindiress as well as at Breda (Table 3.4.4). 'Ihe P% 

of lentil plant material was found significantly him at all 3 sites 

in both seasons in the presem=e of residual-P. F'urthermore, henever a 

nzsponse to P was &served, that of the residual-P was found to be 

equdl and scanetimes superior to that of the newly applied-P in 

in=reasing dry matter accurmilation or TEU. Wit both applied and 

residual P contrilxlte to grawth and P uptake by lentil, especially at 

the dry site, Breda. 

Total dry matter (grain + straw) at harvest praved to be quite 
responsive to P application, especially to residual P, and wherever 

soil Olsen-P was lm. ?hat was true in the 1988/89 season hen all 3 

sites had soil available-P values less than 3.9 ppn, and at both Breda 

and Tel Hadya in 1987/88. m t  at Jindiress in 1987/88, with olsen-P 

equivalent to 4.8 ppn, there was no respcnse to P-application (Tables 

3.4.5 and 3.4.6). Previous work had shm that a criticdl level of 

Olsen-P of about 5-6 ppn could lead to maximum prductian of lentil 

(Matar et a1 . 1987) . 



T a b l e  3 - 4 . 4  Significance levels of the r eqnnses  of total dry m a t t e r  
(TCM), P% in plant m a t e r i a l  ard totdl P uptake (TFU) t o  
residual or newly applied &cqhate f e r t i l i z e r  a t  three 
stations in 1 9 8 7 / 8 8  ard 1988/89 

Residual p 

Stage of growth Stage of growth ------ 
s1 5 2  53 54 s1 S 2  53 S4 

Breda 
Total dry m a t t e r  
P% 
THJ 

T e l  Hadva 
Total dry m a t t e r  
P% 
TFU 

Jindire~s 
Totdl dry m a t t e r  
P% 
TFU 

EkedZi  
Total dry m a t t e r  
P% 
THJ 

Tel  Hadm 
Total dry m a t t e r  
P% 
THJ 

Jindiress 
Total dry m a t t e r  
P% 
TFU 

x x x x x x x x  N S x x x x  
X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  
X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  

NS X N S  - NS NS NS - 
x N S  x N S  x x x x x x x x  

N S x x x -  x x N S  x -  

X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  
X X N S N S N S  x x x x N S N S  
X X X X  X X X  X X X X X X X X  

NS NS NS NS N S x x x x  
NS NS NS NS x x N S x x x x  
N s  NS NS NS x x x x x x x x  

NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
NS NS X NS N S X X X X  
N S N S N S N S  NS NS NS x 

Sl=early; S 2 = a d v a n c d  early; S3=full flowering; S4=early podding 



Table 3.4.5 Effects of residual and newly applied @@te on harvest 
total dry matter of lentil in 1987/88 at three stations 

Residual Fhcwhate (W P205/ha) 
Newly applied P, - 
"g p2°5/ha 0 50 100 150 220 Mean 

Mean 7044 7292 7334 7480 7556 

Signif. level New P (**); ~esidual P (*); Interaction (*) 

Tel HadYa l  
0 

Signif. level New P (Ns) ; Residual P (**) ; Interaction (NS) 

Mean 7773 7977 7814 7947 8095 

Signif. level New P (NS) ; Residual P (NS) ; Interaction (NS) 

1. Tel Hadya field was moderately infected by Orobanche. 

The response to a new application of P proved very significant (at 

1% level) in both seasons at Breda only. By harvest, no effect of new 
P was evident at Tel Hadya or Jindiress. One could conclude that 

qlying P with the seed is important at Breda because its M a t e  

availability provides a boost to yaung seedlings. This leads to a 

better merage of the soil surface and a reduced water lass by 

-ration, which is especially important at Breda because it is the 

driest site. 



Table 3.4.6 Effects of residual and applied phcsphate on totdl dry 
matter at harvest of lentil in 1988/89 at three statim 
(Breda, Tel Ha*, Jindiress) 

Residual m t e  (kg P205/ha) 
Newly applied P, -- 
)03 p2°g/ha 0 50 100 150 220 Mean 

Signif. level New P (**) ; Residual p (**) ; Interaction (NS) 

Tel Hadva 
0 
50 
100 

Signif. level New P (NS) ; Residual P (**) ; Interaction (NS) 

Signif. level New P (NS) ; Residual P (*) ; Interaction (NS) 

'Ihe effects of phcqhte application on lentil grain production 

were less straightforward. 'Ihe grain yields were quite high, 2.2 - 2.5 
t/ha, at all three sites, under the high rainfall of 1987/88 (414 nun at 

Breaa rising to 715 nun at Jindiress) (Table 3.4.7) . Wlt increasing the 
rate of P, either in the current or preceding season, tended to reduce 

grain yield. 'Ihe reason for this is not )awwn, and a more detailed 

&dy is needed to interpret these results. 

In 1988/89, rainfall was scarce: 194, 249 and 352 nnn at Breda, W 

Hadya and Jindiress, with man grain yields of 538, 653 and 1254 



Table 3.4.7 Effects of residual ard applied phc6phate on grain yield 
of lentil in 1987/88 at three stations (Breda, 'hl Hadya, 
Jindiress) 

Residual Ph=wte (W P205/ha) 
Newly applied PI 

p2°5/ha 0 50 100 150 220 Merrn 

Mean 2411 2412 2348 2293 2157 

Signif. level New P (*) ; Residual P (**) ; Interaction (NS) 

w 1  Hadva 
0 
50 
100 

Signif. level New P (NS) ; Residual P (NS) ; Interaction (NS) 

Mean 2857 2614 2572 2540 2489 

Signif. level New P (*); Residual P (*); Interaction (m) 

kg/ha, respectively. The response of grain yield to residual-P was 

positive ard significant at all three sites (Table 3.4.8) ; but no 

significant effect of new P was observed, except at Breda. 

These results demnstrate again that response to P fertilization 

is relatively mre important in dry years. In wet years mat 

developnent is mre extensive ard the pool of available-P in the soil 

is effectively larger, which reduces the need for fertilizer P in all 

but the mst Weficient soils. 



Table 3.4.8 Effects of residual and applied phcsphate on grain yield 
of lentil in 1988/89 at three stations (Breda, W 1  Hadya, 
Jindiress) 

Residual @ q t e  (%I p205/ha) 
Newly applied PI ------- 
kg p2°5/ha 0 50 100 150 220 Mean 

Mean 

Signif. level 

Mean 

Signif. level 

Jindiress 
0 
50 
100 

Signif. level 

New P (**); Residual P (**); Interaction (*) 

New P (NS) ; Residual P (*) ; Interaction (NS) 

New p (Ns) ; Residual P (**) ; Interaction (E) 

Water use  by the lentil craps in 1987/88 was similar at all 3 sites, 

with average values of 329, 344 and 374 nun at Breda, lkl Hadya and 

Jindiress, respectively; and water-use efficiemy (WUE) was apparently 

urn£ fected by newly applied or residual mte (Table 3.4.9) . 

In 1988/89, WUE was slightly but significantly increased (5% 

level) by direct or residual P at Breda, ard by the residual P only at 

~indiress (Table 3.4.9) . No significant effects were observed a t  ! X U  



Hadya. In general, improvements in W E  frcnn pho@ate application - 
frund to be d l e r  for lentil than those f d  previously for barley 

(Cooper et al. 1987) . 

A linear relationship was found, as between water use by 

lentil and total biological yield, taken across all growth periods in 

both seasons and across all three sites, with R2 values of 0.84 and 

0.87 for P-fertilized and non-fertilized treatmnts (Table 3.4.10). 

Table 3.4.10 Relationships between total dry matter production 
(rn) , total N and P uptake (mu, TRT) and water 
use (W) by lentil taken across various stages of 
growth and all sites and seasons 1987/88 and 
1988/89 with (Pt) or without direct P application 
0-1 

w e n t  variable Regression equations R2 

Similar linear relationships also occurred between lentil water 

use and total P uptake and total N uptake calculated across all stages 

of plant growth in both seasons and at all 3 sites (Table 3.4.10) . We 
may attribute this, in the case of PI both to direct effets of greater 

@x#ate mobility and availability under wetter soil conditions and to 

the indirect effect of the bicanass-water use relationship. In the case 

of N, the effect of moisture on root proliferation and depth m y  have 

been a significant factor. F'rcnn regressions cited in Table 3.4.10, a 

general estimate of total P and N uptakes by lentil can be calculated 

fmm the volume of water use, and vie versa. 



Cooper, P.J.M., Gregory, P.J., TWly, D. ard Harris, H. 1987. 
Imprwing water-use efficiency of annual craps in the rainfed 
fa.rdq system of West Asia ard North Africa. Experimentdl 
Agriculture 23:113-158. 

ICARDA. 1988. FRMP Annudl Report. 

Ipizides, P. 1970. Ekperiments with drylard mtation in the Syrian 
Arab Republic. Soils ard Fertilizers. FAO, Rarre. Report on the 
Daruascus Agricultural Station Project ESR/SF/SYR 14 (1). 

Matar, A.E., M.C. Saxena ard S.N. Silim. 1987. Soil testing as a 
guide to ph-te fertilization of five legumes in Syria. In: 
Matar et a. Editors, PJXIC. of Secord Workshop on Soil Test 
Calibration d e r  rainfed agriculture. Ankara, Wkey 1-6 
-. 

Matar, A.E., M.C. Saxena ard S.N. Silim. 1990. Effect of residual ard 
direct phosphate application on P uptake ard yields of lentil in 
North Syria (&tM for publication) 

3.5 Soil ard C r a  Nitmwn Ilwmuics 

3.5.1 Soil Nitrwen Sta- in TWHmmse mtations: 
APreliminarvAssessnerrt 

A. Matar ard H.C. Harris 

Last year we reported in sclane detail on a two-axuse mtation trial at 

Tel Hadya in w h i c h  wheat is grawn in seven crop seq~ences (FRMP 1990). 

We indicated in that report that studies on the nitrogen balance of the 

mtations were to be started. Here we report on the results of 

amlyses of soil nitrogen at the ervl of the surmnes of 1989. 

m i l s  of the design ard mgement of the trial are given elsewhere 

(FEIMP 1990). In brief, it is a phased entry two-course mtation trial 

with seven crop sequences. The sequences are wheat after: fallow (F) , 
suuuner crop (water melon) (S), vetch (V), lentil (L) , chi- (C), 

d c  (Mdicaso spp.) (M), ard wheat (W). Because of drought in 



1988/89 water melon was not planted and the plots were fallw& thmqh 

the season. Four levels of nitrogen (0, 30, 60, and 90 kg N/ha) are 

=lied to the wheat phase in a split-plot design. The plots are 

fur- split to accamdate three levels of management of the wheat 

stubble: heavy, mderate ami zero grazing. The ratations wt=re 

established in 1983/84, and the treatments were begun in 1985/86. Of 

the legumes, chi- is cabine harvestxi, lentil haxi harvested, and 

both medic and vetch are grazed. 

3.5.1.2 Soil Sanples 

Soils of all mb-sub-plots of two of the three replicates were sampled 

at the beginning of Nover&er 1989, before the start of the rainy 

season. Samples were taken froan 0 to 20 cm depth; five samples frcnn 

each sub-sub-plot were bulked and analyssd, in duplicate, for p-, 
minera l  N, ami total N. 'Ihese are referred to as the surface samples. 

In the last week of November soil profiles were sampled, in 20 can 

haments to a depth of 100 cm, in selected plots. The treatmfmb 

selected were both phases of the heavily grazed sub-sub-plots in the 

wheat-fallow, wheat-chickpea, and what-medic rotations where o and 90 
kg N/ha is applied in the wheat phase. These treatments are ones in 

which detailed soil water measmmmts are taken during the crap 

season. 

3.5.1.3 Mineral N i t s m e n  in Surface Sanples 

After  Wheat. In the surface samples the mst significant source of 

variation was the fertilizer N applied in the wheat phase (Table 

3.5.1) . This was presumably due to inefficient uptake of N in the 

dnmght conlitions of the preceding season, as the effect was Shawn in 

the N60 and Ngo treatmmts (Figure 3.5.1) . Stubble management did not 

affect the N status. 'Ihere were, hawever, significant differences 

a m ~ g  the rotations (Figure 3.5.2) . Most noteworthy was the im=rease 

in m i n e r a l  N in the wheat-medic rotation (M), which is apparent at all 
levels of applied N, and in the wheat-vetch rotation (V) , apparent at 



Table 3.5.1 F-values of analyses of variam=e of minexal N, NO3-, d 
NH4+ in surface soil samples taken a t  the end of sumx, 
1989, frcan a two-course rotation trial a t  Tel Hadya 

Sourceof d.f. AfterWheatFhase A f t e r p h a s e 2  Tabulated 
Variation Min-N NO3- N H ~ +  Min-N Q- N H ~ +  F0.05 

Replicate 
Ratat ion 
Error a 
Nitrogen 
N x Rot 
Error b -- 
G x R o t  
G x N  
G x R o t x N  
Esror c 

Mineral Nitrogen (pprn) 
30 1 I 

After Wheat 

I 
After Phase 2 ~ 

F i s u r e  3 .5 .1  To ta l  mineral  n i t rogen (ppm) , 
NO3; (cross-hatched b a r s ) ,  and 
NH4 ( s t i p p l e d  ba r s )  i n  su r f ace  
s o i l  (0-20 cm) i n  l a t e  summer, 
1989, a f t e r  wheat and a f t e r  
Phase 2 of crop r o t a t i o n s  a t  
Tel  Hadya. The fou r  r a t e s  of 
n i t rogen  a r e  appl ied  t o  t h e  
wheat phase only.  The t h r e e  
b a r s  w i th in  each N t rea tment  
r e p r e s e n t ,  from l e f t  t o  r i g h t ,  
h e a v y ,  m o d e r a t e  a n d  z e r o  
graz ing  of wheat s tubble .  



Mlnerel Nltrogen (ppm) 

40 r- 
Alter Wheal n 1 

r e V L C u w  r e V L C u w  r 8 V L C u w  r e V L C u w  

NO N30 N8O NQO 

Mlnerel Nltrogen (ppm) 

1 
After Phaee 2 

- 

Total mineral nitrogen, N03- 
(cross-hatched bars), and NH++ 
(stippled bars) in surface sol1 
(0-20 cm) in late summer, 1989, 
following both phases of seven 
crop sequences. F=Fallow; 
S=water melon; V=vetch; 
klentil; C=chickpea; M=medic; 
W=wheat . 

90 kg of applied N. Mast of the hcrease was present as NO3-. In 

three of the fan- nitrogen treabents there was least N present 

follawing wheat after fallaw. These results are presumbly related to 

the prcductivity of the preceding meat crop. About three times as 

much nitrogen was ramwed f m  the wheat-fallaw as f m  the wheat-medic 

rotation (Figure 3.5.3). Approximately 140 mm of additional water was 

available to wheat after fallaw follawing effective fallaw storage in 

the 1987/88 rainy season, which was @xce~;tionally wet. 



Nitrogen Exported (Grain + Straw) (kg/h) 
70 1 I 

F i s u r e  3.5.3 Nitrogen (kg/ha) removed i n  wheat 
g r a i n  and  s t r a w  i n  seven c rop  
sequences i n  t h e  1988/89 c rop  growth 
season.  

A f t e r  Phase 2. In  the alternative phase, mineralization of nitrogen 

during fallowing is reflected in the values for the ratations with 

fallow (F) and water melon (S) , the l a t t e r  also fallowed in the 1988/89 

season (Figure 3.5.2). In this phase too, there w a s  more minerdl N 

following medic in a l l  N treatments, a d  vetch a t  N90, than in the 

other ratations with legumes. 'Ihere is little evidence of residual 

effects of N applied in the wheat phase. Prchbly mst of any 

fe r t i l i ze r  N unused by previous crops had entered the organic matter 

pool of the soil. 

3.5.1.4 Mimral Nitru7en in Soil Profiles 

lh differences i n  so i l  mineral N contents in the tcp 100 cm of the 

profile shaad the same pattern as seen in the &ace samples. After 

the wheat phase the differences between the ratations i n  the N90 

trealmmt were exaggerated by greater minerdl N contents in the 20 to 

40 an layer in wheat-medic than in the ather ratations (Figure 3.5.4) . 



Mineral-N in Soil Profile (Kg/ha) 

200 0 
After Wheat After Phase 2 

- 
N O N 9 0  N O N 9 0  N O N 9 0  N O N 9 0  N O N 9 0  N O N 9 0  

W/F W/C W/M FAL CPEA MEDIC 
W o-nocm K B  20-40cm O 40-80cm 

80-80cm 80-100cm 

Fiqure 3.5.4 Mineral nitrogen (kg/ha) in the 
first 100 cm of the soil profile in 
both phases of selected rotations 
where zero or 90 kg N/ha is applied 
in the wheat phase. 

The  analysis &me3 the s a n ~  axcentrations in the 0 to 20 an 

soil layer as for the surface samples, despite the fact that 45 nun of 

rain fell between the two soil samplings. It miqht have been e x p c t d  

that there would be a burst of minerdLizatim following rain, but this 

did not happen. However the time between the samplings was short, and 

ccnditions were cold enmgh to limit mirrabial activity. 

Total soil nitrogen contents (ppn) (Kjeldahl mthcd) ard organic 

matter (%) in the surface samples were greatest in the wheat-medic 

rutation in both phases. ?here was no clear pattern mngst the 

remaining crop sequemces (Figure 3.5.5). 

?hese are the first nitmgen determinations made in this trial, ard it 



Total Soil N (pprn) 
1000 I 

I AIlu Whut Mter Phaae 2 I 

wr W I  w v  WL w c  W Y W W  C I V L C Y W  

So11 Orpanlc Matter 4%) 
1.0 

A I M  Wheal After Phaae 2 

0.1. hr a m  N applbd h Whut p h . ~  

Fiqure  3.5.5 To ta l  n i t rogen  (kg/ha) and 
organic  ma t t e r  ( % )  i n  t h e  
s u r f a c e  s o i l  (0-20 c m )  i n  
s e v e n  t w o - c o u r s e  
r o t a t i o n s .  Data a r e  f o r  
t r e a t m e n t s  w h e r e  n o  
n i t rogen  is appl ied .  

is therefore not possible to draw f inn canclusions fraan the data. It 

is b q t i n g  to suggest that three cycles of the wheat-medic rotation 

may have lead to an hprovement in both the nitrogen and ode 
matter status of the soil .  Haever, the data represent only a very 
d l  window in time in s y s k m  that  are both dynarnic and amplex. 

-tion of minerdlization potential of selected treatments is 

under way, and further detailed studies of nitrogen cycling and 

balances in the rotations have begun in conjunction w i t h  the Pasture, 

Forage and Livestfxk Program and w i t h  the Legume Program. 



FFNP 1990 Annual Report for 1989. Farm Resource m g e m m t  Program, 
ICARDA, Aleppo, Syria. 

3.5.2 Effect of SumlenentdL Irriaaticm ad Nitmaen 
Fertilization on the Nil . i Ccntent of Grain Fhat 

SuFplemmtal irrigation can be used to alleviate climatic risk factors 

in semi-arid regions and so sustain higher and mre stable yields. 

'Ihe imsreases in grain yields of wheat due to supplerental irrigation 

relative to the rainfed crop were fourd to be himy significant but 

depemled on the rainfall  conditions of the season (ICARDA Annual Report 

1987) . 

However, the inproverent of grawth conditions achieved by 

su~pleroerrtdl irrigation affects not only yield magnitude but also its 
quality. To examine this, wheat  grain frcan a supplerental irrigation 

trhl conduct& a t  -1 Hadya in  1988/89 was andlysed for N-content (%). 

In tha t  trial, a linesource sprinkler system was used to apply six 

levels of irrigation treatments (main plots) as follows: 

1. Rainfed with no irrigation (Io) 
2. Irrigate to replenish 20% of w a t e r  balance -t (I1) 
3. Irrigate to  replenish 40% of w a t e r  balance nx@mrent (I2) 
4. Irrigate to replenish 60% of wa te r  balance d e m m t  (I3) 
5. Irrigate to replenish 80% of water balance requirerent (I4) 
6. Irrigate to replenish 100% of water balance requirement (I5) 

spring wheat  varieties Cham 1 (durum) , and Cham 4 (bread), w e r e  

scwn with a drill a t  125 kg/ha (sub-plot). Four levels of N (urea) 

wre =lied: No = none; N1 = 50 kg N/ha, N2 = 100 kg N/ha ard N3 = 150 

kg N/ha (subsub-plots). ~ i t rogen  was applied a t  the rate  of 30 kg 

N/ha a t  sawing and the remainder a t  t i l ler ing.  A blanket application 

of 100 kg P 2 0 ~  was applied broadcast to all plots a t  sclwing. lhere 

wre f a r  replicates. 



Wheat grain was sampled fmn all treatments and analysed for its N 

oartent using the Kjeldahl-method. 

'Ihe quantities of supplemental water =lied during 1988/89 season 

w e r e  equivalent to: 0, 31.5, 67.1, 104.9, 141.3 and 183.4 m for 

treatments I. to 15 respectively, and the totdl seasonal rainfall was 

234.4 m. 

Both wheat varieties gave positive and highly significant grain-yield 

-rises to sqplonental irrigation and N fertilization (Table 3.5.2) . 
Furthenmre, significant interadions were &served between N 

fertilizer anl irrigation level and/or variety and N fertilizer. Uder 

all irrigation treatments, maximum grain yields were given by 50 kg 

N/ha for Cham 1 and 100 kg N/ha for Cham 4. 

Table 3.5.2 The effect of supplemental irrigation and N fertilization 
on the grain yields (t/ha) for Cham 1 and Cham 4 variety 
in 1988/89 at Tel Hadya, Syria 

Grain vields b/ha 

Irrigation Cham 1 (durum) Cham 4 (bread) 

treatments N applied (kg N/ha) - - N mlied (kg N/ha) ---------- 
0 50 100 150 Mean 0 50 100 150 Mean 

I. Rainfed 510 700 701 742 663 920 864 788 659 808 
I1 20% water bal. 854 832 836 812 834 1077 1058 864 833 958 
I2 40% water bal. 1354 1409 1766 1369 1475 1673 1696 1534 1702 1651 
I3 60% water bal. 1668 2055 2443 2033 2050 2273 2415 2408 2367 2366 
I4 80% water bal. 2541 2915 3394 2825 2919 2709 3267 3160 3302 3110 
I5 100% water bdl. 3151 3830 3963 3584 3632 3498 4025 4210 4404 4034 

LSD ( .05) = 16.7 at sam level of higation. 

The effect of supplemental irrigation on wheatqrain N% and total 

N uptake ('INU) muld be looked at fmn an intensity/quantity 

perspedive. Grain N% (intensity) decreased consistently with 



( Sham 1 ) ( Sham 4 ) 

Fi- 3.5.6 Nitrogen % in grain of wheat in relation to 
irrigation and N fertilization 

increasing irrigation level but 'INU (quantity) increased. The N% of 

Cham 1 grain dropped fraan 2.86 to 1.92 in going f m  the rainfed (Io) 

treatment to the I5 treatment, when no N fertilizer was applied. 

Corresponding figures for Cham 4 were 2.22 and 1.62 %N (Figure 3.5.6). 

However, nitrogen fertilization impmved grain N% (intensity) as 

well as tutal N uptake (quantity) . Thus, the negative effect of 

supplemental irrigation on the N content of grain can be alleviated by 

use of N fertilizer. As Fi- 3.5.6 shaws, N fertilization impmved 

the grain N% of unirrigated wheat and dlmost maintained the level of 

grain N% where high levels of irrigation were applied. Up to the I4 

treatment, the rate of N fertilizer which cptimized grain prcduction 

was also sufficient to nraintain the %N content of the grain. However, 

a higher level of N fertilizer was needed w h m  irrigation was applied 

to replenish the full w a t e r  b a l m  re@.mm~t (I5). 

Total N uptake into the grain ('INU) irmreased with irrigation 

level even in the zero N-fertilizer treatment (Figure 3.5.7). 

Evidently, the crop was able to take up more nitrogen in the presence 

of adequate moisture, possibly f m  inrreased mineralization of organic 

N and/or fraan a more extensive root system. With no or little 

irrigation (Io and 11 treatments), nitrogen fertilization alone did not 

nu& hcmase grain 'INU. Only by increasing the irrigation to the 
level I2 level and beyond was 'INU im=reased very significantly with N 

fertilization. The greatest 'INU value was obtained when 100 kg N / h  

wen? applied to Cham 1 ancl 150 kg N/ha to Cham 4. 



( Sham1 ) ( Sham 4 ) 

lrrbatbn treatments lrrlgatbn treatment0 

F'isure 3.5.7 Total nitrogen uptake by a t  grain in kg 
N/ha in relation to irrigation and N 
fertilization 

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that in seeking to 

inrreaSe wheat production by supplemental irrigation, it is important 

to be aware that protein content (on a % basis) may be decreased, and 

this has inplications for the nutritive value of both grain or straw. 

Eleasures to increase W t  production thrmgh supplemental irrigation 

must go hand in hand with N fertilizer additions which optimize yield 

and maintain, if nat inprove, the quality of grain and straw. 

ICARDA 1987. Annual Report for 1986. 

3.5.3 Effect of Site F'actms a d  Fertilizaticm 
cm the Nitmcpen CcPltent of Barley 

A.E. mtar and Z. ~ r i *  

In the four seasons, 1984-1988, a total of 75 NP fertilizer trials cm 

barley (Arabi Aswad) were corductd jointly with the Soils Directorate 

in farmers1 fields arross northern Syria. Sites were selected each 

* Associate in Soils Directorate, Aleppo 



year to represent the main soil g rmp ,  the range of soil fertility 

levels and the predcPninant crop rotations. A smma.ry of the yield data 

frrmn these trials was reported last year (SD/FRMP 1989). 

In the area of study, barley is produced mainly as feed for sheep, 
and for this pupcse the nutritional quality of both grain ard straw 

is important. Although nutritional quality is partly geneticdlly 

mntrolled, it is also greatly influem=ed by climatic conditions, soil 

type, cultivation practices and any application of minera l  fertilizers. 

In the present study the N contents of harvested barley grain and straw 

frrmn selected treatments in all trials wre debmnhed, and the effects 

of site factors (soil type, initial available-N status ard seasondl 

rainfall) ard N and P fertilizers on N uptake ard barley quality 

(protein content) evaluated. 

Each trial ccanprised tm replicates of a randcanized q l e t e  block 

design with four rates of N (0, 20, 40 and 60 kg N/ha) in the form of 

m n i ~ m  nitrate and four rates of P (0, 30, 60 and 90 kg P205/ha) in 

the form of triple ~ ~ t e .  Protein content was detemhed in 

grain and straw from both replicates of the four treatments, NOPO, 

N6&, NOPgO and NGOPgO. Plant samples were dried at 70°C, m e d ,  
ard the grain ard straw separately g-murti. These samples were wet 

digested using concentrated H2S04 ard a catalyst mixture (K2m4 + 1% 
Se). Total N was amlysed in the extract, and the protein content 

calculated by nniltiplying the N content by a factor of 6.25. 

In general, it was found that the protein contents of barley grain and 
straw were related to soil type or group, available-N status of the 

soil at sawing, fertilizer rate, rainfall amount ard, iniirectly, to 

the yield of barley obtained. 

Effect of Seasondl Rainfall on Barlev Protein Content (%I. L m  

rainfall is the factor mast limiting plant yields in the barley areas 

of Syria, but its effect on the protein contents of those yields terds 

to be the opposite. In the present data, negative relationships m 



oksemed between % prntein contents of grain ard straw ard seasondl 

rainfall, in both unfertilized ard fertilized treatments. Linear 

regression equations &at- protein % of grain ard straw to seasondl 

rainfall, for each soil mb-graq separately ard for all sites 

together, are sunmw-ized in Table 3.5.3. It was fourd that 39 ard 35% 

of the variation in protein content (%) in grain ard straw, 

respectively, cculd be explained by rainfall differences. 

W l e  3.5.3 Linear regressions equations ard correlation coefficients 
relat* protein content (%) in barley grain ard straw as 
related to total seasan rainfall for various soil s u b  
g r a p ,  in the barley area of Syria 

Linear regression 
Soil Crop Fertilizer 

caqmnmts trea- Coefficient Intexcept r 

Grain NoPo -. 01231 13.48 
Xerochrepts N60P90 -.02100 17.93 

Straw NoPo -. 00713 4.71 

N6#90 -. 01188 6.89 

Grain NoPo -. 02950 19.06 
Calciorthid N60p90 -. 03631 23.35 

Straw NoPo -. 01362 7.01 
N60p90 -. 01669 8.87 

Grain NoPo -. 02863 21.08 -0.79** 
Gypsiorthid N60P90 -. 03056 23.11 -0.78** 

Straw NoPo -. 01975 10.29 -0.57** 

N60p90 -. 02431 12.08 -0.72** 

Grain NoPo -. 02044 16.54 -0.62** 
~ l l  Soils N6$90 -. 02663 20.22 -0.67** 

Straw NoPo -. 01269 6.83 -0.54** 

N60P90 -. 01688 8.81 -0.61** 

** Significant at 1% level. 

Ef f& of Soil Properties on Barlev Protein Content f%l. The respoarse 

of grain ard straw protein amtent to rainfall apparently differs 

between sh-grm'ps of soil (Table 3.5.3) . The protein % in barley 

grrrwn on Xerochrept soils declined less with increas- rainfall than 

that in barley grcx~n on Calciorthids or Gypsiorthids; hmever, barley 



grown on these latter soils has a higher protein % under dry 

carditions. 

Protein contents were also f d  to be positively anl highly 

mrrelated with the NO3-N concentrations in the top 40 cm of the soil 

at sawing time (at 1% level). It was f d  that 41 anl 22%, 

respectively, of the variation in protein % in the grain anl straw of 

the barley in NOPgO plots could be explained by the variability in 
soil q - N  content at sawing. The regressim equations were: 

% (grain) = 10.213 + 0.0456 (Q-N) ppn 
% (Straw) = 2.706 + 0.0397 (NO3-N) ppn 

Rainfall-Soil NO3 Interaction Effects on Barlev Protein Contents f%1. 

Although protein % is inversely related to yield under conditions of 

increasing rainfall, it also depends on soil NO3 status. The 

interaction between rainfall and soil NO3 on the protein % of NOPg0 

barley was f d  to be highly significant. Division of the sites into 

two groups, high (NO3-N 5 8 ppn) and lcw (NO3-N > 8 ppn) in available-N 

content gave significantly different protein-rainfall relationships 

(Figure 3.5.8) . Urder l m  rainfall corditions, the protein % of the 

grain was much higher in high Q-N soils, but under high rainfall (> 

400 nun) it became dLmost the same in l m  and highN03 soil. The straw 

data shm a simil.ar trend. It seerrrs that with increasing rainfall anl 

in presence of P fertilization, the high NO3 soils have greater yield 

potential, ard the excess N absorbxi is diluted anl distributed wer a 

nnrch larger crop biomass than is the case in l m  NO3 soils. 

Histograms shcwing the mean variation in protein contents (%) of 

grain anl straw acres all sites anl seasons, accordirq to soil q - N  

ard seasondl rainfall, are plotted in Figures 3.5.9 anl 3.5.10. 

Effect of Fertilizer on Barlev Protein Content f%l. Protein-content 

responses to fertilizer applicatian were seen in nest of the trials. 

The equations in Table 3.5.3 provide a caparison of the effects of the 

NOPO anl N60Pg0 treatments in relation to rainfall. The effect of 

nitrogen fertilizer was positive anl haxased significantly the 
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Fiqure 3.5.8 Effect of the interaction between rainfall  and 
so i l  nitrate-N status a t  sowing time on the 
protein mntent of barley grain and s t r a w  
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Fiqure 3.5.9 Effect of rainfall and 0-60 an soil nitrate-N 
content at sawing time on the % protein content of 
barley grain. 
[Soil fertilized with 90 kg p205/ha] 
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Fiqure 3.5.10 Effect of rainfall and 0-60 an soil nitrate-N 
amtent at sawing time on the % protein content of 
barley straw. 
[soil fertilized with 90 kg P205/ha] 



protein contents of grain in 42 c u t  of 72 trials, k u t  this was 

superimposed on strong backgnxud effects froan seasonal rainfall and 

frm the original nitrate-N status in soils at sowing time, as Figure 

3.5.11 illustrates. It is nuticeable that N fertilization consistently 

increased the pratein % whether soil was low or relatively high. 

Protein '- ( p p )  

20 r 

I 
d 

High NO3 soils 

Low NO3 soils 

0 I . 1 - L L --A 

0 100 200 300 400 500 

Rainfall ( ~ n m )  

F i v e  3.5.11 Response of barley grain protein content to 
rainfall, with (+N) and without (-N) 60 kg 
fertilizer N/ha, at two levels of sowing-time 0-40 
can soil nitrate-N content 



The critid level of NO3-N in soils leading to a m a x h m  production of 

TPI or GY has previously been faund to be about 7 pprn (Matar et al. 

1987) ; and no significant bcrease in TPI or GY production frum N 

fertilization has been observed at sites having q - N  exceding 8 ppn. 

That shows that N can acclmo;llate in barley grain, under conditions 

where no increase in dry matter yield is cbtained. Furtherm~re, it was 

observed that application of 60 kg N/ha cculd moderate the drop in 

grain protein % under increasing rainfall conditions but not eliminate 

it ccmpletely . 

Effect of Fertilizer on Total Prutein Yield. The total protein yield 

of barley as related to fertilization was calculated for each soil 

group separately. Applying N and P together maximized protein yield in 
all cases (Figure 3.5.12). Protein production cannut be ccPnpared 

directly between the various soil groups, because of differences 

between them in mean rainfall and soil nutrient status. Eiut it cculd 

be &served that application of P to gypsifemus soils increased 

protein production more than N application did because P availability 

was a much more severely limiting factor in these soils. 

Protein Content vs Barlev Yields. Negative correlations between grain 

ard protein % are often observed, althcugh total protein yield usually 

in=reaseS with total dry matter production. By considering the protein 

% in barley grain, taken across all sites and seasons, a greater 

negative correlation coefficient was cbemed with the N-fertilized 

plots (r = -0.68**) than with m-fertilized, (r = -0.38**) (Figure 

3.5.13) . The same negative correlations were observed with barley 

(Scholtz 1976), wheat (Terman et al. 1969) and other crops. It is 

expc td  that any factor that increases yield, without increasing the 
pool of available nitrogen in the soil, will terd to reduce the grain 

protein % by diluting the available N supply. 

Thus a major (though hidden) benefit of fertilizer use on barley 

may be an increase in its nutritional qualities, in addition to any 

increase in totdl dry matter production. However, depending on 

rainfall, increases in grain and straw yields may reach a plateau at a 
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Fiqure 3.5.12 Effect of fertilizer treatment on totdl yield of 
protein by barley in three soil groups 
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Prote in  % = 18.18 - .00244 GY 
r = -0.68 *** 
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F i v e  3.5.13 Relationships between grain protein content and 
grain yield of barley. (Data f m  four seasons 
and f m  two rates of fertilizer-N application, 0 
and 60 kl N/ha) 

relatively low rates of fertilizer N, while protein % continues to 

increase. 'Ihus nutritional investigations will be nquird to 

ascertain the econcnnic value of added protein yield obtainable a w e  

that a&ieved with the m t  econcnnic N rate for lMxirrnmr yield 

production. It may well be quite inpractical to program higher protein 

yields of cereals through higher N fertilizer rates, given the 

incredsirq price of N fertilizers. 

Matar, A.E., Jahbour, E. and El-Hajj, K. 1987. Prediction of barley 
response to fertilizers by means of soil nitrogen and phosphorus 
tests. In A. E. Matar et dl. (ed) , Second Regional Workshop on Soil 
Test mibratian in West Asia and North Africa m-oceedhqs, pp. 12- 
23. Ankara, Wkey, 1-6 September. 



Sdmltz, F. 1976. moblerns of breeding for high protein yields in 
barley pp. 548-556. In H. Gaul (ed) . Barley Genetic 11. Prcc. of 
the 'Ihird International Barley Genetic Symp., Garching Fed. Rep. of 
Germany, 7-12 July 1975. Munich. 

SD/FRMP. 1989. Collaborative research project on fertilizer use an 
barley in northern Syria 1984-1988. Part I. Soils Directorate, 
MAAR, Syria and Fann Resources Management mpgram, Aleppo. 

Terman, G.L., Raming, R.E., Dreier, A.F. and Olson, R.A. 1969. Yield- 
protein relatiaships in wheat grain, as affected by nitrogen and 
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3.5.4 !UE N i t r w e n  amtent of and straw of 
IkmaumdbarlwatTelmandBreda 

M.J. Jones 

Althcugh it is almst certainly desirable that barley should be grawn 

in rotation with legumes or fallow, increasingly it tends to be gruwn 

annually on the same land without any fallow or break crop. To abserve 

what happens in this situation, long-term llcontinuous barley" trials 

were set up at Tel Hadya and Breda in the 1986/87 season. In the 

majority of plats, barley is sawn every year (B-B rotatian) in plats 

carrying six replicates of nine fertilizer treatments, amprising three 

rates each of nitrogen and phosphate factorially ccanbined. Other plots 

carry a barley-fallow rotatian (F-B), with barley sawn under zem and 

high NP fertilizer regimes only, for canprison. Hexe, Figures 3.5.14 

and 3.5.15 show nrean grain and straw values of dry yield, nitrogen 

ccow=entratian (%) and totdl nitrogen omtent for all treatments at both 

sites in 1988/89 and 1989/90. 

Generally, fertilized barley in F-B rotation cutyielded all other 
treatments in grain ard straw production and totdl nitrogen content; 

and unfertilized barley in F-B rotation outyielded barley in B-B 

rotation at all rates of fertilization at Tel Hadya and at lower rates 

of fertilization at Breda. At JJUUI sites, the totdl nitrogen content 

of barley in F-B rotation was approximately equivalent to that achieved 

with 60 kg fertilizer-N/ha on continuous barley. 
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Brcmtage nitrogen concentrations of grain and straw were greatly 

affected by rotation, fertilizer rate and year. Altogether, grain 

values varied frcan 1.22 to 3.09 % N, and straw values frcan 0.40 to 1.94 

% N. It should be remembered that both years were dry years, and this 

exouraged a higher concentration of nitrogen in plant material. 

Nitrogen fertilizer greatly increased grain and straw nitrogen 

concentrations, but this effect was rmch greater in B-B rotation, w h e ~  

gruwth was more d?mught-limited than in F-B rotation. Particularly in 

1988/89 (following the heavy rains of 1987/88), barley grawn after 

fallow benefitted f m  soil-stored moisture, although this factor was 

not quantified. 

The differences in grain and straw llq-ityll implied by the N % 

values are very wide indeed. IaJ values were associated with an 

absence of N fertilization, but yet lcwer values would be e>qsectsd in 

wetter years even where scaue nitrogen was applied. High values were 

associated with high rates of N fertilizer, particularly in B-B 

rotation, but also with the second of the two seasons, 1989/90. 

Rainfall was similarly low at both sites in both years but was better 

distributed in 1989/90. This almost certainly a m t s  for the greater 

dry matter prcduction and saaue of the imxease in total crop nitrogen, 

but it is not clear why percentage N concentrations were also higher. 

Late fmsts limited grain yields of N-fertilized barley in B-B rotation 

at both sites in 1989/90, but since in only one or two treatnwts were 

yields actually luwer than in 1989/90 it is diff icult to ascribe high 

grain N concentrations to this factor. 

3.6.1 garlw P~ududivitv in the ~ c - l 3 a r l ~  
F b t a t i c n  Trial at Breda 

M. J . Jones 

This trial was set up at Breda in 1987 to investigate the potential of 

Mdicaqo as an annual pasture replacing fallow in rotation with barley 

in dry areas. For caprison, three other rotations were included, 

barley-lathyrus, barley-fallow, and barley-barley. The trial ccenprises 



three replicates of both phases of each of the four rutations. In the 

medic-barley rutation, each plot is 1 hectare in size to permit 

realistic grazing mnagement, ard the initial smiqs of medic 

qrised a mixture of species, so that a naturdl selection of the most 

mropriate material might occur during the course of the trial. Plcrts 

in other rutations are each 0.36 ha, ard all plcrts are divided into 2 

subplcrts to carry two rates of bpbxssd nitrogen, 0 ard 20 kg N/ha, 

in the barley phase. Fhosphate, 60 kg P20+, is also added, 

biannually to the barley pbase at planting the. 

A full caparison of these rotations will require examination of 

the prcductivity of both phases, separately ard together, in both 

agroncanic ard d c  t e rns .  That cannot reasonably be done until two 

full cycles (4 years) have elapsed after the caqletion of the start-up 

year (1987/88). m t h ,  hclwever, it is interesting to take a 

preliminary look at the effect of rutation ard fertilization on barley 

yields. Figure 3.6.1 summarizes rotation effects on barley grain ard 

straw prcduction in 1988/89 ard 1989/90 (years 2 ard 3). Both were 

very dry years, but the effect of fallclw was very mch ~reater in the 

secad  year. In neither year, were barley yields after medic 

significantly different fmpn barley yields after lathyrus, but both 

were significantly lawer than thase after fallclw. Barley after legumes 

significantly outyielded barley after barley in 1988/89 but nut in 

1989/90. 

~ffects of tqdmssd N-fertilizer were ir=onsistent. In 1988/89 

no significant main effects were &sewed (Wle 3.6.1) , although a 
significant rutation x N interaction for grain inplied that yields were 
decreased by added N except in barley-barley rotation where they were 

irw=reased. EUt in 1989/90, grain yields were significantly decreased 

by added N across all four rotations while straw yields were increased. 

'Ihere were no interactions. 

The main focus of interest in this trial is on the barley-medic 

rutation. The other rutations may be regarded as different form of 

-1 treatment. On present evidence, medic may be seen as behaving 

similarly to the other legume, lathyrus, in respect of its ef fect on 
the barley phase of the rutation. 



1988/89 
( r a i n :  181 mm) 

G r a i n  
(+ 0 .06)  

S t r a w  
( 2  0.11) 

G r a i n  
(+ 0 .04)  

S t r a w  
(+ 0 .11)  

P r e v i o u s  
Crop :  

1989/90 
( r a i n :  178 mm) 

Med ic  Lc i thy rus  F a l l o w  B a r l e y  

F i m  3.6.1 Effect of rutation (previous crup) on the  yield 
(t/ha) of barley grain and straw in the second and 
th i rd  years of the rrredic-barley rotation t r i a l  a t  
Breda. (Values are msms of treatments with and 
withcut N tqdres~ing) 

Table 3.6.1 Barley grain and straw yields 
(t/ha) , as affected by N- 
fertilizer bpt3xssi.q 

Grain Straw 
Fertilizer, -- 
%I N/ha 88/89 89/90 88/89 89/90 



Long-term gcals in this project are to help ICARDA and nationdl 

prograrrrj to impme the efficiency, relevance and targeting of resear& 

thmugh the application of techniques which both characterize agro- 

ecological variability and predict hcw such variability will interact 

with and modify the impact of new technology. We se& to attain this 

gcal thrmgh the follcwing medium term abjectives: 

1. To develop, test and make available techniques which characterize 

and m p  agro-eoological variability and defined ham~genecus 

recommendation damins for inpruved targeting of research and 

technology d e v d w t .  

2 .  To develop, test and make available techniques which inteqrate and 

translate the effects of agro-ecological variability, crop 

genotype diffemnces and management strategies into associated 

expressions of crop pruductivity, thereby assisting the assessment 

of the long-term suitability, adaptability and impact of new 

technology. 

3 .  To ccanbine the W e  techniques with econcnnic and livestock 

performance data to evaluate the long-term impact of new 

technology on production and econcanic return at the farm, 

A t i o n  damin, district and nationdl level. 

Since 1986 a spatial mther generator (%) has been uxier developent 

at ICAEUA. It consists of three main parts: a mter estimation 



part, whi& reduces the original weather data to a set of coefficients 

for ea& weather station; a generator part, whi& in the strict sense 

stochastically reprcduces synthetic sequer-ces of data frcnn the sets of 

coefficients. A third part, the interpolation of the coefficients 

between the stations, is added between parameter estimation and data 

generation. 'Ihis pennits the frequexies of climatic events (like dry 

spells or frusts, or the characterization of climatic conditions during 

certain periods of crop developmt) whi& are of signifim for crop 

prcduction to be mapped. In ambination with a crop model, the 

spatial weather generator facilitates the analysis of h w  variations in 

climate across space affect crop performance. 

The SWG presented here can generate rainfall, maximum and minimum 

taperatures and solar radiation (global shortwave irradiance) . Its 

general organization is sham in Figure 4.1.1. In last year's annual 

report (ICARDA 1990), the methods used by the SWG for generating 

rainfall were d i m  together with examples of its out@ and use. 

In this report, we present the SWG1s techniques for generating 

tapmture and solar radiation simultaneously, together with rainfall, 

and give examples of the use of that ouQmt, alone and in conbination 

with the SIMTrAG wheat model (Stapper 1984a,b). 

The methcd whi& the SWG uses for simulating temperature and solar 

radiation is an adaptation of a method first prcpxd by Matalas 

(1967) . It was first adapted to weather generation by Richardson 

(1981) . Since then, the principle has been m t e d l y  used for this 

purpose (e.g. Richardson and Wright 1984; Woolhiser, Hanson and 

Rickadson 1988; Richardson and Nicks 1990) . It permits the 

simultaneous generation of variates frcnn a nmber of variables whi& 

follw the No&-distribution while preserving cross and serial 

correlations amngst them. Generator coefficients are the means and 

s w  deviations of maximum and mininnrm taperature and solar 

radiation and, after the transformations described in Z q p x d i x  1, the 

cross correlations between the three variables, the lag-1 serial 

correlations and the lag-1 serial cross correlations. 



Spatial Weather Generator 
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Fiaure 4.1.1 Generalized flowchart of the Spatial Weather Generator 



The t u r e  and radiation coefficients are determined 

separately for each calendar month, and after the spatial 

interpolation, they are smmthed across the year with the help of cubic 
* splines. Means and standard deviations are -re calculated 

separately for wet and for dry days to take account of the effect of 

rainfall and the associated cloudiness on these variables. Not enagh 
is lawwn yet abaut the differences in the various correlation 

coefficients between wet and dry days in different climates to make a 

definitive judgement whether the use of separate sets of correlation 

coefficients for wet and dry days inprwes the quality of the generated 

data enmgh to warrant the additional effort for the spatial 

interpolation of the additional coefficients. For the U.S.A., 

Richardson and Wright (1984), Woolhiser, Hanson and Richadson (1988), 

and Ridmrdson and Nicks (1990) used only a single set of correlation 

coefficients for bath wet and dry days, for each calendar mth. 

Experience so far seems to idicate that this is an adequate approach 

in m y  regions and not much is gained fman using twice or four tines 

as many correlation coefficients. Nevertheless, the SWG offers three 

options: 

- a single set of correlation coefficients for all days, 
- two sets of correlation coefficients for wet and dry days, 
- four sets of correlation coefficients to allaw for differences of 

serial correlations whether the previous day was wet or dry. 

while the distribution of air tmpmture is m n a b l y  well 

appmximated by the Nonnal-distribution (except for the typical slight 

skewness of maximum and minimum txqemture), Normal-distribution is a 

poor model for solar ndiation, which by its nature can assume only 

values within a certain, relatively narrow range and whose distribution 

may be quite strongly skewed. Treating solar radiation as though it 

follawed the Nonnal-distribution leads to the generation of impossible 

values, values which, for instance, are larqer than the maximm 

* The smoothing method is similar to the one emplayed for 
precipitation coefficients. For details see last year's annual report 
(1- 1990). 



possible clear-day radiation or less than zero. If  such impossible 

values are rejected or i f  they are replaced by the closest redlistic 

values, the generated data no lollger have the same means, standard 

deviations and correlation coefficients as  the original data froan w h i c h  

the coefficients were determined. 

A E!eta&stribution with an upper boundary that is a function of 

latitude and day of the year and a 1- boundary arbitrarily set to 

10% of the upper baundary value prwides a better f i t  for solar 

radiation than the ~ o d & s t r i b u t i o n .  'ItJo additional mters 

determine the skewness of the Betadstribution. To &ine the 

advantages of the Beta-distribution (good f i t )  and of the No&- 

distribution (preservation of correlations, sirraiLtaneous generatim), 

the SWG transfornrs radiation values froan Beta- to Normal&stribution 

before generator coefficients are estimated. The generated radiation 

values are then retransformed froan No&- to Be ta4 t r ibu t ion .  

To eliminate the effect of altitude, temperature and radiation 

data are &ced to sea-level values before the spatial interpolation 

of generator coefficients. A s  the temperature gradient w i t h  a l t i M e  

varies fnmn place to place, it is determind by linear regression of 

tempexature on a l t i M e  using data f m  stations w i t h i n  a certain 

distance. RLis method f a i l s  in  regions without marked altitude 

differences between stations. For such cases, the SWG offers two 

alternatives: to use two preselected stations, for instance those w i t h  

the highest altitude difference within a certain perimeter to determine 

the tempexature gradient or, as a last resort, to use a predetembd,  

fixed gradient (usually -0.5"C/lOOm) . Radiation values are &ced to 

sea level by assmhg that the im=rease in optical a i r  mass would be 

prqmrtional to the a i r  mass which w d d  f i t  between station alti- 

and sea level a t  given station temperature and temperature gradient. 

The coefficients estimated froan mduced tempexature and radiation 

data can be interpolated ac=ross space mch m r e  easily than the 

original values. If the station network is reasonably dense, objective 

interpolation methods, such a s  xriging (Delfiner and ~ e f i a m r e  1975; 



EUqess and Webster 1980a,b; Webster and Wuqes 1980; Ripley 1981) , can 
be emplayed w i t h o u t  the need for manual corrections. The bnperature 

@ents used for the reduction of tenpmture and radiation are also 

mapped using the same methods. Together with a digitized contcur map, 

the gradient maps serve to retransform the generated tempexature and 

radiation values into values appropriate to site elevation. 

SIMIlAG (-ation of Ditiann -Aestivum -Genotypes) is a process- 

oriented wheat model wfiich simulates crop growth and develqmmt on a 

daily time step. It w a s  originally developed by M. Stapper a t  ICARDA 

between 1979 and 1982 (for details see Stapper 1984a,b). The version 

used for this study has been modified in such a way as to allaw direct 

linkage to the W .  A summary flawchart of the modified model is given 

in Figure 4.1.2. 

The study area comprises the surroundings of Alepp in Northwestern 

Syria (Figure 4.1.3). It extends from 35"3OtN to 36"30tN and f m  

36"30tEto 38"00tE. Thewesternr imofthearea isdominatedbyranges 

of hills stre- in North-South direction, w h m  m ~ t  of the 

reminder of the area has a f l a t  to undulating topography, except for 

a h i l ly  plateau in the center, scutheast of Aleppo. This plateau is 

framed by two closed drainage basins on its southwestern and 

northeastern sides. Tel Hadya is situated clase to the center of the 

southwestern basin. The lawest part of the northwestern basin is 

occupied by the salt lake of J m .  Rainfall is highest in the 

western hills and derreases rapidly b a r d s  the east and, to a lesser 

extent, tamds the south (Figure 4.1.4) . This pattern is disturbed 

only by the effect of the plateau in the center. 

For this study, daily climatic data from the 19 meteomlogicdl 

and precipitation stations indicated in Figure 4.1.4 w e r e  used. For 14 

of them temperature data, and for five of them solar radiation data, 



Fiaure 4.1.2 Generalized flowchart of the SIMTAG wheat model 
modified for integration with the Spatial Weather 
Generator 
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NW-Syria: T o p o g r a p h y  '-4 
Ja"oOT 

Fiqure 4.1.3 Major topographic features of the study 
area in Northwestern Syria 

NW-Syria: Mean Annual Precipitat ion 

Fiqure 4.1.4 Mean annual rainfall (mm) and locations 
of the meteorological stations whose data 
were used in this study (*  daily 
precipitation, air temperature and solar 
radiation, daily precipitation and air 
temperature, 0 daily precipitation, + 
monthly precipitation only). Following 
the last three seasons with below-average 
precipitation, the values on parts of the 
map may seem 10 to 15 mm to high. 



were available. These data were supplemented with data f m  a mmber 

of stations outside the area in order to facilitate better 

interpolation of genemtor coefficients near the borders of the area, 

and by monthly data f m  a large rarmber of precipitation stations. * 

Five hundred years of daily rainfall, nraxirnrm and minirmrm tempemture 

and solar radiation were generated an a four by four minute-wide grid 

across the study area. One hurrlred of these years were  used to 

sirnilate the gracrth of 99 crops of Cham 1 wheat in each grid cell. On 

a PC with a 386 processor and a 387 -processor running at 25 MHz, 

the time required for the generation of one year of rainfall was fand 

to be approximately 0.06 seconds, the generation of rainfall, 

temperature and radiation took about 0.7 semmk per year and, when the 

S m J Y G  wheat model was linked to the genemtor, one year of weather 

generation and crop sirrrulation took about 2.24 seconds. 

A first set of diagram (Figures 4.1.5 to 4.1.10) is concerned 

with thermal conditions during early nop develcpent. Depending on 

the moisture availability during a 30-day period follawing germinating 

rains, seasons were divided into a group with favomble moisture 

caditions (2 30 m of rainfall during these 30 days) and a group with 

unfavomble moisture conditions (< 30 nun). Germinating rains were 

defined as the first three4ay period starting between 1 November  and 

1 January with 20 or more m of rainfall. 

It was sham in last year's annual report (1- 1990) that 

early germinating rains are more likely to be follow4 by drought in 

the seedling stage ("dry starts") than are late germinating rains. 

Figures 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 shaw that the average starting dates of these 

two types of -ns are 10 to 14 days apart. Therefore, since average 

kqeratures shaw a strong seasonal terdency to fall aver the whole 

period f m  N a v h  to January, dry periods after germinating rains 

* IcMUYi is indebted to the Syrian Meteorological Deprbent wfiich 
generously made data available for this study. 



NW-Syria: Average Timing of 'Wet Starts' of Season 

Fisure 4.1.5 Average timing of "wet" starts of season in days 
after 31 October. "Wet" starts are defined as 
germinating rains (220 mm precipitation in 3 days) 
followed by a period of 30 days with 230 mm of 
precipitation 

NW-Syria: Average Timing of 'Dry Starts' of Season 

Fisure 4.1.6 Average timing of "dry" starts of season 
in days after 31 October. "Dry" starts 
are defined as germinating rains (220 mm 
precipitation in 3 days) followed by a 
period of 30 days with <30 mm of 
precipitation 



m mre likely to be warm than cool. Cuntinuirq q l e  rainfall  af ter  

germinatirq rains is more pmbable in seasons w i t h  a l a t e  start. By 

then, the general k q e r a t u r e  level has dropped, so that  on average 

srrfi 'ktt8 starts of the p i n g  season are cooler than lWry" s ta r t s  

(Figures 4.1.7 am3 4.1.8). 'Ihe generdl steep decrease of tenperam 

during the period f m  Nwember to January ccanpletely masks the fact 

that,  i f  they happen during the same time of the year, "dry" starts of 

season frequently are colder than 'kt11 starts d c h  are characterized 

by mist, mild weather. 

Figures 4.1.9 am3 4.1.10 shaw haw the nmber of favorable seasons 

w i t h  q l e  moisture supply a t  the beginning cabined w i t h  teqeratums 

permitting vigorous early grawth decreases as one w e s  frcnn the humid 

western hills tawards the dry southeast, where the germinating rains 

tend to occw l a t e  a d  where, in those cases when they ham early, 

the r isk is high that they are followed by a dry spell. 

followirq exanples involve the sinnilation of rainfed wheat 

crops w i t h  SIMTAG. In ozder to shaw as clearly as possible the effect 

of climatic variability across space on crop gxrwth, a nunber of 

generalizing assmptions w e r e  made: 

- 'Ihat the soil was uniform across the whole area, a calcic 

Rhcdoxeralf frcnn a profile a t  Tel Hadya research station being 

taken as reference. (This sinplification was necessary also 

because information on mny soils in the area is insufficient to 

estimate a l l  the paramters required by the &el.) 

- ?hat the soil moisture content was re in i t ia l ized  a t  the beginning 

of every season w i t h  the same values, typical of conditions af ter  

a season w i t h  law rainfall  o r  in rotation af ter  a crop that  

strongly depletes soil misture reserves. 

- 'Ihat there was no nutrient Stress; SIMJAG a t  present does not 

pennit the simiLation of nutrient dynamics am3 fertilization. 



NW-Syria: Mean Air Temperature in "C during 'Wet Starts' of Season 

Fisure 4.1.7 Average temperature during "wet" starts 
of season in ' c  (for further explanations 
see Figure 4.1.5) 

NW-Syria: Mean Air Temperature in "C during 'Dry Starts' of Season 

Fiaure 4.1.8 Average temperature during Itdrylt starts 
of season in ' c  (for further explanations 
see Figure 4.1.6) 



NW-Syria: Probability of 'Wet Starts' of Season wl th  alOaC Mean Temperature 

Fiqure 4.1.9 Probability of "wet1m starts of season 
with a mean air temperature of 210 "C 
(for further explanations see Figure 
4.1.5) 

NW-Syrla: Probablllty of 'Dry Starts' of Season wi th  a104C Mean Temperature 

Fisure 4.1.10 Probability of "dry" starts of the season 
with a mean air temperature of 210 'C 
(for further explanations see Figure 
4.1.6) 



- 'Ihat a crap of Cham 1 bhat* was uniformly planted on 15 N w -  

at 5 a n  sawing depth to give plant papilation of 300 

Given these generdlizations, any variability of sirdated crap 

performance across spa- is the sole effect of spatial climatic 

variability. 

Figures 4.1.11 and 4.1.13 are mncerned with t h e  conditions 

during the sensitive period of devel- frcm heading wer anthesis 
until the onset of linear grain filling. Figure 4.1.11 shows the 

pmbability of frost during this stage of crop develqment. 'Ihis 

prcbability is very lw, belw 2% (one year in fifty) in the wet and 

hilly areas in the west. It reaches a peak of 5 to 10% (about one year 

aut of every fifteen) in the closed drainage basin around Tel Hadya, 

Breda ard Abu Chour, and decreases again to arourd 1-2% further east. 

'Ihe reasons for this trend are the following. In the hunid and 

relatively cool areas in the west, germination usually ocrurs during 

November. But developtent is relatively slw, delaying heading until 

late April or even May, when frosts are rare even at higher 

elevations. Frost risk is further reduced t h m q h  the high 

pmbability, ccPnpared to other regions, of rainfall during this period, 

which lessens the danger of radiation frost. Fhther east, germination 

still frequently occurs in N w e n b e r .  Higher daytime tenpemtures in 

spring, however hasten crop developmk, bringing heading forward to 

early April, a time when frost is mre likely. Still M e r  east, the 

model predicts a further increase in developtent rate, as evidenced by 

the average gmwing period length (Figure 4.1.12) , which decrreases frcm 

mix 170 days in the west to belw 150 days in the east. EUt at the 

same time, germination is frequently delayed until December due to a 

delay in the germinating rains. 'Ihe timing of anthesis therefore does 

not change much mre as one mes  further east. But April n-dnhnn 

tenperatwxs shw a slightly increasing trend in the same direction, so 

that the risk of frost is diminished. 

* 'Ihe genetic coefficients w e r e  determined and generously made 
available for this s h d y  by Dr H.C. Harris. 



NW-Syria: Probabil i ty of Frost a round Anthesis 

Fiuure 4.1.11 Probability of frost during the period from heading 
through anthesis until the start of linear grain 
filling for Cham 1 wheat planted on 15 November 

NW-Syria: A v e r a g e  G r o w i n g  P e r i o d  L e n g t h  
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Fiuure 4.1.12 Average growing period length in days from 
germination to maturity of Cham 1 wheat planted on 
15 November 



NW-Syrla: Mean Max. Temperature around Anthesls Exceeded Once In Five Years 

Fiaure 4.1.13 Mean maximum temperature ("C) exceeded in 
one year out of five during the period 
between heading and start of linear grain 
filling of Cham 1 wheat planted on 15 
November 



Figure 4.1.13 shows, for the same period, the mean maxinum 

texperature expec td  to be reached once in five years. ACJXSS the 

whole area, the values stay w e l l  below the criticdl tenprature level 

of 30 to 33 "C,  indicating that damage due to wcessive heat arcand 

arrthesis time w i l l  be a rare exception. Together with the map of frost 

risk, th is  i l lustrates how w e l l  adapted the cmp is to the region. Its 

develcpmk rate is regulated so that it evades both types of 

temperature stress aptimally: anthesis is la te  enough to reduce frost 

risk and a t  the same time early enough to avoid heat damage. 

The wct exanples cqxre predic t im of grain yield and total 

above-gram3 dry m a t t e r  of Cham 1 wheat obtained by two different 

methods: 

- Simlations with the SlMWG model as described above, 

- Prd id ions  from nailtiple regression models based on the results 

of on-fam a g r o q  trials in 70 locations wer 4 years and 

presented elsewhere in this report (see -ion 3.3) . * 

The regression models link grain yield and total dry m a t t e r  to 

mnthly rainfall total from October to May and t o  the square of the 

sum of these totals. In order to make the predictions from the 

regression and simulation models as canparable as possible, the fully 

ferti l ized treatmnt of the on-farm trials (120 kg/ha N and 80 kg4-a 

P205) was selected. Regression coefficients and R~ values are given 

i n  Table 4.1.1. Bath kinds of models vere driven by the same 100 years 

of generated data, rainfall data only for the regression model, and 

rainfall, teqerature and radiation data for the simulation model. 

Figures 4.1.14 and 4.1.15 show the average abave-gmxxl dry matter  
obtained from simulation an3 regression respectively. Figures 4.1.16 

and 4.1.17 show the average predicted grain yields, while Figures 

4.1.18 and 4.1.19 depict the grain yields qxct& to be supssed  in 

* I wculd like to thank Dr M. Pala for allowing nne to use the M t s  
of his analysis. 



NW-Syria: Average Total Dry Matter of Wheat Predicted by SIMTAG 

~isure 4.1.14 Average total above-ground dry matter (kg/ha) of 
Cham 1 wheat planted on 15 November as predicted by 
simulations with SIMTAG, assuming a uniform calcic 
rhodoxeralf as soil. The plant density after 
emergence was assumed to be 300 plants/m2 

NW-Syria: Average Total Dry Matter of Wheat Predicted by Regression 

Fisure 4.1.15 Average total above-ground dry matter (kg/ha) of 
Cham 1 wheat planted on 15 November and fertilized 
with 120 kg/ha N and 80 kg/ha P,05, as predicted by 
regression 



NW-Syria: Average Grain Yield of Wheat Predicted by SIMTAG 

Fiqure 4.1.16 Average grain yield (kg/ha) of Cham 1 
wheat as predicted by simulations with 
SIMTAG (for further explanations see 
Figure 4.1.14) 

NW-Syria: Average Grain Yield of Wheat Predicted by Regression 

Fiqure 4.1.17 Average grain yield (kg/ha) of Cham 1 
wheat as predicted by regression (for 
further explanations see Figure 4.1.15) 



NW-Syria: Grain Yield of Wheat Expected In 4 Years out of 5 According to SIMTAG 

Fiqure 4.1.18 Grain yield (kg/ha) exceeded in four 
years out of five by Cham 1 wheat as 
predicted by simulations with SIMTAG (for 
further explanations see Figure 4.1.14) 

NW-Syria: Grain Yield of Wheat Expected in 4 Years out of 5 by Regression 

Fisure 4.1.19 Grain yield (kg/ha) exceeded in four 
years out of five by Cham 1 wheat as 
predicted by regression (for further 
explanations see Figure 4.1.15) 



4.1.1 Regression coefficients for the prediction of 
wheat grain yield (w) and total dry mtter 
(kg/ha) froan monthly rainfall totals (nun) 

Variable 
Coefficients for Coefficients for 
grain yield total dry mtter 

Square of GCt to May 
rainfall 

Octaber rainfall 
Nwember rainfall 
Decaker rainfall 
January rainfall 
Feb- rainfall 
m rainfall 
April rainfall 
May rainfall 

(Data courtesy of Dr M. Fala) 

fcur years out of five. It is evident that the trends shown by the 

isolines in all of these figures are very similar to the isohyets of 

annual rainfall (Figure 4.1.4) . The similarity between l ~ p s  g m t e d  

by both lnodels and the rainfall m p  is evidence of the wexriding 

importance of moisture availability as the limiting factor for crop 

grmth in the area. Yet there are significant differences. 

The predictions for dry matter agree only at the very lcw erd of 

the scale (about 4 t/ha) . With increasing growth potential, the 

predictions froan the regression lnodel lag behind those froan the 

sinnilation wdel. ?his difference exceeds 20% in the most proch~ctive 

area in the west (13.5 t/ha versus 11 t/ha). The predictions for 

average grain yield also agree fairly closely at the dry erd of the 

spectrum in the southeast, but also in sane of the area with a medium 

potential, as around Tel Hadya, where both lnodels predict an average 
grain yield of around 2.3 t/ha. At the high-yielding erd, the 

sirnilation lnodel predicts 30% higher yields than the regression model. 



The difference between the models is wen greater if one looks at the 

yields expeckd to be reached in four years out of five. Here the 

yields given by the simulation model are wer 40% ahead of those fran 

the regression model in the western hill areas, whereas in the dry 

scutheast the t w o  models again agree closely. 

Several factors are known or suspe&d to contribute to the 

Cke2rved differences between the models: 

- ?he predictions of the wheat regression model are extrapolatians 

and therefore, strictly speaking, nut valid in the barley-gruwhq 

areas at the dry em3 of the spectrum. 

- ?he regression model is based on data f m  a variety of soils, 

some of them holding less plant-extractable water than the ?re1 

Hadya soil whose data were used for the simulation. 

- The regression model assumes the sam fertilizer rate every 

season. In the best seasons with ample, optimdlly distributed 

rainfall the nitrogen fertilization does not N l y  exploit the 

potential of the crop. SDWAG on the other hanl assumes no 

nutrient constraints whatsoever. 

- ?he regression model still predicts saw yield wen in the driest 

of seasons, whereas SItQAG simulates a ccanplete crop failure under 

conditions of extreme moisture stress. Such conditions occur in 

the lcw rainfall part of the study area fairly frequently (in this 

simulation up to around 15% of the seasons). 

These points together explain why the sirmilation model is more 

sensitive to variations in gmwhg conditions than is the regression 

model. 

Yet available data f m  IcARnA's resear& stations at Jindiress 

and Kafr Antwn (northeast of Jincliress) indicate that the predictians 

of the regression models for grain yield and dry matter agree more 



closely with reality than those predicted by SIMllAG for these 

locations. It is suspected that SIMDG werestimtes the green area of 

Cham 1 in areas at the humid d of the spectrum, thereby accunnilating 

more dry matter, w h i c h  in turn leads to an wez-estimtion of p i n  

yield (since p i n  yield is strongly correlated with totdL dry matter 

at anthesis). Whether this is due to a problem in the model or to 

difficulties in correctly estimting the genetic parameters for Cham 1 

is not clear and deserves further attention. Ckl the other hard, SlNDG 

seems to perform as well as or better than the regression models in the 

part of the area with about 350 nun or less annual rainfall. 

'Ihe last eanple pmxx~ted here (Figure 4.1.20) ccmpans 

fertilizer efficiencies on barley and wheat. A thousand years of 

precipitation data wen= generated and used to determine the efficiency 

of 80 IKJ N and 40 IKJ P205 per ha on wheat and on barley wder rainfed 

conditions using the regression models developed by M. Pala (see 

&ion 3.3 of this report) am2 M. Jones (ICXUA 1990, in particular 

page 46, Table 3.1.6, equation a). Based on this and assmhg equal 

costs, isolines of equal econcanic returns per unit of applied 

fertilizer w e n  plotted for various ratios of prices for wheat and 

barley grain ranging frcnn 1:l to 2:l. The bounlaries of the 

agricultural stability zones (1- 1979) wen= plotted based on the 

same rainfall data. 'Ihe map shm that barley uses fertilizer at the 

chosen production intensity more efficiently than wheat eveqwhexe 

except in the wetter part of zone 1 (la and lb inside the area circled 

by the 1.0 contour). With an increasing price differential for wheat 

p i n ,  the line where returns frcnn the two crops for applied fertilizer 

are  equal is pushed tmards the drier areas. 

wing recent years, wheat/barley price ratios have fluctuated 

between about 1.2:l and 1.5:l (Merz 1990). Under these conditions, the 

contour line of equal returns f m  the two crops to applied fertilizer 

fluctuates araund the boundary between stability zones lb and 2 and is 

on average situated inside zone 2, near its wet d. Higher price 

differentials for wheat grain can push this line further tmards the 

dry erd, but never realistically mch beyond the middle of zone 2. It 



NW-Syria: Wheat/Barley Price Ratios for  Equal Returns from Fertilizer 

Fisure 4.1.20 Isolines of equal returns per unit of 
fertilizer from wheat and barley grain 
assuming different price ratios between 
1.0: 1 and 2.0: 1 (thin lines) and 
agricultural stability zones (solid 
lines). A fertilizer level of 80 kg/ha N 
and 40 kg/ha Pz05 was assumed for both 
crops 



m y  be worth noting that the transition f m  the minly wheat 

proctucing area to the predcdnantly barley gra~ing area coincides 

fairly closely with the line whm, under average price conditions, the 

returns f m  fertilizer applications are equal for bath crops. 

4.1.4.1 Mul t iva r i a t exxucdmefo rS i rq  
temerature aml solar radiation 

The procectUre is adapted f m  Matalas (1967) and assumes Nonnal- 

distrjlxltion of the variables. mily maxinnrm and minimum temperatures 

are taken to be nonnally distributed, solar radiation is first 

transformed in order to make it more cmpatible with Nonnal- 

distribution (see section 4.1.4.2) . The variables are described by 

their arithmetic means, standazd deviations, cross-correlation 

coefficients, lag-1 serial correlation coefficients and lag-1 serial 

cross-correlation coefficients . These descriptors are calculated 

separately for wet days and for dry days, for every calendar month. 

Optionally four sets of correlation coefficients can be employed (for 

wet days after wet days, after dry days; for dry days after wet days, 

after dry days). Another option is to use only one set of correlation 

coefficients for all days, no matter whether they are dry or rainy. 

If, for any chosen calendar mnth, xfi denotes daily values of 

maximum temperature (i=l), minimum temperature (i=2) and transformed 

solar radiation (i=3) on day k and ni the rnrmber of observations, then 

the cross-correlations cij between two variables as indicated by 

subscripts i and j are 



The cross correlation coefficients are assembled in a matrix +,: 

The lag-1 correlation coefficients rij are ccarpxlted from 

where the index k-1 indicates a lag of one day. If j=i, rij is 

the lag-1 serial correlation coefficient for variable i=j , else rij is 
the lag-1 cross-correlation coefficient with variable j lagged one day 

behind variable i. 

The lag-1 correlation coefficients are assembled in a matrix MI: 

Matrices +, and M1 are transforned into two matrices A and B using 

the following formulae: 



where the sllperscripts T and -1 denote the transpose and the 

inverse of the matrioes. 

B is obtained frcan mT through a CholeSki-deccBnpoSition (for 
details see H a r t u q  and Elpelt, 1986). 

If & denotes a vector of the stanjardized residuals of maximum 

-tun, minimrm tenpemture and transfornred solar radiation on &y 

k and E is a vector of three hkpm%nt variates frcan the standard 

Nonnal-distribution, then the relation between the residuals on &y k 

and &y k-1 is given by 

Multiplication of the residuals Xi with the apprupriate standard 

deviation and addition of the corresponding man then yields the 

generated values of maximan t e n p r a t u r e  (i=l) , minimrm tenperam 

(i=2) and transformed radiation (i=3) for &y k. 

4.1.4.2 Transformaticns of solar radiaticn values 

As the Nornrdl-distribution provides only a poor fit for solar 

radiation, w h i c h  varies only within a certain range determined by 

latible of a given site, the calendar date and the elevation, the 

radiation &ta are transformed to approximate a Nornrdl-distribution 

mre closely before the mefficient estimation. The inverse 

transformation is then applied to the generated radiation &ta. 

?he radiation &ta are assumxi to follow a Beta-distribution (for 

details on Beta-distributions see Jahnson and IMz, 1970, pp. 37-56) 

w i t h  an upper baurdary b determined as function of latiwe and &te 

with the help of a subroutine based on the SIMTAG wheat model (Stapper, 

1984a) . The lower baundary of values, a, is taken to be 10% of b. For 



each day, standardized radiation value r1 is obtained f m  the original 

r a  
rl = - 

b-a 

Fran the Beta-standardized radiation val- of dry days and of wet 

days during each calendar nronth, the shape paraxwters p and q of the 

cxxrresponding Beta-distribution can then be estimated as: 

where m1 and s1 are mean and standard deviation of the 

sbm%rdized radiation values. 

For every radiation value rl, the correspomlhg probability is 

obtained by inbqation of the Beta-density function: 

where B(p, q) is the Beta-function. Since 

it can be approximated by using Hastingsl formla (for details see 

ICARDA 1990) : 

'Ihe inkqation is done with the Gaussian quadrature method. The 

tmnsformed integral of the Beta-density function is 



'Ihe probability Prl (as ccprpxlted under the asimption that 

radiation follaws a Beta-distribution) is then equated to the 

prcbability Pfl f m  a Normdl-distribution of transformed radiation 

values r ~ :  

Prl (Beta) = Pfl (NO&) 

Since the mans and standad deviations (naw not Beta- 

standardized!) are knum, it is possible to ccprpxlte values r~ fra~ a 

Nonnal-distribution which have the same probability of being reached as 

the values r1 f m  a Beta-distribution. For every value r1 there is a 

corresp* value r ~ .  

For values of Pfl > 0.5, r~ can be efficiently approximated with 

amther of Hastingsl approximation forrnilae (Hastings 1955; Hartung, 

Elpelt ard Klossener 1987) : 

wlrere t = J - 2 log (1-Pfl) 
ag = 2.515517 a1 = 0.802853 a2 = 0.010328 

bl = 1.432788 b;! = 0.189269 = 0.001308 

and s and m are standard deviation and arithmetic man 

respective1 y . 

For prcbabilities less than 0.5, Pfl is replaced by 1-Pfl and s is 

nailtiplied by -1. 

'Ihe reverse transformation f m  Nonnal- to Beta-distribution of 

the generated values is a rwersdl of the described steps. Hastingsl 
fonnila for approximating the pmbability Pfl f m  a value rT > m is 



I 

where t =  
l+b (rrm) / s  

ad the equation yields 1-Pfl, w h i c h  has to be subtracted frrmn 1 

to obtain Pfl. 

rf f m  a stadardized Betadistribution is obtained by 

integration of the Beta-density function. Finally, r is obtained from 

4.1.4.3 SDatidL intemolaticm of tenmeram ad radiation 
coefficients 

Station teqerature ad radiation data are reduced to sea level before 

the actudl interpolation. The temperature gradients are determined by 

either linear regression of temperature on altitude based on the data 

of all stations within a chosen perimeter, or calculated from the 

t e m p m t u r e  difference between two preselected stations. 

With the linear regression method, the gradients g per 100 m are 

obtained from 

n C hiti - ( C hi) ( C ti) 
i=1 i=1 i=1 



and the taperatums, To at sea lwel are 

where n is the rnrmber of stations, ti are the station tempexatmes 

and hi are the altitudes of the stations abave sea lwel in m. 

Radiation values are reduced to sea lwel by reducing them 

pmportionally to the increased air mass w h i c h  wculd have to be 

traversed between station altitude and sea lwel. 

W reduced radiation in MT/d at sea lwel is 

% = %- (+-R,) (1-1g/760) 
with y = (53010.4+212.04~-h(l-1.0602g))/(18400-73.6~-0.368hg) 

where % is the radiation measured at station altitude, + is the 
extraterrestrial radiation, R, is the maxirnrm passible clear day 
radiation at sea lwel after Stapper (1984a), s is the mean 

tenpemture at station altitude in OC, h is the elevation of the 

station in m, and g is the temperature gradient in "C/100 m. 

m e  spatial interpolation is done on the ooefficients calculated 

fran reduced tenprature and radiation by Kriging (for details see 

Ripley 1981, Wlrgess and Webster 1980a,b; Webster and Burgess 1980; 

Delfiner and Delhotrnre 1975). Widely available software packages, 

Surfer (Golden Software, n.d. ) and -EX3 (Eglurd and Sparks 1988) 

have been fcurd adequate for the task. 

After generation, the teqerature and radiation values are 

retransformed according to the local elevation: 



and 

rP, = %g + (R,-R,) (1-1oZ/760) 
with z = (53O19.4+212.O4Tog-h(l-1.06O2g))/(184OW73.6Tog-O.368hg) 

whexe Q is the tmperature at altitude h, Tog is the value 

g m t e d  from the interpolated coefficients at sea lwel, g is the 

teqerature gradient per 100 m, rp, is the radiation at altitude h, % 
is the generated radiation value, and R, ard R, are the 

extratzmestrial and maxinarm clear-day radiation at sea lwel, 

respectively. 

The radm numbers fnxn the standard Normdl-distribution which are 

required for the generation of tenpsrature and radiation values are 

obtained by the Box-Muller method (Box and Plhiller 1958; Rubinstein 

1981) : 

Cl = J - 2 log u1 * COS (2U2) 

where U1 ard U2 are twJ unifonn(0,l) -variates. A secod standard 

Normdl-variate is obtained from the sam twJ unifonn(0,l) -variates as 

q = J- 2 log U1 * sin (2U2) 
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4.2 Ttm Years' &?sulk from D k c n x s t i c  ?uumauy 
TrialsintheMal3zwArea.NorthernJardan 

M. Cqlah, A. Jaradat, R. Tutwiler and M. Jones 

The first objective of the multidisciplinary program begun by JUST and 

FRMP in 1988 was to characterize the agricultural production system of 

the 'marginal zone' of rainfed agriculture (200-300 nun mean annual 

rainfall) in Jordan. The Mafraq area was selected as being 

representative. It lies between the Syrian border to the north, the 

Zarqa valley to the south, and the Hejaz railway and the Ramtha-Jerash 



road to the east and west, respectively, an area of approximately 1000 

kd. 

Last year's report outlined the geography of the area and the 

history of its agricultural settlement and fllrranarized the analyses of 

tm years' farm m y  work (Jaradat, Oglah and Wtwiler 1990). Farms 

were grcuped acmrdirq to rainfall zone, farm size, enterprise mix, 

total incaane and off-farm irwxme; and four main production strategies 

were identified, CL (aeredls + livestock), CKl (cereals, livestock, 

olives), a) (cereals + olives) and C (cereals only). 'Ihe main 

amclusion was that, for h p ~ w w ,  the key on-farm element to focus 

on is the livestdc-crcp M a c e .  Almost all farmers with livestock 

identified feed supply as their principal problem. 'Ihey wished to 

im=rease the productivity of their arable land specifically to lessen 

their depenlence a externdl feed sources. 

C o n t l y  with the farm survey work, a series of agroncany 

trials were started. Described as diagnostic, they were seen as 

ccanplemnting the survey work by exploring possible options for 

improved productivity of arable land for feed supply. 'Ihey ewmined 

the potential urder farmers' field conditions in this zone of various 

fodder legumes and of an h p m e d  barley cultivar and impraved bp&s 

and management practices for barley. Here we give a preliminary 

swmwy of the first tm years' results. 

Trials were planted along a rainfall transect NNLing amroximately 

southeast from Ramtha, at three sites in 1988/89 and five sites in 

1989/90 (Table 4.2.1) . Only one site, Bdlam, was cmmn to both 

years, but JUST (88/89) is seen as equating with Ramtha (89/90), ard 

Rihab (88/89) is very close to Deir Waraq (88/90). Soils (at the 

1988/89 sites) have been described as predcnnjnantly deep vertisols 

dweloped on hard limestone urder a xeric soil moisture regime, having 
a high water-holding capacity. 



Table 4.2.1 T r i a l  sites and Ccbbe.r-Mar& 
rainfall  m s  

Rainfall, m 

88/89 JUST (= Ramtha) 
mama 
Rihab 

89/90 Ramtha 
mama 
Deir Waraq (= Rihab) 
Faa 
NoeinEh 

Each site carried two trials: 

Fodder lequme trial. The aims w e r e  to meafllre and demmstrate the 

pmdudivity of forage legumes in  this e n v h m t  and to ccsnpare a 

range of cultivars. There w e r e  eight cultivars in  1988/89 (3 Vicia 

s a t i n ,  1 V. mrbonensis, 1 V. d a s v m ,  2 Lathyrus s a t i w s  and 1 L, 

ochrus.), to w h i c h  one Vicia w i l l i a  cultivar was added for the 

1989/90 trials. Each t r ia l  ccanprised three replicates of the eight 

(nine) germ- N l y  mxlamized, w i t h  a plot size of 10 x 1.5 m. 

Seed was sown in  Ikcember by m o r d  plot-drill into a harmwed seedbed 

with diammonium phcqhate fer t i l izer  (W) a t  100 kg/ha. To estimate 

prcductivity, samples were taken for bicamss (totdl dry m a t t e r )  a t  the 

'Igrazing stagell, early to mid-April, and for grain and straw a t  

maturity. 

Barlev t r i a l .  The aim was to ccanpare a locdl barley (Arab i  Abiad) 

with an hnpmed cultivar ( W I  2269), under different managerent 

coaditions. Each trial ccanprised a N1 factorial annbination of the 

two cultivats with (a) seed drill vs broadcasting, (b) with and without 

100 kg W/ha, and (c) with and without herbicide, erbitox (2,4 D) , 
sown in  10 x 1.5 m plots. As with the fodder legumes, samples w e r e  

taken a t  the grazing stage and maturity, but only mature-stage data are 

reported here. 



4.2.3 Mts of Foracpe Ieaum Trials 

b c p w  yields reflectsd seasonal rainfall (Table 4.2.2) . Means of 

grazing-stage dry matter values clustered between 1.3 and 1.9 t/ha for 

the six sites with rainfall around 150-160 m hk rcse to 2.6 t/ha at 

250 m (Noeimeh) and nearly 4 t/ha at 327 n ~ n  (Ramtha) , an approximately 
linear rate of increase of abmt 1 t/ha/100 m. Vicia narbonensis (67) 

was the highest-yielding cultivar in five of the eight trials and gave 

the highest yield mean, followed by V. d a s v m  (683). Yields of 

these two cultivars sh& high variability (CV approx. 50%), arising 

- like the high yield means - from a greater responsiveness to 
increasing rainfall. 'Ihe two Lathvrus sativus cultivars were much more 

stable (CV less than 30%). This was due to relatively low yields under 

high rainfall rather than to relatively high yields at low rainfall. 

Vicia ervillia, grawn only in the second year, also appeared rainfall- 

responsive, and, wer five sites, its yield mean (2.55 t/ha) was 

exceeded only by those of V. narbonensis and V. dasvcama (3 .OO and 

2.65 t/ha, respectively). 

Legume yields at maturity are sumarized in Tables 4.2.3 and 

4.2.4. Greatest totdl dry matter production continued to rn f ran V, 

narbonensis, but the superiority of that cultivar was less marked at 

this stage, particularly in the first season, whm L. sativus (347) 

produced the m t  material at two of the three sites. Over the two 

sexsons together V. narkonensis had the highest mean harvest index, 

around 28%; but that of V. ervillia was higher in 1989/90 (mean, 35%). 

'Zhat of V. d a s v m  was consistently low, around 15%. This genotype 

is best utilized for grazing, but seed production would be a prablem in 

this environment. 

Mean yields of fertilized barley ( f m  the barley trial at the 

SUTE site) are included in Tables 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 for ccanparism. 

Barley, which tended to have a higher harvest irdex, produced more 

grain than any legume at every site, but it was out-produced in total 

dry matter by several legume cultivars at Noeimeh and Deir Waraq in 

1989/90. For animdL feeding, straw is particularly important and 



'Table 4.2.2 Grazirg stage yields of 9 forage legrme genotypes in eight trials in northern Jordan, 
1988/90 ard 1989/90, tatal dry m t t e r m  

1988/89 1989/90 
Variety k x ' n  

NP JUST B a l m  Rihab Ramtha B a l m  D.  Waraq F'aa Noeimeh Wan CV % 

V. s a t i n  
v. s a t i n  
v. s a t i n  
v. l.mk0mEi.S 
v- dasycarpa 
L. sativus 
L. sativus 
L. ocfirus 
V. w i l l i a  

Rainfall, m 

p h l e  4.2.3 Means of total dry matter (!lDf) a t  m a b i t y  ard grain yield of 8 
forage 1- genotypes a t  3 sites in northern Jordan, 1988/89 (with 
means £ran adjacent barley trials kldd for canparison) 

B a l m  

m Grain 

Rihab 

m Grain 

Means 

m Grain H I , %  
Variety k ' n  

N' m Grain 

V. s a t i n  7 08 
V. s a t i n  2541 
V. s a t i n  7 15 
V.l .mk0mEis  67 
V. dasycarpa 683 
L. sativus 347 
L. sativus 311 
L. ocfirus 101 

Barley 4.73 0.96 3.32 0.93 3.13 0.82 3.73 0.90 24.2 

W m s  of all fer t i l ized plots 

'Table 4.2.4 Means of total dry matter (m) a t  m a b i t y  ard grain yield of 9 forage 1- 
g w  a t  4 sites in northern ~ordan ,  1989/90 (with m fmn adjacent barley 
trlals k l u d e d  for canparison) 

Ramtha Balarm NoeirrPh Deir W m q  Means 
variety k ' n  

N' m Grain m Grain m Grain m Grain r n G r a i n H I , %  

V. s a t i n  
V. s a t i n  
V. s a t i n  
v. narbonensis 
v. dasycarpa 
L. sativus 
L. sativus 
L. a3uus 
V. w i l l i a  

Barley 8.99 3.23 5.01 2.50 2.87 1.10 2.79 1.25 4.92 2.02 41.1 

Fcur sites only, because F'aa was p r e m w y  grazed off. 
Means of all fer t i l ized plots. 



-rises 60-80% of the biamass of these crop at maturity. It is 

therefore particularly interesting that the yield means of the fcur 

1989/90 trials show that three of the legumes prduced as much straw as 

did the barley: 

t/ha - 
Barley 2.90 
Vicia narbonensis 3.11 
Lathy~us sativus (347) 3.06 
Lathnus sativus (311) 2.82 

Although these materials were nut analysed d-mically, legume 

straws are generally superior to barley straw in t e rms  of nitrcgen 

ccmtent atd feed quality. If they can also be prduced in similar 

quantities, their value to the livestock prducer is undeniable. 

A am~nary of the main treatment effects at the three 1988/89 sites 

shms that only one factor, fertilizer, had any major effect (Table 

4.2.5); atd there was a similar pattem in the 1989/90 season. This 

Table 4.2.5 Main factor effects on barley yields at three sites in 
1988/89: totdl dry matter and grain yield 

JUST Bdlama Rihab 
nr? Grain nr? Grain 'EX4 Grain 

Yields, t/ha : 
Cultivar: Arabi Abiad 4.71 0.89 2.79 0.76 2.80 0.73 

WI 2269 4.46 0.91 2.51 0.71 2.70 0.74 
Fertilizer: nil 4.50 0.89 1.97 0.54 2.37 0.65 

100 IKJ W/ha 4.73 0.96 3.32 0.93 3.13 0.82 
No herbicide 4.71 0.96 2.58 0.73 2.69 0.73 
micide 4.46 0.84 2.71 0.74 2.82 0.74 
mxdca~t 4.46 0.87 2.68 0.74 2.82 0.75 
Seed drill 4.71 0.93 2.62 0.73 2.68 0.72 

Percentage effect of b r o v e d  vractices: 

Cliltivar -5 +2 -10 -7 -4 +1 
Fertilizer +5 +8 +69 +72 +32 +26 
Herbicide -5 -12 +5 +1 +5 +1 
Seed drill +5 +7 -2 -1 -5 -4 
4 practices mined * +3 -2 +64 +82 +17 +29 
* Not N l y  additive because of saw interaction between treatments 



result demonstrates the importance of testing each factor seprately. 

'Ihe full package of four bpruved practices (cultivar, fertilizer, 

micide and seed drilling) gave yields greatly wer those 

of control at one site and mderately im=reased at another, but at both 

sites approximately similar hcnases could have been abtained from the 

fertilizer ampnent alone. 'Ihe testing and demonstration of packages 

anly may often lead to the recoarnnendation of unnecessarily q l e x  axl 

expensive packages. 

Tables 4.2.6 and 4.2.7 surmnarize cultivar and fertilizer effects, 

respectively, on a site-bysite basis. Differences between cultivars 

were dLmost negligible. 'Ihere was a slight tenlency for Arabi Abiad 

to produce mre totdl dry matter urder law-yielding conditions, while 

WI 2269 produced 10% mre at the one relatively wet site (Ramtha, 

1989/90), but the 8site means were virtually identical. In respect of 

grain, Arabi Abiad gave a slightly higher mean yield, but the 

difference - less than 5% - would dlmost certainly not be 

statistically significant . 

Table 4.2.6 Barley genotype caparison at eight sites: yield means, 
across _+ fertilizer treatments, of totdl dry matter axl 
grain (t/ha) 

m Grain 

Site Arabi Abiad WI 2269 Arabi Abiad WI 2269 

1988/89 JUST 
m a m a  
Rihab 

1989/90 Ramtha 
m a m a  
Deir Waraq 
Faa 
Noeimeh 

MEANS 3.59 3.60 1.29 1.23 



Table 4.2.7 Barley response to fertilizer (100 kg W / h a )  at 
eight sites, mean yields across two gemtypes, 
total dry matter and grain (t/ha) 

!lml Grain 
Site -F +F -F +F 

1988/89 JUST 
Balm 
Rihab 

1989/90 Ramtha 
Balm 
Deir Waraq 
Faa 
Noeimeh 
MEANS 

Fertilizer gave yield increases of more than 20% at six sites out 

of eight in respect of grain, and at seven sites in respect of total 

dry matter. ?he one site, JUST, at which little fertilizer response 

was ohemed, was the only one not located on a farmer's field and may 

well be atypical. Over the eight sites together, mean increases were 

approximately 33% for both grain and total dry matter. 

One advantage oiten c l a m  for hnpmed cultivars is that they 

are more responsive to mts like fertilizer. That was not the case 

in these trials, which shmed a lmst  no intemction between cultivar 

and fertilizer use. Among the 1989/90 sites, at Ramtha, the wettest 

site, in the absence of fertilizer the hnpmed cultivar prduced 10- 

12% more total dry matter than the local variety but this difference 

was little changed by fertilizer (Table 4.2.8) . At the other four 

sites yield and fertilizer response diffesences were negligible or 

slightly in favor of Arabi Abiad. Over the five sites, mean increases 

fnmn fertilizer were 37 and 38% for total dry matter and 36 and 34% for 

grain (for Arabi Abiad and WI 2269, respectively). 



Table 4.2.8 Effect of genotype on barley response to fe r t i l i ze r  (100 
kg W )  a t  five sites in 1989/90 only; t o t d  dry m a t t e r  
and grain (t/ha) 

TIM Grain ---- 
Arabi Abiad WI 2269 Arabi Abiad WI 2269 

---- 
-F +F -F +F -F +F -F +F 

Ramtha 6.44 8.56 7.21 9.41 2.44 3.09 2.55 3.37 
Balm 3.97 4.98 4.05 5.05 2.08 2.65 2.08 2.35 
Deir Waraq 1.93 2.81 1.59 2.76 0.80 1.35 0.60 1.15 
Faa 1.65 2.20 1.59 2.03 0.75 0.83 0.58 0.67 
N~eimeh 1.57 2.81 1.68 2.93 0.64 1.16 0.61 1.03 

MEANS 3.11 4.27 3.22 4.44 1.34 1.82 1.28 1.71 

First ,  it is clear that forage legumes can be productive in this 

environment. Both seasons w e r e  very dry, but there were no crop 

failures. A mean grazing-stage dry matter yield f m  the six lawest 

rainfall  sites (mean, 153 nun) of 1.63 _+ 0.19 t/ha is remarkably good 

and shows remarkably law variation. Vicia narbonensis and V. ervi l l ia  

appeared t o  be the most p d s i n g  of the cultivars tested, particularly 

for grain production; but V. dasvcarwa is also a g d  cultivar for 

grazing-stage utilization; and V. narbonensis and the two Lath- 

sativus cultivars a l l  produced as much s t r a w  as barley in the 1989/90 

season. 

The barley t r i a l s  damnstrated the werriding importance of 

fe r t i l i ze r  in this area. Nevertheless, the other three factors tested 

shauld not be written off prematurely. Only one inpmed cultivar, WI 

2269, w a s  tested against the local barley; other inprwed cultivars 

might perform mre impressively, especially in mre favorable rainfall  

seasons. Similarly, herbicide did not increase yields, but then weeds 

are only a minor problem in dry seasons. Seed dri l l ing gave no 

advantage wer broadcast s e d i n g ;  yet, the success of a broadcast crop 

depends very much on the quality of the see%& and the method of 



mering. If these are satisfactory, there is no reason for any 

relative yield loss. Haever, one sees mny badly broadcast crops in 

Jordan, wer which the seed drill wxld  ah^& certainly bring an 

inp~wement. 

It is planned to continue these trials for one more season. 

Jaradat, A., Oglah, M. and Tutwiler, R. 1990. Characterizing drylard 
fanning system of northern Jordan. In Annual Report for 1989, 
Farm Resource Management mtogram, ICXFUA, pp 214-238. 

Drylard I&sara2 lGmmmat ard the I n o m  
of Fainfed f cult me in the Driw Areas 

of West Asia arrf Nctrth Africa. 

Elizabeth Bailey 

Ihe drier areas of West Asia and North Africa are characterized by a 

fragile ard limited natural resource base, uncertain and fluctuating 

enviromtal conditions, and l m  pm3udion potential. These areas 

ambin some of the poorest farmers facing same of the harshest 

d t i o n s  in the region. 

Agricultural systems that have evolved wer time to cape with the 

problems of farming in such variable environments are traditiomlly of 

law intensity anl law pm3uctivity, but are well adapted to the 

environment. However, rapidly populations and other recent 

changes in the externdl environment are forcing changes in prahction 

practices that now th . r~~ten  the natural resource base. 

The rising demand for food has led to intensified land use, the 

expansion of cultivation into more and more marginal areas, and 

wergrazing of natural rangelands. While such strategies may offer 

short-term gains in mtput, they increase the variability and risks in 
production. The increasing pressures on soil, water and natual 



vegetation sericusly threaten their potential for future productive 

utilization. ?he consequences are potentially disastrrxls. The 

deterioration of the productive base threatens the stardard of living 

of the indigenous poplation ard the long-term viability of 

agriculture in these areas. 

Drylard resaurce degradation is ultimately the result of human 

decision making. Individual lard users make mgement decisions in 

response to a rarrge of perceived constraints ard incentives. 

Urderstanding lard usersf perspectives ard why oherved actions are 

being taken will assist in identifying the causes of degradation. 

Given the central role of individual lard usersf decision making in 
resaur=e management, the peaple concerned must actively participate in 

every step f m  pmblem diaqis to technology develcpent ard 

evaluation. sustainable production systems can be developed only if 

the benefits are clear to the individual lard users involved. 

?he developmat of sustainable agricultural systems nust be achieved 

through the efficient mgement ard conservation of existing resources 

thus ensuring that increases in productivity can be mintdined in the 

long-term. 

The successful design of hpzwed technologies ard management 

sys tem will depenl on an und- of existing system, hckl they 
have evolved, ard hckl producers are adjusting to a changing 

environment. Such an und- requires in-depth studies of the 

interrelationships between agricultural practices and the wider 

physical, biological, social and e c o d c  environment. 

l bward  this end, in 1990 ICXUIA initiated a new regional project, 

the Drylard Resource Management Project. ?he project is mordinated 

by scientists in the Farm Resource Management Program and is sxpported 

by Ford Foundation. 

Ime project will pmduce a series of stuiies that offer a critical 



assessment of existing systems of agricultural production and resource 

mamgemmt in dry areas, and their impact on the natural resaurce base, 
with a view to fonnilating recoanmendations for imprwement. Each study 

has two objectives: (1) to describe and analyze current resource 

mamgement practices and l d  land usersf perceptions for the purpose 

of developing alternative management practices, and (2) to initiate 

within the nationdl programs Idtidisciplinary activities addressing 

the problem of land users in the drier areas. 

The studies will be comiuctd by Idtidisciplinary tearrrs of 

national scientists in several countries in the region. 'Ihese studies 

are viewed as the first phase in the proaess of developing sustainable 

agricultural prpduction systems in marginal areas. T h e  results frcan 

these studies will play an important role in guiding future research 

and develqxent. Follawing this first phase of research, will be 

able to prescribe further prograrrrs of activity for testing and 

evaluating appropriate new technologies and management strategies. 

'Ihe three year (1990-1992) project will have three major cmponents. 

1. A preliminary meeting will be held in June 1991 at which 

participating nationdl teanrs will present case study plans and 

methodological approaches will be discussed. 

2. Case studies will then be comiuctd simultaneously in each 

country. Nationdl scientists will assume primary responsibility 

for designing, comiucting, and analyzing the case studies with 

regular consultation and support by ICXUA scientists. 

3. Upan ccanpletion of the case studies, ICXUA will host a 

presentation workshop in which the results of each case d x 3 y  will 

be given, generdl conclusions disc=ussed, methodologies assessed, 

and reccanmendations for foil-n work fornailated. Results f m  

the case studies and discussions at the workshop will be collated 

and edited by ICARDA for plblicatian. 



The value of this regionwide, yet nationally specific, approach 

has a number of dimensions. Scientificdlly, the data bases and 

analyses f m  the local studies w i l l  a l l o w  national programs and 

international research organizations to address locationspecific 

prnb1en-s and, a t  the same time, w i l l  provide the means for 

dmmcterizing the resource mnagement practices and problem on a 

regionwide basis. For national agricultural research institutions, 

the case study activities and the trans-national rreetings w i l l  

encourage a regional co- on the importance of the p r o b l m  in 

the drier areas and appropriate ways to seek solutions in a 

cooperative manner. By the enl of the three-year project, nationdl 

teams of scientists with an awareness of the problems of resource 
degradation and an enhanced capacity for applied lniltidisciplinary 

research w i l l  be operational. 

4.3.4 Nature and Soape of c2se Sbriies 

The overall abjective of the project is to produce a series of studies 

that offer a criticdl assessment of existing systems of agriculturdl 

production and resource managemnt in dry areas and their impact on the 

natural resource base, w i t h  a view to formdating recammktions for 

ilr@rov-. 

The studies w i l l  be comcted within a systerrrs framework ht 

f o a ~ &  on particular problem of resoun=e mnagam-k and degradation. 

In comct ing  these studies, the resz~~&ers w i l l ,  wherever possible, 

d r a w  upon existing research in the study area. 

The aim of these studies is not only to analyze how the 

activities of the local population (and others) are affecting the 

natural resource base, ht also how the deterioration of natural 

resaurces are affecting the activities and welfare of the local 

peaple. Thus, the collection and analysis of information w i l l  be 

designed to met the follming objectives: 

- identify current processes of degradation arising from existing 

production practices ; 



- investigate farmers1 awareness ard perceptians of swh 

degradation; 

- analyze the way in w h i c h  resource management strategies are 

evolving, ard urder what pressures, clearly identifying the 

driving forces (infrastructural, e c o d c  ard social) behind 

these cha~~~es, ard their effects on the natural resaun=e base; 

- analyze ard assess existing systenrs of rescmce management in 

tenrrs of farm structure, enterprise mix, capital ard labour 

reqdrwmts, ard technological skills. 

- identify, within the context of present resouroe capacities, 

farmers' production priorities ard, within the wider e c o d c  

environment, constraints ard incentives to sustainable increases 

in productivity ard farm inccPne. 

- reccHmnerd appropriate technologies or managmt practices for 

future testing ard evaluation. 

'Ihese case studies can be v i d  as the first phase in a 

collaborative process of developing sustainable agricultural 

production systenrs in marginal areas. outputs f m  each case study, 
to be presented at the final workshop, will include: 

- Analysis of existing rescnmx management; 

- Evdluation of existing technology ard management strategies: 
- farmers existing technology ard management practices; 

- technology ard managemnt practices that have alredy 

been tried or tested in the area; 
- potential alternative technologies or management strategies; 

- Assessment of the -ts of alternative technologies ard 

management strategies, eg., &anges required in production 

practices, in management practices, in social organisation 

(cxammal management), in government policy, etc. 



- m-aposdls for technology develcpment ard testing with N 1  

participation of leal cxPnromities. 

Details for a study in southern Jordan ard in southern lbnisia have 

already been findlized. Armmgements for studies in Syria, Libya and 

Y e m n  are arrently being developed. Other countries may becane 

involved in the project 

The case study in Jordan will be conducted by a team of scientists 

frm The University of Jordan and the National Centre for Agricultural 

Research and Technology Transfer (NCAFUT). Based on the hypckhesis that 

the productivity of the range as it is currently utilized is not 

sustainable, the objective of the study is to establish the differences 

between alternative f o m  of rangelard mnagement in term of their 

effect on rangeland resources, ard in relation to the local lard users' 

production aims and perspectives. 

The case study will be located in south Jordan, in a transect 

which runs east ard west of Lajoun range reserve, and includes a 

spectrum of lard use mgement systems: open rangelard, gwemment 

range reserve, cooperative range reserve, ard arable (barley producing) 

areas. The case study will utilize ard build upon existing research 

being conducted in this area, to achieve the follawing: 

1. Describe the existing situation in the open range, ard explain the 

reasons for the cwrent situation: 

- what is the resaurce situation: axdition and ccanposition of the 

natural vegetation ; 
- wfio are using the resumes ard what are their production a h ;  

- hawaretheyusingtheresources: 

- crazing 
- ploughing for barley 



- prcductivity of the rangelard - dry matter prcduction 
- animal feed value 

- lard users1 perceptions of the current situation 

2. Examine existing alternative managonent strategies: 

a) Garemmntrangereserve 

b) Cooperative range reserve 

- wfiat is the resaurce situation in the reserves, in ccanparison to 

the open range; 
- ~o are using the resources: who has access to the resemes; 
- are they using the resources: nunkers of animals, grazing 

days, etc. ; 
- prductivity of the reserves, in ccanparison to the open range; 
- 1 6  lard users' perceptions/minions of these m e s .  

3 .  Examine interactions/linkages within ard between systans: 

- rangeland users may be froan sedenhry (arable) areas or may be 

transhmt sheep awners; 

- utilization of the range is related to the feed cycle ard the 

availability of alternative feed: barley prcduction, coIK3Mtrates1 

alternative grazing sources. 

'Ihe case study in Southern W s i a  will be corrtucted by a multi- 

disciplinary team of scientists fman the n t  des Sciences du 

Milieu, the Departement Sciences Vegetale, the Departement des 

Sciences Animdles, ard the Departement des Sciences mines  of the 

Institut des Regions Arides (IRA), Medenine. 

?he case study will be located in the region running scuth fman 

G a b e s  to the Libyan border, M e d  by the sea to the east ard the 

Matmata muntains in the west. ?he region is divided into two major 

agro-emlogicdl zones: the Jeffara plain and the Matmata muntains. 



The study area shculd incorporate a transect f m  the mountain area to 

the Jef fara plain. 

?he Jef fara plain can be divided into three major agricultural 

zones: extensive rangeland (pasture), an eqxrdhg cultivated area 

(cereals and arboriculture) , and intensive agriculture around oases. 
The plains were originally under ccanrmrndl tribal lard occupied by 

m d i c  pastoralists. With land reform, there has been an hcrease in 

cultiMted area, particularly the area planted to olive trees. The 

reduction in available grazing has forced changes in the traditional 

livestock prcduction system. The major problem of resource degradation 

in the plains is the increasing desertification (windblam sand and 

shifting dunes) attributed to the expansion of the cultivated area 

(notably of barley) and weryrazing of rangeland. 

Within the mtrnata mtains, agriculture is supported by 

traditional methods of water harvesting ("jessourI1) involving small 

darrrs and terraces. RLis system of jessour, by retaining run-off 

water, contributes to a reduction in the degrading effects of water 

erosion. The run-off water also contains sediment which is deposited 

as a layer of alluvium behind the darns. However, studies by IRA have 

shown that there are A in the design and construction of the 
jessour system; one in ten years darns are destroyed by floods. 

FUrthermre, increasing population mined with limited resources is 

resulting in out-migration f m  the region. 

It is envisaged that parallel studies will be conducted in the 

Matrnata mountains and the Jeffara plain, focused on very different 

resource management problems, but where possible identifying 

intenelationship between the two zones. 



PRXECl! 3. ADDPmCN AND IMPXI! OF TEUltWIDGY 

The lq-term goal in this project is to assess factors related to the 

aoceptability of new technologies and develop methods to predict, 

nrmitor and impme the adoption and impact of technology at the 

~tional, camunity and fann level. We seek to attain this goal 

iTmugh the follawing medium term cbjectives: 

1. To help biologicdl scientists design technologies which can be 

easily adopted by farmers through the collection and 

implementation of informtion on the needs and constraints of 

farmers. 

2. To help to derive ways to intmduce new practices into farming 

system of the region. 

3 .  To describe ways to estimate the impact of new technology, and to 

identify benefit and problems arising f m  new practices and their 

implications for technology design. 

4. To assess, within the region, trends in rrop production, policies 

affecting agriculture, labor supply and other sociologicdl and 

e c o d c  factors directly affecting agriculture. 

5.1 -on of W- Chi&ueas in svria: 1989/90 Seasol 
Richard ntwiler and Ahmad Mazid 

5.1.1 Fdvantases of W i n t e r  chitzk~ea Varieties 

The fist wintex-sown chickpea variety in Syria, Ghab 1, was released 

in 1982. It was follawed by a second variety, Ghab 2, in 1986. Both 

varieties offer the potential of considerably increasing natimal 

chickpea productivity. The Syrian local chickpea variety is 

traditionally sum in the spring because it is susceptible to ascoch- 



blight, a disease which is proPnoted by humid ard modemtely cold 

coniitions. Although spring planting allows escape f m  conditions 

most conctucive to blight devel-t, late planting also means that the 

reproductive stage of spring chickpea falls at a time when rainfall is 
. . 

rrrrmmal ard -tures are high (ICARDA 1987). Cowently, yields 

are law arrl unstable. 

T h e  new winter-sown varieties were developed to be resistant to 

bath aswchyta blight ard cold. In wer ten years of scientific 

trials, both on-station ard on-farm, whkr-sam chickpeas have 

cansistently outyielded the locdl spring-sam cultivars. The yield 

difference is usually between 50% ard 100% (ICARDA 1987). The higher 

yields are due to a longer growing season; better utilization of 

moisture during growth ard maturation; a higher germination rate; more 

favorable soil moisture ard tenprature conditions during reproductive 

growth; better nodulation; ard less damage f m  i n s ec t  pests (ICARDA 

1981). 

Advancing the planting date of chickpeas by as much as four months 

in Syria's Mediterramm climate has the obvicus advantage of giving 

the crup an opportunity to receive more precipitation. Generally 

speaking, the rains begin in Cctober ard continue until February-March, 

when they became markedly less frequent. The rainy season ends in the 

spring, ard it is not unusual to experience late-season droughts and 

high tapxatures. Hawever, there are dangers inherent in winter 

sawing. Ascxxhy ta  is an ever-present threat, but killing frosts can 

occur as well. Syria's highly variable rainfall pattern produces scm 

years in which a god start in October-Nwember is follawed by an 

absence of rain in BcemberJanuary, scmtimes continuing longer. In 

such years, winter-sawn chi- would germinate ard emerye, only to 

die or fail to mature due to the mid-season drought. 

The Syrian and ICARDA scientists who developed the new varieties 

 we^ well aware of these climatic prablenrs, arrl therefore breeding and 

agrodc resear& stressed the importance of resistance to blight and 

cold tolerance, together with cultural practices to reduce the risks of 

variable rainfall within a season. It was clearly recognized that 



mther factors, no matter how carefully they may be anticipated, 

cannot be cconpletely wexxxw. Nonetheless, research has prwen that 

wer a &ti-year period the new varieties should autperform the locdl 

spring chickpeas considerably, both in terrrs of yield and econcmic 
return. 

Concurrently with a g m d c  trials, winter-smn chi- W=E 

assessed for e c o d c  feasibility using partial budgeting techniques. 

Careful recoI.dS of variable costs W=E kept and these W=E ampred to 

those for spring chickpea. In each year that this was done, the net 

return fmm winter chickpeas was substantially higher than for the 

local spring variety, although the actual difference varied scsnewhat 

fmm year to year and fmm location to location. For example, in 

1985/86, a year of average rainfall but spring drought, winter 

chi- gave an average net revenue 68% higher than spring chi-. 

In 1988/89, a year of m t ,  the winter varieties averaged net 

revenues 48% higher. The differences in inccane benefits W=E due 

largely to yield differences. Prcduction costs were much the same for 

both types, but with one important exception. Weeds that emerge with 

winter rainfall are destroyed during the tillage and planting 

operations of spring-scwn chidqxs., but producers of winter-sown 

varieties must scanehow control weed infestations within the gmwing 

cz~p. Since this is usually done by hand, costs for weed control in 

winter chickpea are typically t w o  to three times higher than for spring 

chickpea. ? h a  additional production costs, haever, were mre than 

capensated for in ternrs of net revenue by the yield advantage. 

With such favorable profit mangins, it was th-t that m n y  

farmers would want to adopt the new winter-sum varieties. A 

substantial increase in Syrian chickpea production could therefore be 

anticipated in the near future. 

~~ to statistics published by the Syrian Ministry of Agriailture 
and hparian Reform (MAAR), spring-sown chickpeas are the ccxmtry's 
secad most important rainfed food legume ~ n p ,  following only lentil 



in terms of production value and area planted. lhis has been the case 

for the past twenty years. Over the sam period, the place of chickpa 

in terms of percentage of area planted to rainfed has remained 

relatively constant at about 2% of total annual rainfed crop area. 

Hmever, because there has been a dramatic increase in the total area 

planted to rainfed crops, the trend in annual area sawn to chickpa 

&cws an increase of 60% since 1967, representing an average grawth 

rate of 3% per annum. Annual production, hcwever, has trerded u p m d s  

at an average rate of only 1.1% per annum. Both these figures 

&saxe the reality of significant annual variations about trend in 

both actual area planted and production redlized (see Figures 5.1.1 and 

5.1.2). 

Despite the difference in units of meafllrement, the patterns of 

variation in production and area sham in Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 are 

remarkably similar. With one exception (i.e. 1973) the variations are 

the same in direction, if not in magnitude. Prcduction figures are the 

product of area and yield. ?he latter is sham in Figure 5.1.3. In 

general, the pattern is similar. ?here are considerable annual 

variations in yield, but there are mre differares in the directions 

of variation about the trend when yield is campared to production than 

when area and production are campared to each other. In contrast to 

area and production, yield is tr- dmmward at an average rate of 

-1.29% per annum. Thus, althcqh there has been a noticeable trend 

tckJards increasing area planted to chickpa, the trend in increased 

production is less noticeable due to the d m  trend in yield. It 

was initially to reverse this downward trend that the new winter 
varieties were developed. 

Much of the annual variation in chickpea yields, and perhaps the 

longer-tenn dcrwnward trend, might be attributed to rainfall patterns. 

For exanple, a 1979 study of rainfed agriculture in Syria sh& a 

correlation of r = 0.83 betwem a national annual rainfall index and 

chickpa yields (IC?CaA 1979). Because of the earlier planting and 

more efficient use of available soil misture, annual winter chickpea 

yields should be less subject to minor variations in rainfall than 
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spring chickpea yields. Coefficients of variation (CVf s) in winter- 

sum varieties have been 1- than in springm checks in a p d c  

trials (ICMUA 1984). lbreuver, winter sawing may encourage the 

cultivation of chickpeas in drier areas here they are not naw grmm. 

The relationship between rainfall d spring chickpea yields may 

not be unidimensiondl. A ccanparison of CVf s of yields m n g  rainfed 

cmps in drier areas of Syria shows spring chickpea has the lowest 

(22%) m n g  lentil (35%), barley (58%) and heat (37%). Wing the 

same period of amparison, the CV for precipitation was 27% (ICARDA 

1979) . 

A ccanparison of CVfs of area planted and yield supports the view 

that rainfall has a relatively greater impact on the variability of 

area planted than on yield variation per se. For rmst rainfed w i n t e r  



crops, one wculd cqect yield to vary mre fraan year to year than area 
planted, because planting is done at the start of the rainy season 

according to the farmer's production strategy and rescRlrce 

availability, without knmledge of future rainfall. However, in the 

case of spring chickpea (c. f. Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1.3) , the CV for area 

planted, 1967-87, is 39% while the CV for yields during this period is 

only 24%. 

?his scmnewhat anaanalous cirmmstance is directly related to the 

place of chickpea in the rainfed farming system. Spring chickpea is 

largely depen3ent upon stored soil misture. T h e  decision to plant and 

how much to plant will depend on rainfall already received, and not, 

like winter planted cmps, on expectations of rainfall. Yields of 

spring chickpea may be less variable because, in dry years, some 

farmers may simply chcose not to plant, thereby saving the costs of 

production and avoiding the risks of crop failure. ?he existence of 

this option for spring h t  not winter chickpea has important 

implications for the adoption of the winter-sawn varieties, for the 

substitutability of winter-sawn for spring-sawn chickpea, and thus for 

the goals of reducing annual variations in area planted and increasing 

national chickpea production. 

Farm surveys ard official gw-t statistics indicate that chickpea 

continues to be werwhelmingly a rainfed crop. It was estimated in 

1981 that only 5% of total prcduction was under irrigation, and there 

is little indication that this figure has changed ten years later. 

T h e  principal prcduction areas fall within two of the rainfall-based 

agricultural stability zones established by the gwerment. Zone 1-has 

a mean annual rainfall of wer 350 nun and is located along the coastal 

plain, the coastal muntains, and the Jawlan plateau. It also 

includes a sub-zone (zone lb) to the east of the coastal range and in 

the northeast corner of the country which receives mean annual rainfall 

of 350-600 nun and no less than 300 nun in tw-thirds of the years 

recorded (see Map). Zone 2 is adjacent to zone 1 ard has an annual 

rainfall of 250-350 m with no less than 250 m falling during tw- 

t h k k  of the years. 



lmation of Stability Zones and Chic- 
Producing Areas 

Both zones are characterized by the predcnainance of cereals and 

food 1 q - m ~ ~  in their  rainfed farming systens, although tree crcp 

especially olives, nuts, and scane f ru i t s  are beccaning im=reas*ly 

important. W i t h i n  the two zones, there are two gecxgxaphial areas 

whic3-I together constitute about 95% of the &&pea area. mese are 

the Southwest, in particular the provinces of Deraa, Sweida, and 

Quneitra, and the Northwest, especially Idleb province, western Hama 

and Hums provinces, and western and mrthern Aleppo province. 

Until abmt 1979, when there was a devastating drought in southern 

Syria, dLmost three quarters of the mean area planted t o  chi- was 

in the southwestern region, and Deraa province (i.e. the Hauran plain) 

alone accounted for 43% of the national total. A stucty conducted 

before the dmught (SPC 1979) amp& that  the reasons for the imbdlanoe 

between the southwest ard mrthwest were basically e c o d c :  1- 

production costs and slightly higher value per 100 kg of production 

resulted in much higher gross -ins and net earnings for southwestern 

producers than for their mrthwestern c c u n ~ .  When southwestem 

and m&hwe&em producers were averaged together, the resul t  was still 



ggexceptionally high" gross margins ard net earnings ampared to other 

rainfed crops (SFC 1979: 111-26) . Unfortunately, this stu3y has not 

kern repeated, ard whether chickpea continues to be such a relatively 
profitable crop is not known. 

One reason for chickpea's presumed profit advantage has been its 

place in the farming system. chickpea is planted in the spring as part 

of either a two-course or three-course rotation. Especially prevalent 

in the H a m  is a chickpa-wfieat-fallaw rotation (El-Mott 1984). 

More caawron in the northwest is a chickpea-sunnwr w e a t  rotation 

or, mre simply, a tm-awse chickpea;wfieat rotation. Because it is 

planted in the spring after the critical rainfall mnths of Ecmber- 

February have passed, the fanner can adjust chickpea planting 

decisions according to received rainfall. If insufficient rains have 

fallen to produce the farmer's idea of an acceptable chickpea yield, 

then fallaw can be substituted for chickpea. The costs of lard 

preparation, seeding, ard fertilization are therefore saved without 

loss. By leaving the intended chi- field fallaw, the farmer 

preserves the option of grwing a d e s t  summer cmp (often nrelons) on 

residual misture should heavy late rains fall in March ard April after 

the chickpea planting date has passed. In essence, chickpea (like a 

sunmer cmp) has much lower risk in terms of cmp failure or emmanic 
loss than, say, cereals which must be planted before the winter rains. 

There is the additional econaknic advantage of law weed-control 

oasts. Weeds can present a seriaus prablem for winter aqs because, 

like the cmps themselves, weeds benefit fmn the rain falling during 

the winter mths. Wir period of -test growth coincides with that 

of the winter crops. A spring chickpea producer destroys most of the 

winter weeds when the field is prepared for seeding, leaving only the 

lesser spring weeds to contend with during the chickpea grwing saxson. 

RLis can save considerable labor costs wer winter crops. 

Traditional spring-- chickpeas, although they could never 

su~glant the dcpninant position held by cereals in the rainfed farming 

system, are a desirable crop because of the lawer risk attached to 



plant- decisians, the lower implied costs of production, and their 

hi* utility and market values. Like cereals, chickpeas are a consumer 

staple. Unlike cereals, hawever, their market position has remined 

strongly tied to lccal supply and demand factors. Govermnent 

htemention and international cclrnrrodity market influence has been lw. 

A a m d i r q  to a phlished gwenrment report (SFC 1979), in the mid 

1970's the average price producers received was about double the 

announced price and less than one pe.rcent of rational production was 

prcksed by gwenrment institutions. 'Ibis situation appears to have 

&ampd in the 1980rs, prabably because of substantial rises in 
araYxlnced prices. Chickpea can also have an important by-product 

value, as chickpa straw is often fed to animdls. 

Tbxe have been scare noticeable shifts in national chickpa 

production patterns wer the past twenty years. The ris- trend in 
area planted with a similtaneous decline in average yields has been 

nated. 'Ihere has been also a relative change in production areas. 

Annual average area planted in the southwest has fallen slightly, but 

between 1971-75 and 1982-87 the average annual area in the northwest 

grew dramatically, with an increase wer the period of 74%. At 

present, slightly wer 37% of national chickpea area is in the 

northwest. More dramatically, the no- region, located in 
Hasakeh province in the trans-Eu@rates Jezirah, has developed as a 

production area. 

The reasons for the shift in en@asis away frcan the southwest are 

not very clear, but three factors may have been inportant. The first 

is yield performance. Average annual yields in the southwest have 

declined mre steeply than the national average, whereas average annual 

yields in the northwest and Hassakeh province have sham a fairly level 

trend (although with the usual considerable annual fluctuations). T h e  

second factor is mechanization. 'Ihe terrain in the southwest is 

difficult. Situated amid ancient lava flaws, the land is rough and 

full of stones. Mechanization of chickpa land preparation, 

and harvesting has not developed there as quickly as in the northwest 

ad, especially, the northeast. Thus, relative to the southwestern 



producing area, harvesting costs are often 1- in the no- ard 

mr&ea&. 'Ihe third factor may have been the success of a gwernment 

prugram to replace fallaw with winter crops in the southwest. 

In summary, spring chickpea presents planners ard decision-makers 
with sanething of a problem. LDng-term national production is almst 

stagnant (at an annual trend of 1.1%) , but the ccef f icient of variation 
wer time is very high at 46%. Actual production has been as high as 

alnrst 64,000 tons (1981) ard as law as 11,000 tons (1979) . 'Ibis cdn 

be attributed mre to annual variations in area planted than to yield 

fluctuations, but there is an cPninous long-term declining trend in 
yields. 'Ihe immediate reaction is to seek a way to reverse the yield 

trend and, while so doing, reduce the annual variations. If this can 

be done, then there will be obvious benefits to famers and the 

national emnamy. 

However, there is a second problem which equally needs a solution. 

Variation in area planted is one of the key mntributors to national 

production instability. Althcugh there is a trend towards mre land 

being devoted to chickpea, this is mre a reflection of the 

geqraphicdl expansion of the rainfed farming system than an indicator 

of the intensification of production and greater utilization of 

resaurces. Lard not otherwise planted to spring chickpa, once 

rotational factors are accounted for, is pmbably either being fallcud 

until the next winter season or being held in lltapraryll fallaw to see 

if enough rain will fall in the spring to grow a modest sunnner crop. 

For planners, mnsumers, and ecodsts alike, the problem of 

anmal chickpea area presents a real chdllenge. But at the fann level, 

it may not be v i d  as a problem or a chdllenge. If the farmer is 

practising the traditional wheat-based farming system, then spring 

dcJqeas act as a desirable buffer against the risk of econcnnic loss 

due to the unpredictability of the winter rains. In fact, being able 

to vary the area planted to spring chidpas fmm year to year as a 
prutection against loss fran crop failure is one of the major benefits 

the crop gives the farmer. A predictable yield, even if law, may be 

preferred to an unpredictable yield, no matter haw potentially high. 



Generdl Wease and Assessnent of Z d f x k ~  5.1.4 'cn PotentidL 

Ihe y- immediately following the release of the new varieties wexe 

dewtd to a controlled seed rniltiplication program using private 

fa.nwzs uxkr contract to the Generdl Organization for Seed 

Multiplication (GOSM). The program's ~ ~ u p o s e  was to acc-urnilate 

sufficient seed stocks for general release of certified seed. 

Multiplication was done on plots of one to twelve hectares. RLe 

results wexe successful. Yields wexe high, there wexe no major 

incidences of diseases or pests, and analyses showed high profit  

-ins (1- 1988a, 198813, 1990). A t  the beginning of the 1989/90 

growing season sufficient seed stocks had been accumulated, and the new 
seed varieties wexe made available for sale to the gene.ral public 

thruugh GOSM. m t s  concerning the new varieties and their  

availability were widely disseminated thmqh the mass media and the 

extension service. A t  the same time, the S o c i o - m d c  studies and 

Training Section of the Syrian Scientific Pgricultural Researc;h Center, 

together with ICARDA scientists, organized a farm-level survey to 

assess the p e r i o ~  of the new technology under fanuer corditions 

and to -in an evaluation f m  the farmers themselves of the 

potential for adcption and positive impact. 

The sample of fanners to be surveyed was drawn f m  lists of 

fanners growing winter chickpea in  the 1989/90 season provided by the 

Ministry and GOSM. me to l i m i t e d  resean=h resources, it was not 

possible to include in the sampling universe farmers who had obtained 

seeds outside off ic ia l  release channels, such as those who may have 

received seeds f m  fanners participating in  past on-fann trials with 

the Ministry and ICARDA. Nonetheless, the lists of farmers purchasing 

seeds did constitute an awropriate and adequate starting pint for 

establishing a baseline for evaluating the adcption process. 

The sample chc6en contrasted farmers on the basis of their  prior 

e x p r i m :  those growing w i n t e r  chickpea for the f i r s t  time in  1989/90 

(67% of the sample) and those already with a year or more of previaus 

exper im (33% of the sample). This l a t t e r  group contained m&ly 



farmers who had been part of the seed nultiplication program. Abmt a 

thi& of the entire sample w a s  also grawhq sprirrg chi-. M o s t  of 

these were  in  the graup of f i r s t  year w i n t e r  chickpea producezs. 

The sample was distributed wer three provinces: A l e ,  Hama, ani 

Hasakeh. Given l i m i t e d  resaurces, SCXE major m (particularly the 

Sadhwest) had to be excluded frrm the initial survey. Wlt  Hassakh 

w a s  included for  two reasons: f i r s t ,  there had been a dramatic 

expansion of sprirrg chickpea here in  recent years; ani second, research 

trials indicated Hassakeh had great potential for maximizing winter 

c h i c k p a  performance and impact. mmer,  Ministry officials 

indicated that they hoped to w e t  H a s a k &  as a new area for  chickpea 

prcduction in  the Mure. 

?he survey questionnaire foc=ussed on five subject areas: the place 

of chi- in  the farming system; cultivation practices; production 

e d c s ;  crop performance and yield; and farmes evaluation of 

adoption potential. Interviewirrg was done followirrg the harvest. 

5.1.5 Adooticm (3a-es and Rates within the Sawle 

To allow discussion of factors that may either enccurage or  hider the 

adoption and beneficial impact of w h k e ~ ~ ~ ~  chickpea, the survey 

saorgle was divided into two basic adoption categories: adopters and 

mn-adoptem, with each category sub-divided on the basis of rnmber of 

years experimce grawhq w i n t e r  c h i c k p ~ ~  An adopter is defined as a 

fanaer who has had one or  more years' exprimce with the new variety 

and plans to produce it again in  the 1990/91 season. A m-adcpter has 

one o r  more years' exprimce, but does not plan to produce the crop 

again. Based on the relative sizes of these categories, it is possible 

to establish a 1989/90 baseline for adogtion rates (Table 5.1.1). 

The werall rat io  is 47% adopters and 53% m-adopters. Over tm- 
thirds of the non-adopters have exprim only of the 1989/90 seam. 

Abart three-fifths of the adopters have just one year's exprimce,  but 

tln=y found the new variety successful enough to plan to produce it 

again in  the next year. By amparirrg first-year dqkers  with f i r s t -  



Table 5.1.1 Sample Distribution (nunbr of farmers by adoption 
category and location) 

Lccation Adoption Categories T ~ t a l  
Ad- Non-Adopters Farmers 

2 o r  1st 1st 2 or 
m'=yrs Y- Y e a r  mreyrs 

year nowadopters w i t h i n  the sample, the initial (or first year) 

a-ion rate was 42% in 1989/90. In cc~llparison, the adoption of 

w i n t e r s a w n  chickpea was sustained thrcugh the 1989/90 season by 56% of 

farmers w i t h  two or  mre years1 experience growing the crop. The 

higher rate of continued adoption af ter  the initial year's experience 

is not surprising. Similarly, it is also not surprising that numbers 

of initial adopters abandon the a c p  af ter  more than one year's 

experience. The challenge is to determine the reasons behind initial 

and sustained adoption decisions. 

5.1.6 1989/90 Y i e l d  K e r f o ~  

'Ihe starting point for assessing adoption decisions is yield 

performance, since the principdl purpose of winter sawing is to raise 

productivity per hectare. Zgrodc  studies in Syria of various winter 

chi- production packages, like those of spring chi-, have 

established that weather conditions are the lrPst important determinant 

of yield ( M a  and Mazid 1990). The weather canditions during the 

1989/90 growing season varied m i d e r a b l y  wer the survey area (see 

Figure 5.1.4 and note that  Kamishli represents the chickpea q i n g  

a .  of Hassakeh pruvince). T O W  rainfall  ranged frcan an average of 

235 m in Hama pruvince to 282 m for A l e p p  to 463 m in Hasakeh. 

Although tmpratures w e r e  mild in Hassakeh with occasiondl frosts in 

Decenhr and January only, in Aleppo and Hama there w e r e  recurrent hard 

f r o s t s b e g ~  inNovemberand nmnhqthruughtoMarch.  Hamawas 



Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar April May 

Aleppu H m a  krmirhli , Aleppu , Hama , Karnirhli 

R a i n f a l l  Minimum Temperature 

Fiqure 5.1.4 1989-90 climatic conditions in survey areas 

the most affected by la te  f m t s ,  w i t h  a law of -8°C in la te  March. 

'Ihe conbination of l cw  rainfall  ard la te  f m t s ,  though curtailing 

disease a d  pest developent, nonetheless made 1989/90 an unfavorable 

year for both whkersam a d  spring chi- in Hama ard nuch of 

Aleppo provinces. 

In recent years, national man spring chi- yields have been 

betwem 600 ard 800 kg/ha, kt within the surveyed provinces only 

Hasakeh achieved this range for spring chi- in 1989/90. Hama and 

~leppo  reported man values of 335 kg/ha ard 563 kg/ha, respectively. 

worse frosts in Hama than in Aleppo, together w i t h  slightly lakler 

rainfall, reportedly a m t e d  for the difference between them. 



Winter chickpea producers, on the whole, did better than their 

spring ccunterprts. F k p r t e d  average winter chi- yields for Hama, 

Aleppo, and H a s d c e h  were 355 kg/ha, 849 kg/ha, and 1,474 kg,ha, 

respectively. m e  average of all winter chickpea producers was 850 

lq/ha. mere is no evidence to suggest that the differences in winter 
chickpea yield m n g  Ham, Aleppo, and Hassabh were due to better 

mamgement in Hassakeh. In fact, Hama and Aleppo producers devoted 

more time, energy, and money to tillage, fertilization, and w e d  

control than did Hassakeh f-. Unfortunately, in 1989/90, the 

weather was working against them. 

Given the pattern of yields, it wculd be expect& that first year 

winter chi- fanners in Hassakeh wculd be mre likely to grcw the 

new variety in 1990/91 than wculd their Hama and Aleppo c c u n ~ .  

Meed, 69% of first year Hassakeh producers qressed their intention 

to adopt the new varieties, in contrast to only 22% in Hama. In 

Aleppo, the initial adoption rate was 44%. 'Ihere was a similar, 

although more muted, reaction m n g  winter chickpea prducers with mre 

experience. Only 22% of Hama producers with t w o  or mre years' 

experience will continue in 1990/91. !Be figures are 63% in Alepp  and 

75% in Hassakeh. 

Yield advantages can be offset by 1cwe.r selling prices and higher 

production costs. m e  survey data allawed the calculation of average 

gross menues, variable production costs, and gross ntlrgins (net 
revenues) for winter chi- prducers in the three provinces. A 

separate study provided ccanparative spring chi- figures for Aleppo 

and Hassakeh provinces. These are presented in W l e  5.1.2. Although 

the figures are not available for spring chickpea in Hama, it is safe 

to say that these producers suffered loss and, pro$ably, losses similar 

to those inauTed by neighboring winter producers. 

Several observations can be made. First, the prices fanners 

received varied m n g  provinces and between spring and winter 



Table 5.1.2 E c d c  ccmparison of winter and spring chickpas, 
1989/90 (by location) 

Hama Hassakeh Average for 
all winter 

Winter spring Winter spring1 Winter spring1 

Grain yield 355 335 849 563 1474 759 850 

()Oz/ha) 

Price 17.0 M 15.2 16.6 14.2 12.8 15.5 
(s='/)og) 

Variable 7372 rn 9370 6502 6185 5154 8151 
costs 
( S W w  

Gross margin -863 rn 3673 3151 14570 4543 4787 
(SYp/ha) 

~otes: 1. Spring chickpea figures based on data collected by Mustafa 
&mi& in separate study and pruvided for canparative 
Purposes. 

2. Refers to potential revenue frum grain sales at farm gate 
prices, does not include possible revenue from straw sales 
or grazing residues. 

3. Variable costs do not include gram3 rent or capital 
depreciation; unpaid family labor is included as implted 
value based on prevailing wage mtes. 

chickpeas. The differences reflect both gwerrnnent pricing mechanisns 

and the supply and demard factors affecting the pmportion of chidpa 

sold in the private sector. Secord, average production casts differ 

amsiderably from one pruvince to another and for winter and spring 

chickpa. Spring chickpea casts are 1- than winter chickpea costs 
in Alepp and Has&& (spring chickpea costs are not available for 

Hama), but winter chickpea costs in Hassakeh, on the average, were 

1- than average spring chickpea costs in Alepp. ' Ihis reflects the 

pattern seen in the average yields by location, and -izes the 

profitability of both winter and spring chickpea in IEassakeh as opposed 

to either type of chickpea in the other locations. 



LDokhg a t  gross margins by adoption category (Table 5.1.3) , it is 

imnediately apparent that  the more successful winter chickpea producers 

tend to adopt the new technology. Bath categories of adopters have 

mx3-1 higher average gross q i n s  ard higher yields (althcmgh they also 

aooepted higher costs) than f i r s t  year non-adqters and spring 

chidpa pl-afiucers in Aleppo and Hassakeh. One in-ing tendency is 

for  farmers w i t h  two or mre years of experience growing w i n t e r  

chidpa, whether adqters or  not, to m b  higher invesbnmts in  the 

crop than t h e  growing it for  the f i r s t  time. Fexhaps this indicates 

more confidence in  the performance of the new varieties and, thus, a 

w i l l i n g n e s s  to accept a higher cost risk. UnfortuMtely, a higher 

lwel of cost inveshent was not always reciprocated with a higher net 

return. This was especially the case in  Hama and A l e  in  1989/90. 

Table 5.1.3 Adoption categories and distribution of benefits, 1989/90 

Adaption Catesories 
Adopters Non-Ado~ters 

A f t e r 2 o r  A f t e r  After A f t e r 2 o r  
mre years f i r s t  year f i r s t  year mre years 

FTqortion of total 18% 29% 38% 15% 
sample 

Average yield (%/ha) 1328 976 537 795 
Average costs (SYP/ha) 8920 8285 7165 9469 
Average gross margin 11318 6869 825 2507 
(sw-w 

Table 5.1.4 shows the relative distribution of variable costs for 

each l a a t i on ,  adoption category, and farm size grouping. The figures 

are percentages of average total costs per category. Thus, althcmgh 

Hassakeh farmers devoted 45% of their experditures to planting (cost 
of seeds and planting), because their totdL costs were lam-, the 

actual cost (SYP) was similar to the cost hamxd by Aleppo farmers 

who averaged only 29% of their experditures for  planting. Fertilizing 

casts w e r e  substantially higher in Hama than in  Hassakeh ard Aleppo, 

both in relative ard absolute terns. Indeed, in actual mney terns, 

Hamapmducers spent alnmst threeard MftinresasnaachasHassakeh 



Table 5.1.4 Distribution of costs within fann categories (in 
m t a g e s  of total variable costs per ha) 

Weed Disease Total 
Categories Til. Plant. Fert. control + pest Harvest cc6t 

( S W w  

Harna 11 39 28 9 0 13 7372 
Alf%P 10 29 18 9 2 32 9370 
Hassakeh 9 45 9 7 0 3 0 6585 

m@== 9 35 19 6 2 29 8920 
First year 10 34 15 10 1 3 0 8285 - 
First year 11 35 24 7 1 22 7165 
non-adopters 
Non-ad@== 10 34 17 10 2 27 9469 

< 35 ha - 11 3 2 22 9 1 25 82 13 
> 35 ha 9 3 8 16 7 1 29 8087 
Tatal average 10 3 5 19 8 1 27 8151 

Til.= Tillage; Plant.= Planting; Fert. = Fertilizing 

farmers on fertilizing their winter chickpea crop. Harna harvest costs 

were half those of Hassakeh and one-third those of Alep because of 

the dismal harvests in Harna. Hassakeh farmers spent less on harvesting 

than Alep farmers because they used ccanbine harvesters whereas in 

Aleppo harvesting by hand predmhated. Weed, disease, and pest 

mtrol masures r e p m t e d  relatively small expenditures for all 

categories. This was pdmps the only 18benefit88 fram the adverse 

climatic conditions in Ham and Aleppo. 

~armezs who ~ Y W  both winter and spring chickpea in 1989/90 wxe 

asked if there were any additional hpts applied to winter chickpea 

nut applied to spring chickpea. Differences were not in kind, k t  

rather in degree of application. Half the mqmndents used a h i m  

rate of phaq2mte and atcut a third said either higher labor use ar 

herbicide use for weed control and harvesting (Wle 5.1.5) . Only 

17% of respondents said there were no differences between winter and 

spring production practices and costs. TWO-thirds of these mqmmknts 

were first year non-adqters. 



Wle 5.1.5 Additiondl practices used for w i n t e r  chickpea (frequency 
mntioned, in prcentages) 

M- Non-Mopters -- 
Additional practices 2 o r  1st 1st 2 o r  Total 

more yrs year year more yrs sample 

Higher rate of phosphate 60 57 17 60 51 
Higher labor use 2 0 50 17 40 34 
Higher herbicide use 50 43 17 0 34 
Higher seed rate 40 21 17 40 29 
Higher use of pesticides 10 14 0 4 0 14 
No dif fereme 2 0 0 67 0 17 

Note: Sample is farmers growing both w i n t e r  and spring chickpea in 
1989/90. 

Table 5.1.6 smmrizes  the disposdL of the 1989/90 winter chickpea 

harvest. Same 35% w a s  sold to government buying agencies (the General 

O.qmizati.on for S e d  Multiplication and/or the Cereals Office), with 

58% sold in the private sectors, 1% kept for  haw consuqtion, and 6% 

kept as stocks for next year's seed or future sale. Pdopters with two 

or  mre years' expr ie r re  terded to favor private market outlets (even 

thaugh the prices offered by gwernment were slightly better than the 

private sector),  and they also kept a higher p=rcentage as stocks. 

RLis reflectS the fact that these experienced producers are often 

carmercial grawers, whereas f i r s t  year producers are more tentative and 

t e d  to prefer a contractual marketing arraqement with the government. 

It may be noted that  a government report has stated that ten years 

ago only one percent of mtiondl spring chickpea prduction circulated 

thmgh the government marketing organizations. 

5.1.8 -- Iccatim. Iad  Use,  and F;um Size 

M o s t  studies of the adoption of inproved agriculturdl technologies 

assume that the critical factor in the decision to adopt is e c o d c  

return. A t  least ini t ia l ly ,  e c o d c  return is strongly associated 

with yield perfommce. Later in the adoption prrxess the effects of 



Table 5.1.6 Disposdl of 1989/90 winter chickpea harvest (% of 
production by f a m x  categories) 

Farmer 
categories 

Sold K a t  on-farm Averwe 
tog0vnt.l tomarket consunp. stocks production 
% mp& % sYP/kg % % (MI 

Adc@=s 13 15.4 77 14.8 1 9 31,771 
Fixstyear 58 15.3 37 16.3 3 2 9,367 
a 
Fixst year 63 15.3 36 14.3 0 2 4,082 
m-adopters 
Nan-adcpters 55 15.6 40 13.7 1 3 6,125 

Sizes35ha 55 15.3 40 13.4 1 4 1,844 
Size > 35 ha 33 15.4 60 14.8 1 6 20,255 
TotdL sample 35 15.4 58 15.0 1 6 10,964 
average 

Notes: 1. Government buyers were GOSM and CeredLs Office. 
2. Official gwerrnnent prices set at 16 SYP/kg for clean 

standard seed and 13 SYP/kg for ordinary seed. 
Determination made at sale. 

the higher yields of early adopters on prioes may hinder subseqluent 

adcption by others. Early adopters can also create extra demand for 

i r p t s ,  thus raising production costs for later, potential adopters 

(Lipton and mghurst 1989). Indications are that the adwion of new 

technology rarely, if wer, proceeds uniformly thmugh a farmirq 

papilation. Early on in the process, adoption "lead areas" emeqe in 

which there are a higher incidence of initial and sustained adoption, 

while uther areas lag behind. Similarly, the early adcpters often 

display characteristics in ccsrrmon which distinguish them Eran later 

adoptem W o r  non-adopters in both the lead and lag areas. 

T h e  results of the survey wculd seem to indicate that in 1989/90 

location had a decisive effect on adoption rates for winter chickpea. 

Hasakeh rates were well above those for Aleppo and Hama. ?his can 

readily be interpret& as the effects of climatic conditions on yields 

a n d c m = p n t l y o n e o o n c m i c ~ .  whenfanaerswereaskedwhythey 



chose to grow winter chickpea in 1989/90, the w e n h h h g  response was 

an expect& high yield. This was equally the case in all locations 

(see Table 5.1.7). Hadever, expectatians were not so uniformly 

achieved. They were fulfilled in Hassakeh for the mcst  part, less so 

in Aleppo, ard hardly at all in Hama. It could be expeckd that 

famers with two or more years1 experience of the new varieties in Hama 

ard Aleppo might have a longer term perspective than their first-year 

colleagues, ard irdeed the rejection rate m n g  these farmers was less 

than the first-year grawers. J3ut attrition among early adopters was 

still marked in Aleppo ard Hama. Earlier studies of technology 

adoption, and of improved varieties in particular, shm& 

-1y that larger farmers adopted earlier ard could sustain 

the amsequent neoessary shifts in farm resource allocations rmch 

better than could the later-adopting d l  farmers. In fact, one 

cownon criticism of the "green revolution" is that the adoption of 

1~~3e.m varieties ard packages by large farmers in lead areas actually 

had a detrimental effect on subsequent adoption ard the ability to 

sustain innwation by small farmers. Larger farmers are said to have 

better access to reliable infomtion, credit, ard other facilities. 

They are likely to have greater ec o d c  security ard can therefore 

assume the higher level of risk associated with early adoption (Harriss 

1982). 

The survey results would seem to be in line with this view. The 

average farm size of adopters is w e r  twice that of non-adopters (Table 

5.1.8). h re over, early adopters (i.e. those with two or more years1 

experience) have a higher average farm size than first year ad-. 
EUt these figures should not be used to argue that winter chickpea 

adoption is closely related to large farm size, as qualitative 

differences exist betwen large ard small famas. 

'Ihere are three reasons why it is too early in the process to 

m l u d e  that d l  farmers will necessarily lag behind large farmers. 

First, about 43% of the large farmers in the sample are located in 

Ilassakeh, ard the yield performnce in that prwince m y  be of wer- 

riding influence, at least in 1989/90. The adoption rate of large 

farmers in Hama is actually 1- than that of sodl1 farmers, wfio 



W l e  5.1.7 Fka.sons for p i n g  winter ckickpea in 1989/90 (fzxquaxy 
mentianed, by location ard fann size, in percentages) 

-tion ~ a n n  Size -- TatdL 
Aleppo Hassakeh 535 ha >35 ha w l e  

High yield 97 79 83 89 82 85 

High net benefit 4 1 30 38 35 35 35 

Possibility for 19 17 83 18 46 32 
lnecfianical harvest 

F b s t  resistant 47 34 0 40 2 0 3 0 

Early maturity 22 36 0 29 19 24 

Disease resistant 16 34 0 22 2 0 21 

Table 5.1.8 Arable lard use, 1989/90 (average in ha ard % of arable) 

Ceredls -- chi- - Other Fallaw T b t d  
Total (win*) 

Farm size 
< 35 ha - 8.941% 5.425% (4.6) 6.932% 0.62% 21.8 
> 35 ha 69.2 44% 32.6 21% (27.0) 52.3 34% 1.7 1% 155.8 - --ry - 62.3 48% 26.1 20% (20.1) 42.5 32% 0 - 130.9 
lyrad- 48.7 42% 23.6 20% (19.3) 42.0 36% 2.5 2% 116.8 
1 yr non-adopters 26.3 44% 16.0 27% (14.2) 16.4 27% 1.1 2% 59.8 
m-- 22.7 42% 8.4 16% (7.2) 22.5 42% 0 - 53.6 

sample 38.8 44% 18.7 21% (15.7) 29.4 33% 1.1 2% 88.0 

N o t e s :  Ceredls refers to wheat ard barley. 
Other c n p  includes: other legumes (lentil, faba bean, forage 
legumes) ; tret? crops (vines, olives, nuts, fruits) ; oil seed 
crcrps (sayat sunfl-1 



sea& more willing to stay with the new varieties despite the very 

bad 1989/90 yields in that province. ?trese was no noticeable adoption 

pattem for fann s ize  in Aleppo. 

Secondly, large farmers w e r e ,  in effect, preselected to receive 

the new technology before small fanners by the official  seed- 

mltipl icat ion policy for w i n t e r  chidpa. For a t  least five years 

C06M and ICARaA directed their efforts a t  miltiplication to 1- 

plots, often of ten hedares or more, and mntracts were made with 

larye farmers who had sufficient land for this pqxse. 

The third factor to consider is the place of chi- in the land 

use patterns of large and &l farmers in  the various locations 

surveyed (Table 5.1.8) . It should be remembered that mt of the 

sample was located in zone Ib and therefore has similar long-term 

rainfal l  patterns and, hence, similar land use patterns. On the basis 

of prqmrtion of land devoted to various crops, there are no large 

differences amng the various categories. Aleppo farmers W to be 

slightly more diversif id, and they have proportionately about 5% less 

land in chickpeas and more in other non-ereal crops. What is 

striking, hmever, are the average fann size differences among the 

provinces. Much of the statistical difference in fann s ize  bebeen 

adoption categories is due to the size of farms in  m, the 

location where w i n t e r  chickpa was such a success in 1989/90. 

Given the existing land use patterns, it is interesting to 

cmsider what options farmers have for e x p d h g  winter chickpa 

cultivation. The nrost obvious possibility is substituting winter for 

spring chic-. 'Ihis wcdd man an average potential ceiling of 20% 

to 21% of farm area for winter chickpea. A second possibility is to 
eliminate fallaw and substitute winter chickpea. The survey data 

clearly show that  f a l l m  is only a small percentage of arable land, and 

it is unlikely, even i f  a l l  f a l l m  land were to be planted in winter 

chickpa, that large prduction increases wcdd be achieved. Available 

farm level in fomt ion  does not provide any clues to the possibility of 

substituting winter chickpeas for other f ie ld  crops such as cereals, 



lentils, or oilseed craps. Presumably, farmxs have good reasons, 

eocPlcmic or atherwise, for devuting a high percmhge of their l a d  to 

cereals. 

'Ihere are, however, .sans clues as to the substitutability of 

w i n t e r  for spring chickpea. hmg the sample farmers in 1989/90, 

winter chickpea constituted 84% of land s c k ~ n  to chickpas. &spite the 

fact that 53% of the fanners say they w i l l  not graw w i n t e r  chi- in 

1990/91, the proportion of winter chickpea w i l l  increase to 90% of the 

tutal chickpea land g r r x ~ n  by adopten and non-adoptes wether in 

1990/91. Wny is this? There are two reasans. ~irst, w i n t e r  chickpea 

adopters intend to increase their chiclcpea area by substituting w i n t e r  

for spring varieties and also to mqindlly increase their total area 
planted to chiclrpea. Second, the mn-adoptem are not only stapping 

production of winter chiclrpea, but they are also sharply reducing the 

total area they plant to spring chickpea. If farmers do as they have 

stated, then area planted in chickpea in 1990/91 w i l l  represent a 

reluction of 22% of the 1989/90 area, but winter chickpea w i l l  be a 

higher proportion of the tatdl than in the previous year (see Table 

5.1.9) . Whether or not the process of substituting w i n t e r  for spring 

chickpea w i l l  help stabilize the annual total chiclrpea area can only be 

answered in future years. 

Table 5.1.9 Estimated changes in chickpea area, 1989/90 to 
1990/91 

% Umnge % Q?ange !Ibtal Sample 
Ca-ories Winter Area Smmq Area  Averaqe 

AdOPtf=S +38% -80% +11% 
lyruc%"=-= +48% -72% +26% 
1 yr Non-Adopkm -100% -17% -91% 

Non-Adopters -100% +75% -75% 
MepPO -28% -44% -33% 
Hama -87% -50% -77% 
Hassakeh -3% -81% -9% 

< 35 ha - -70% -62% -69% 
> 35 ha -7% -54% -15% 
Totdl Sample -16% -56% -22% 

winter - total 
Average area 1989/90 15.7 ha 3.2 ha 18.7 ha 
Averaue area 1990/91 13.2 ha 1.4 ha 14.6 ha 



5.1.9 Farmer Evdluatic~ls 

Surveyed farmers were asked a series of evaluative questions designed 

to elicit their canparisan of winter and spring varieties. Reqomes 

UPIT then ampiled by the frequency they UPIT mentioned, for the tatdl 

sanple and for each adoption category (Table 5.1.10) . ?tJo thirds of 

the farmers producing both winter spring chidpa noted the more 

v i g o w  growth of the winter varieties. This included saw? 50% of the 

f i r s t  year mn-adopters, noticeably the lnost skeptical group regazds 

the m e r i t s  of winter chickpea. Higher yields were mentioned by 63%, 

but in this case only 17% of f i r s t  year mn-adopbrs agreed. Slightly 

over half the farmers asked responled that winter chiclrpeas gave a 

higher net revenue, had better frost  tolerance, and had a more assured 

yield. N u t  -y, althmgh there are saw? exceptians, nan- 
adopters were less enthusiastic about winter chi- qualities than 

were adopters. Also, f i r s t  year mn-adopters were the grcolp rmst 

hesitant about apressing opinions, w h m  all  the f i r s t  year adopters 

believed they could amment on the positive d-mmcteristics of the new 
varieties. 

Table 5.1.10 Advantages of winter chickpea ccanpared to spring chickpa 
(fmquenq mentioned, in percentages) 

Characteristics 

Adopters Non-Adopters -- 
2 or  1st 1st 2 or  lbtal 

more yrs year year more yrs sample 

m r e  vigorous gmwth 
Higher yields 
Earlier harvest 
Higher net revenue 
Better frost tolerance 
%re assured yield 
m r e  straw yield 
Better resistance to disease 
Better seed quality 
D o n o t k n m  

N o t e :  Sanple is farmers p i n g  both 
1989/90. 

winter 
- 
and spring chickpea in 



Farmers were also asksd to evaluate the characteristics of the 

two winter varieties, Ghab 1 ard Ghab 2. Table 5.1.11 shcus the 

pattern of their responses. The %eutraltt ard "don't knW1 answers 

have been d t t e d  to highlight the contrasts between positive ard 

negative evaluati-. A s  far  as seed size is cancerned, 70% of Ghab 1 

proctucers respMded positively ard only 16% gave a negative respanse. 

Hmever, Ghab 2 m i v e d  a IlPlCh leSSer vote of canfidence on seed size. 

Frost tolerance was an important issue, especially in  the 1989/90 

season. About half the Ghab 1 growers were positive ard 29% were  

negative. Again, Ghab 2 received a lesser rating. Bath varieties were 

given good marks for resistance to blight, w i l t ,  ard the parasitic 

plant orabanche, although it should be noted that neither winter or  

spring ch ickpe i  suffered severely f m  these during the 1989/90 season. 

5.1.11 Positive ard negative responses in varietal 
caparison of Ghab 1 ard Ghab 2 (frequency 
mentioned, in percentages) 

G h a b l  Ghab2 ---- - 
characteristics Positive Negative Positive Negative 

Seed size 70 16 50 25 
Frost tolerance 49 29 35 33 
Blight resistance 57 20 57 13 
W i l t  resistance 56 2 1 55 15  
Orcbanche resistance 59 16 65 5 

When asked for their caments on the major problem they 

exmntered in producing winter chi- in 1989/90, surprisingly few 

fanners omplained of mything other than climatic conditions (see 

1 5 . 1 1 2 )  Only 35% of adopters with two or mre years experience 

cited climatic conditions as a problem, but the f i r s t  year ard two or 

more year's experience non-adopters did so with frequencies of 68% ard 

63%' respectively. Because of the adverse weather, weed control was 

ncrt as costly in  1989/90 as could be expect& in better seasons, ard 

this is reflected in the farmer's responses. rn the whole, there 

seemd to be few M c d l  or eamdc pmblens for winter chickpea 



pmducers other than, of oourse, the lw rainfall and severe l a te  

fnrosts in  H m  and A l e .  

Table 5.1.12 Problems encountend by winter chi- farmcs, 1989/90 
(frequency mentioned by adoption category, i n  
P==nw=) 

Pdcprters Nan-FdopteE3 --- 
2 or 1st 1st 2 or Totdl 

mre yrs year year mre yrs sample 

Climatic conditions 35 52 68 63 56 
Econcanic factors (costs) 35 2 3 22 19 24 
weed control 2 5 16 7 3 1 17 
~crtation 2 10 7 7 6 7 
Labor availability 0 0 7 19 6 
Input availability 15 0 2 6 5 

other factors 
l h n o t k T n 4  

Notes: 1. Ftefers to lack of availability of effective chemical 
herbicide. 

2. Wfers to w i v e d  negative effect of winter chidpa on 
next season's cmp. 

'Ihe basic incentive fanners recognize for adopting wintersawn chi- 

is high yields (Table 5.1.7) . lb other, slightly mre sophisticated, 

incentives expressed by a lwer proportion of farmers are high net 

revenues axti the possibility of mechanical harvesting. The la t te r  is 

particularly keenly felt in Hasakeh, where large f a m s  axti fields 

canbine with the vigortxls grmth and t a l l  stature of winter varieties 

to encourage harvest mechanization with its substantially lower per 

hectare costs. In any event, the consensus amng farmers in  a l l  

locations and in  both size groupings is that ~ ( ~ 3 d c  return is the 

principal mtivation for adoption. 

De- the e c o d c  threshold for adoption is a difficult  

exercise, and it wwld require a much larger data set than currently 



available. Each farmer has unique economic cbtances, 

-ts, objectives, and expectations. W~reover, although there 

may be patterns and camonalities a m ~ g  grarps of farmers, these shaild 

be expect& to vary m n g  locations, farm size, land uses, etc. Table 

5.1.3 provides same clues. 'Ihe net revenue threshold for adoption in 
1989/90 appars to lie smmhere between 2500 and 6800 Syrian punk 
per hectare, but this figure would Obviously vary from year to year 

delwrling on the season and the canparative p e r f o m  of spring 

chickpea. For example, in Aleppo, the net revenue differences 

between winter am3 spring chickpea w e r e  relatively slight, the adoption 

rate was markedly lower than in Hassakeh. In addition, net revenues 

(and risks) f m  winter chickpea would have to be canpared with those 

of other crops in the fanning system. 'Ihe question of winter chickpea 

adcption is not only the issue of substitutability with spring 

chickpea. Because winter ming requires a land use decision and 

allocation of resoun=es early in the season before the rains, it is 

better understood as a sepamte crop in ternrs of management and 
adoption rather than sinply a variation, albeit an inproved one, of 

spring chickpea. 

Farmer responses to a question on factors acting to limit the 

area they gruw or have grown to winter chickpa are given in Table 

5.1.13. 'Ihis question was designed to get at the subject of 

winter chickpea area beyond that planted in the initial adoption year. 

Only 6% of farmers had no answer. 'Ihe respomes of the rest wexe well 

distribute3 m n g  various constraints. !Ihe most important of these 

wuld appear to be low selling prices. This reinforces the inpression 

given by both their initial reasons for prducing winter chi- and 

their adoption decisions following harvest. E c o d c  return will be 

the key variable influencing the future course of winter chickpa in 

Syria. 

'Ihe proper interpretation of the &l seed size response is not 

clear. It was the seoard most amnnonly mentioned constraint, kut non- 
a&pters nwtioned this more than did adopters. Small seed size is 



Table Factors limiting area sown to winter chi- 
(frequency mentioned, by adoption category, in 
P-9=) 

Constraints 

ucc"== Nan-Adopters -- 
2 or 1st 1st 2 or Total 

mre yrs year year mre yrs sample 

Low selling prices 
Small seed size  
Rotation or plan1 
Seed availability 
~ e e d  control2 

O t h e r  factors 
mnotknow 

N o t e s :  1. Refers to ccrmpetition for land allocated by farmer to other 
rrops, principally cereals, or to land and hpt allocations 
made by national agricultural plan. 

2. Refers t o  lack of availability of effective c h d d  
herbicide. 

prabably not the reason they chose t o  not adopt. Rather, the reason 

is a relatively lawer econcanic retum than possible f m  other 

alternatives. It could be argued that seed size  affects prices and 

therefore has a negative effect on e c o d c  benefit, but selling prices 

in 1989/90 do not support this argument (see Table 5.1.6). 

When farmers rn asked their  opinion of constraints to adoption 

by other farmers, the m x t  popular response was that other farmers did 

not know about winter chickpas (Table 5.1.14) . Whether they wculd 

adopt i f  they did know was another question which received a mixed 

respanse. Farmers assumed that i f  other farmers experienced high 

yields and good e c o d c  returns, then l o g i d l y  they would adqmk. 

A t  the beginning of this report the problem posed by spring chi- to 

national agricultural planners and farmers alike was described as law 



Table 5.1.14 Factors limiting adcptian of winter chickpea by other 
farmers ( f w  mentioned, by adcption category, in 
-tases) 

Constraints 

Ad- Nan-Ad- 

2 or 1st Ist 2 or TotdL 
more yrs year year mre yrs sample 

Winter sewing unlavrwn 35 58 45 31 45 
Irrw selling prices 30 26 2 1 56 26 
Snnll seed size 15 16 24 19 19 
Irrw -ledge of prcduction 3 0 19 10 0 15 
practices 
Seed shortage 10 7 7 0 6 

Other factors 
Do not knm 

prcductivity and highly variable annual areas planted. 'Ihis creates a 

situation of uncertain produdion f m  one year to the next. Alt .hcqh 

spring planting all- farmers to escape the risk of crop failure due 

to poor rainfall, it also means they nust accept 1- prcduction 

levels and a less than cptimdl land use intensity. Since e c o d c  

pressure on land is increasing dramatically, the econcnnic benefit 

farmers can &bin f m  chic)rpea is arguably in decline relative to 

other crops in the farming system. 

Wintersawn chickpeas p d s e  to solve these pmblars because of 

their higher yield potential and more prcductive use of land. In 

principle, winter-smn varieties d d  senre as a mechanism for 

stabilizing the area planted, allowing planners and farmers alike to 

allocate resources in a more rationdl manner than presently possible. 

However, even if winter scwing stabilizes nop area, there remains the 

question of whether it will stabilize yields and economic returns. 

With spring planting, in a dry year a farmer may decide not to plant. 

He gets no yield, but neither does he lose an investment. With winter 

planting, there can be no such guamntee. Nonetheless, pre-release 

experiments and verification trials indicate that the higher yields 

obtained in wst years axld artweigh the risk of 1osi.q planting 



investments in very dry years. Whether or not farmers share this logic 

can only be established by continuing the adoption d t o r b  in fuku-e 

Y-. 

'Ihe present study is only a start. Perfiaps its most important 

conclusion is the significance of annual variations in climatic 

conditions on adoption. One year is not an adequate ixst, or even an 

adequate sample, of farmer adoption respome. ?he shortage of rain ard 

the late frosts, particularly in Hama province distorted adoption 

responses by mskimj performance differences between winter ard spring 

chickpea. Similarly, the favorable weather in Hassakeh probably 

painted too rosy a picture of the new varieties. Finally, climatic 

conditions did not allaw m adequate test of the effects of w e d s  

w o r  diseases ard pests. Before mre definitive canclusions can be 

drawn, survey data frwn additional seasons m t  be colleded. 

Nevertheless, the 1989/90 season allm sane interesting 

ohervations. First, both adoption patterns ard farmer reqmnses to 

evaluative questions indicate a very strong incliration to judge winter 

chickpea on the basis of economic return. Yield is not the objective, 

per se. Rather, fanners are interested in mnetary returns. ?here is 

little irdication, if any, that prduction for household use is an 

important factor in the adoption prooess. ?he secord abservation is 

related to the first. In tern of volume of production, winter 

chickpea is being immediately adopted as a ccmmnercial crop, primarily 

by large-scale farmers. Whether or not economies sf scale are involved 

cannot be judged from existing data, but larger scale producers in 

1989/90 had slightly lawer per hectare costs ard spent proportionately 

less on w e d  wntrol ard harvesting. Caution should be taken by noting 

that the coincidence of large scale cultivation, high yields, ard high 
adoption rate in Hassak& m y  be only fortuitous, at least in 1989/90. 

A third observation is that farws appear to be using slightly 

different evaluation criteria deperding upon their years of experienoe 

with winter chickpea. In the first year of cultivation, a high yield 

is very important for deciding to adopt. ?he implicit amparison is 

with spring chickpea. Hmever, the seaord season's cutcaw m y  be 



judged not so nuch on yield as on net rwenue. Other, more subtle 

variables anne into the calculation. Prices, seed and i n p t  

availability, seed quality, land use allocations, weed wntrol, etc. 

are important factors to wnsider, both fran the statipoint of 

0 C p . l t ~  winter chickpea and deciding planting areas. 

The initial survey results wwld seem to indicate that early in 

the adoption process winter chickpea serves as a substitute for spring 

chi-. However, o m  the substitution takes place, then the choice 

for winter chickpea kames subject to different issues, broader than 

chickpea itself and extending to the place of chickpea in the famiq 

and market systars. Ultimately, the s p m  of adcption m y  

minly on the ccanparative advantage of chickpea and other food legumes 

vis-a-vis alternative crcrps in the famiq system. A hint of this 

important area for research was given by the farmers -ves w h m  

they identified law selling prices as a constraint to winter 
chickpea area. They m not referring to winter versus spring 

chickpea prices, but rather to chickpea prices in general as being too 
law to sustain present prcxluction area. Not coincidentally, nan- 

adopters, when taken as a whole, do not intend to plant as larqe a 

chi- area in 1990/91 as they did in 1989/90. The larqest factor 

contributing to an overall decline in chickpea area in the sampled 

faxmers is the decline in spring chickpea among non-adopters. Winter 

chickpea adcpters are slightly increasing their area planted to the new 

varieties and, therefore, their chickpea area in general. 
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5.2 h t a c h m  Winter chidcuea Mkmlzian in Hmmam 

R. Tutwiler, M. Amine 

Winte.rsawn chickpeas were formally intrduced tn Moroccan farmers in  

1987 when two locally adapted varieties derived from ICARDA material, 

ILC 482 and ILC 195, were inscribed in the official  catalogue and 

appruved for  cammercial pratuction. In order to test the receptivity 

of farmers tn the new technology, the Deparhmt of Plant Production 

(DW) , the National Institute of Agricultural Research (IM\A), the 

Bctension Service (DVRA), and ICARDA began a joint program of farmer- 

managed on-farm trials thrmghout the country. In the f i r s t  season, 

1987/88, sc~ne 33 trials were installed in 9 regions ccanparing the new 

varieties w i t h  the local springsawn chickpeas. 'Ihe results w e r e  

yields significantly higher than the local varieties in  dlmost a l l  

areas. Particularly noteworthy was the s'uccess of winter chickpea in 

sauthern regions where traditional spring chickpea has declined in  past 

years due to consistently low yields and diseases. 

A much larger program of on-farm work was conducted in the 1988/89 

seasan. A total of 104 trials w e r e  initiated in  19 regions. 



Unfortunately, climatic conditions were unfavorable in many areas. 
RezsoMble rains early in the seasan were f o l l ~  by a prolorrged 

drought. In April there were heavy rains, creating a d i n a t i o n  of 

humidity and teqerature very conducive to the develqment of 

asccchvta blight. Blight ravaged themajority of the trials. As a 

result, yields were generally mch lmer than in the previous year. In 

ampantive terms, the new varieties only maqindlly out-performed the 

local spring chickpea check. The overall average yield of IL13 482 was 

530 kg/ha. IL13 195 was slightly more resistant and gave 670 kg/ha. 

Average yield of the local spring variety was 500 kg/ha. 

Concurrently with the trials program, DW, WRA, and ICARDA 

wrduded a survey to gain an ini t ial  idea of farmers' reaction to the 

new technology. 'Ihe purpose was to identify the principal constraints 

to adoption of w i n t e r  chi- in four representative regions: Fes- 

T a w t e  and Khdsset in the north and Settat and Safi provinces in 

the south. The sample wnsisted of 112 farmers, divided into those who 

had already adopted winter chickpas (i. e. gxwi the new varieties for 

more than one year and not as part of the trials program); those who 

participated in the 1988/89 trials; those who had gram winter 

cfiiclcpeas and rejected the new varieties (i.e. non-ad-); and 

neighbring farmers who had seen the new varieties p i n g  but had not 

grown them themselves. 'Ihe results of the 1989 survey were reported 

last year. Overall, farmers accepted the idea of winter swing and 

appreciated its advantages, both in terms of better water-use 

efficiency and the likelihood of higher yields. They were, haever, 

extremly cautiaus about the d l  seed size and wnse.quent, possibly 
adverse, market prices of the released varieties. Other factors 

included higher weed control costs, kt those were scPnewfiat offset by 

earlier harvesting and the potential for the mechanical rather than 

hand harvesting of winter chickpeas. 

Another purpose of the 1989 s m e y  was to ~ t e  a baseline for 

charting the adoption process. As in msst other W7Wi countries, the 

Mo- natioml statistical data base has as its pupose the 

monitoring of nationdl patterns of ammdity production. Information 

a t  the level of iniividual farmers is not generally available in usable 



fom. Therefore, we needed to establish a baseline description of 

chickpea producers ard potential producers before proceeding to 

identify adoption rates ard impact patterns. We based our 1989 survey 

sanpling strategy on this goal. 

'Ihe adoption study was continued in 1990, ard the first, very 

preliminary cdldations of adoption rates based on fann-level 

reporting can be made. Seveml indicators of adoption have been 

derived frcan the decisions made by baseline farm=rs wer the three- 

seasan period 1987-90. In interpreting the results, hawever, certain 

aditions must be acknowledged. 'Ihe baseline is cdldated fmpn a 

limited sanpling universe. We assume that our baseline, wfiich is drawn 

initially frcan only four provinces, is representative of chi- 

producers in those provinces. We - that the ecologicdl ard 
socioeconcanic diversity in the sample bears a rwmnable resemblance to 

the diversity in M o m a x  as a whole, at least in so far as these 

patterns relate to existing ard potential chickpea producers. 

'Ihe sample is restricted to farmers with at least one year's 

initial experience producing winter chi-. Adoption is defined as 

the decision to produce winter chickpea for at least a secord year. 

'Ihe first year m y  be done with or withaut participating in the 

desnonstration program, but the seam3 year of production must be done 

independently. Dismntiming use of the new varieties aftex one year 
is non-adoption. Discontinuing aftex two or more years is defined as 

dis-adoption . 

Table 5.2.1 presents the baseline sample distribution by location 

ard adoption category. Also given is the incidence of asaxhyta blight 

in 1988/89 as a percentage of winter chi- fields affected. On the 

basis of farmer distribution, the wemll adoption rate in 1990 was 43% 

of the 98 farmers in the baseline. 'Ihe rate of adoption by 

participants in the 1988/89 trials program was 42%, ard the dis- 

adoption rate among adopters follawing the blight epidemic was 29%. 

An indication of the impact of the 1988/89 blight can be gained by 

caparison of adoption rates, incluhg dis-adcption, in law ard high 



Table 5.2.1 1990 situation: Farmer distribution by location 
ar-d category 

Adoption Category Total Z~scochyta 
-tion   on-adcptersl Adopkrs2 farmers (% fields 

I I1 I11 I11 I1 in 1989) 

Fes -Taounate 5 4 1 4 9 2 3 7%3 
Ialemisset 4 12 1 2 3 22 44% 
Safi 4 3 3 13 6 29 27% 
Settat 6 9 4 3 2 24 90% 

Notes : 
1. Non-adopters categories are I=pre-1989 trials participants 

II=1989 trials participants 
III=dk-adopters after 1989 

2. Adopter categories are: III=pre-1989 trials participants 
ard spontaneous adopters 

II=1989 trials participants 
3. A l t h m  blight was recorded as significant in only 7%, pod 

borer, wilt, ard hail together damaged at least another 50% 
of winter chic]- fields in Fes4%ounate. 

incidence areas. In Fes4%ounate ard Saf i (areas of low incidence) , 
62% of farmers with at least one year's experience had adopted the new 

varieties. Wrt in the highly afflicted areas of Khemisset ard Settat, 

the rate in 1990 was down to 22%. The adoption rate ccanbining all 

areas fell frum a hedlthy 62% prior to the epidemic in 1989 to 43% in 

1990. 

Clearly, wirtter chickpea suffered a setback in Settat ard 

Khemisset. Intuition suggests yields played a big part. In Settat, 

the area worst hit by asaxhyta, 1988/89 trials participants received 

only 370 kg/ha frum ILC 482 ard ILC 195 when averaged together, whereas 

their locdl check plots averaged 470 kg-. When trials fanners are 

averaged with adopters in Settat, the averall yield for wirrter chickpea 

varieties was 800 but spring chiclcpea producers in Settat 

reported 1,160 kg-. Khemisset told a similar story. In the trials 

spring gave double the winte.r yield, ard even when the most successful 

winter adopters are included, spring still wielded winter by 30%. 



T h e s e  amprisons rev& an interesting pehnonuenon. ?here is a 

marked terdency, even under harsh disease coniitions, for w i n t e r  

chickpea adopters to obtain higher yields than trials participants. 

For whatever reason, ard one suspects better managauent derived f m  

greater experience my  play a role, the adcp-Jters mt- w e r e  able to 

realize a substantial yield advantage wer spring chickpea even in 

Settat ard Khemisset. 'Ihis phenommn my help to explain why the dis- 

adoption rate follawing the blight w a s  lower than the non-adqtion rate 

amq trials participants. 

Weeds were another factor discouraging adoption ard also 

encouraging m adopters to -on the new technology. ?he high 

costs of hanl-wediq in Khemisset meant that 9 out of 15 trials 

participants suffered e c o d c  loss. Given this result  in 1989, it is 

hardly surprising that  only 8% of trials participants in K h e m i s s e t  

decided to a d q t  the new varieties in  1990. 

FortuMtely, the situation in  Safi ard Fes-l%ounate w a s  mch 

brighter. In these regions the new varieties were a qualified success 

in  1989 ard enjcyed respectable adqt ion rates. Despite the blight 

ard other diseases ard pests ard even considering weed problem in  Fes- 

Taounate, winter chi- substantially outyielded the spring variety 

ard gave a rmch better e c o d c  return in  both regions. 

An important part of the story is not revedled in  yield and 

ecananic return ccanparisons. 'Ihis is the perceived problem of small 

seed size in  the two released varieties. Trials participants, 

adcpters, ard m-adopters in  both survey years consistently expressed 

the i m p o m  of developing ard releasiq new w i n t e r  chickpea 

varieties with larger sized seeds. ?he reason is consumer preference 

in  Moroccm ard the consequent effect on market prices. In response to 

this finding, the national program for food legumes ard IcARM 

scientists have focussed efforts on developing ard releasing new, 

lqer-Seeded winter varieties with considerable success. Whether or 

not the new varieties ard better climatic conditions than those 

aprienced in 1989 w i l l  have a positive effect on raising adoption 



rates will be discovered in the next few years as the prpgram for 
d t o r h q  winter chickpea adoption in Ebroccm continues. 

A.B. salkini ard E. Perrier 

Syria, a net exprter of wheat until the 1960s, inported about 40% of 

its wheat needs in the mid-1980s ard will inport 55% ard 74% of its 

-tic requirements of wheat by the year 2000 ard 2020, respectively, 

if current trends of damestic q l y  ard demand continue. With the 

excreption of Pakistan ard Turkey, all the countries of West Asia ard 

North Africa have a wheat deficit problem similar to that of Syria. 

About 6000 years ago su~plenwtal irrigation (SI) started in the 

uplands ard foot-hill regions near many smdll rivers ard streams in the 

Near East. 'Ihese efforts w e r e  devoted to the production of cereal 

grains, mainly wheat ard barley. Even naw these traditional practioes 

-in in use. 

Supplemental irrigation can alleviate climatic risk in semi-arid 
regions by inrreashq choices for soil ard crop ma~genwt. Tb 

ad-iiwe maxinun yield in this environment, say more than 5 t/ha, a 

rainfed wheat crop requires at least 450 mn of water. With a stable 

water supply, the technology exists to increase yields; for exanple, 

the world's record wheat yield on a farmer's field was 14.1 t/ha, 

aoocanplished in Washington State, USA, ushq conventional irrigation 
(Perrier ard salkini 1991). 

Supplenwtal irrigation is used in areas where a crop can be grcrwn 

by natural rainfall alone but additional water stabilizes ard inproves 

yield (Withers ard Vipord 1974). Whether to irrigate or not is decided 

purely on the estimated profitability of dohq so, which underscores 

the importance of schedulhq SI by minimrm not maxiTRrm crop water 

requirements. In addition, irrespective of seasmal rainfall, SI 



prwides corditions suitable for using high inputs, such as high 

y i e l d i q  varieties, fer t i l izer ,  herbicides, etc., as w e l l  as more 

intensive cropping. 

For Syria, ard for many WINA countries, it has been realized that 

the adoption of SI technologies, on as larye an area of rainfed wheat 

as so i l  ard water resources pennit, could be the mc6t prumising way to 

achieve self-sufficiency, or, a t  least, to bridge a sizeable part of 

the wheat-balance gap. 

ICARtW in cooperation with the Syrian Ministry of Agriculture ard 

Agrarian Fkfonn (MAAR) started, in 1985/86, a research program on the 

sqplernental irrigation of rainfed w i n t e r  crops with a particular 

focus on wheat. Applying the fanning systems research apprcach, the 

prcgram has included (1) diagnostic surveys to understand the present 

fanning systems of rainfed ard supplenm~tally irrigated wheat, ard to 

identify major constraints to SI develqmmt; (2) basic research to 

&amcterize and quantify the complicated inter-relationships between 

climate, soil, w a t e r  and plant; ard (3) on-farm research ard 

demnstration fields to verify ard test the basic findings of on- 

station research. 

?his report .smmirizes the major findings of four years (1985/86- 

1988/89) research on SI of wheat corducted a t  T e l  Hadya Research 

Station (36O.56' E; 36".011 N; elevation 284 m; ard long-term annual 

rainfall  338 m). Both a p d c  ard econcanic results are highlighted. 

Major findings of several fonnal ard info& surveys are also 

presented; ard the particular importance of the agricultural extension 

role in  guiding farmers on supplemental irrigation scheduling is 

a@msized. A more detailed ard c o m p m i v e  report on the agroncanic 

ard socic-ecmncanic impact of supplemental irrigation on rainfed wheat 

production systems w i l l  be published, in  a separate docunrent, l a t e r  

this year. 

'Ihe 1985/86 ard 1986/87 trials used a s p l i t  block design in 4 

replicates with the SI treatmnts comprising the main plats: rainfed, 



irrigated to replenish loo%, 66% and 33% of water-bdlance (WB) 

rqubments. 'Ihe sub-plots carried, in 1986, fax rates of nitrogen: 

0, 70, 140, 210 lq N/ha, and, in 1987, four wheatvarieties: two bread 

wheats, Cham 4 and m p a k ;  and two durum wheats, sebou and cllam 1. At 

planting t h ,  -te fertilizer was applied at the rate of 80 lq 
P205/ha. Because rainfall was hadequate, an irrigation for 

germination was applied, 30 mm to the whole trial in 1985, 20 mm in 
1986 but excluding the rainfed plots. 

In the 1987/88 a d  1988/89 seasons a linesource sprinkler system 

was used and the SI treatments were: rainfed, irrigated to replenish 

20%~ 40%, 60%, 80%~ and 100% of WE! -ts. Varieties Cham 1 and 

Cham 4 were drilled at 125 kg seed/ha; and four rates of nitrogen, 0, 

50, loo, 150 kg  ha, were applied. 

5.3.3 U t s  and Discussicm 

At a very early stage of the SI project, a probability andlysis 

d i n e d  with a water-balance analysis of climatic data and soil and 

plant characteristics was conducted for a time series of 23 years of 

Aleppo data (agroclimatic zone 2)* ,  to give a rough estimate of SI 

sdaedules of rainfed wheat. The analysis s k w d  that wheat would have 

required in the 23 years analysed: 

no irrigation in one year; 
one irrigation of 870 m3/ha in four years; 
two irrigations of 1800 m3/ha in 10 years; 
three irrigations of 2210 m3/ha in three years; 
four irrigations of 3100 m3/ha in four years; 
five irrigations of 3480 m3/ha in ane year (Sdlkini and m i e r  
1988). 

[~ote: 1 nun rainfall _= 10 m3/ha] 

It should be noted, hawever, that these SI W t s  are 

calculated (1) to replenish 100% of the water-bdlance, whereas reear& 

* kpmclimatic zone 2 oovers rainfed areas of 250-300 nun rainfall, and 
not less than 250 nun in 66% of the years &senred (AASA 1986). 



has Shawn that the 100% WB -ts are need& only in belw-normdl 

rainfall m n s ;  in normdl ard above-normdl rainfall seasons cptimrm 
yields are Wined fnmn giving 40-60% of these -ts; ard (2) 

for agroclimatic zone 2 (42% of tatal rainfed wheat area); yet more 

than 44% of the rainfed wheat area is located in zone l* where SI 

are lower than those of zone 2. 

~ield trials, on-farm trials, and farm SuLveys coducted during 

1985/86-1989/90 indicated that: 

- In agroclimatic zone 1, wheat requires one irrigation in wet 

(above-normal) seasons; two irrigations in mnnal rainfall 

seasons, and three irrigations in dry (belw-nonnal rainfall) 

seasans. 

- In zone 2, wheat nquires 2, 3, ard 4 irrigations in wet, normdl 

ard dry seasons, respectively. 

Distribution, as well as volm, of annual rainfall affects SI 

scheduling in t e r m s  of timing, frequency, ard volm. For 

exanple, the annual rainfall at Tel Hadya for 1985/86 and 1986/87 

seasons was exactly the same (315 ard 316 nun, respectively) . The 

best irrigation treatnwt for each of these seasons was 33% WB, 

i.e. irrigation to replenish 33% of WB -ts. Hawever, 

1500 m3/ha (given in 4 irrigations), and 600 m3/ha (given in 2 

irrigations) were required to achieve 33% WB -ts for the 

two seasons, respectively (Table 5.3.1) . 

- Rqadless of the stochasticity of the rainfall patterns, SI was 

needed in each of the four seasons, especially in spring (late 

March-early May), which coincides with the mxt water-sensitive 

stages of growth, flowering ard grain-filling. Even in the 

wettest season of 1987/88 (504 nun rainfall, i.e. 149% of the long- 

* Agroclimatic zone 1 carers rainfed areas of more than 350 nun annual 
rainfall, and& less than m m n  in 66% cb (APSA 1986). 



term average) two irrigaticar; of 750 m3/ha tcrtal were  given in 

spring to realize optinum yield. 

Table 5.3.1 Rainfall and supplentmtal irrigation given to 
c p t h  -m (1985/86-1988/89) 

water a&kd 
Rainfall a t  Gexmination SI Tatdl water 

(m) (m) (w) (m) 

Av. 4 years 342 12.5 104.5 459 

SD 114.7 15.0 61.7 87.7 

* given to a l l  plots including rainfed 
** given to sqplementdl irrigation plots d y  

- Early season irrigation (for germination) deperded on the early 

rains. It was required in the f i r s t  two seasons, kut not in the 

last two. Hmwer, su& an irrigation, i f  needed, has a 

mnsiderable impact on yield. 

5.3.3.2 Ijrpad of Suu~1- T ' &ion on Yield 

It can be concluded generally ( f m  research data, w e y s  and 

seoordary sources) that in the rainfed wheatqmuing areas of zones 1 

and 2, yields can be inmeas& f m  an average of 1.5 t/ha to about 5.0 

t/ha by slplplemnting rainfall with 600-1800 m3/ha of irrigation water. 

In four years research a t  Tel Hadya, grain yields averaged 2.63 

t/ha (SD 1.85) for rainfed wheat and 5.36 t/ha (SD 1.12) for SI wheat. 

s t r a w  yields averaged 2.89 t/ha (SD 1.45) and 7.32 t/ha (SD 1.69) , 
respectively. Hmever, it shauld be nated that the relatively high 

yield average of rainfed wheat derived fmn (1) the exceptionally high 

yield of 5.04 kg/ha grain and 9.4 t/ha straw in the very wet seasan of 



1987/88; and (2) the germination irrigation given to the rainfed plots 
in 1985/86 (Table 5.3.2) . 

Table 5.3.2 Yields of rainfed ard c p t h  supplemental 
irrigation treatmats (1985/86-1988/89) 

Grain yield (t/ha) Straw yield (t/ha) 

Rainfed SI Rainfed SI 

--- - - ---- -- --- - - 

Av. 4  year^ 2.63 5.36 5.17 7.32 
SD 1.85 1.12 2.89 1.69 
CV % 70% 21% 56% 23% 

Differences between treabrmts are very significant for grain 
yield t = -5.84, sig. level = 0.01; for straw, t =-2.7, 
significant at 0.074 level 

Supplemental irrigation &ced yield fluctuation and variability. 

coefficients of variation (CV) of the four-year yield means of the 

rainfed crop were 70% for grain and 56% for straw ccmpared with 21% ard 

23% for SI grain and straw. 

It seems that Deficit Irrigation (i.e. replenishing part, not all, 
of the WE3 requirenrent ard thereby subjecting the crop to sane water- 

stress) can be adcpted on rainfed wheat withcut seriaks &&ion in 

yield, at least, in mrmdl or wet seasons. At Tel Hadya, in three cut 

of far seasons there were no significant yield differences betmen 

treatments that received only a praportion (33-40%) of the WE3 

mquimmnt and those that reoeived 100%. The differences w e r e  

significant only in the dry season of 1988/89 when the rainfall was 69% 

of the laq-term annual average (Perrier and Salkini 1991). 

F&gardless of differences in rainfall patterns and irrigation 

s&edules, wer the fcur years there was a positive relationship 

bebeen totdl water (rain or rain plus SI) received ard yield (Figure 



5.3.1) . 'Ihis relationship is presented in the follawirq regression 

Fisure  5 .3 .1  Relationship between wheat yield and water 

Grain yield (+) = - 1770 + 1.3 total water (m3/ha) 

[r = 0.92 9 = 0.85 sig.  level = 0.000] 

w h i c h  was abtained by regress- yields of 20 absenmtions of bath 

rainfed and SI  treatments on the ammnts of water received, rain only 

for rainfed and total water (rain + SI) for SI treatments. 

Haever, present- the relationship btween yield and water in a 
linear equation aversimplifies the real world. The sarne relationship 

can be more realistically presented as  a quadratic, milinear mxlel: 

Y = - 8055 + 4.21 W - 0.00031 $ 

m t i p l e  r = 0.96 r2 = 0.93 Mjusted r2 = 0.92 

sig. level = 0.001 

where: Y = grain yield (kg/ha) ; and W = Water received (m3/ha). 



As expect&, a linear relationship was f& between rainfed W t  
yield and rainfall. The 1- rainfed yields (0.74 t/ha grain and 

2.98 t/ha straw) wexe obtained in the lae& rainfall season of 1988/89 

(243 mu). Yields inzmsd as rainfall did, and highest yields (5.04 
t/ha grain and 9.40 t/ha straw) wexe obtained in the exceptionally high 

rainfall season of 1987/88 (Tables 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, Figure 5.3.2). 

Y i e l d  (kg /ha)  

Ra in  (mm) 
I I I I I I 1 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

Fi- 5.3.2 Relationship between rainfed *at yield 
and rainfall 

Simple regression analysis gave the following positive linear 

relationships : 

Rainfed grain yield (kg/ha) = - 3967 + 1.93 rainwater (m3/ha) 
[r = 0.98 I? = 0.97 sig. level = 0.00681 

Rainfed straw yield (%/ha) = - 3317 + 2.43 rainwater (m3/ha) 
[r = 0.95 I? = 0.90 sig. level = 0.021 

[~ote: 1 mu rainfall 10 m3/ha] 



'Ihere was also a positive relationship between yield of SI 

treatments and rainfall, and this is diff icul t  to interpret. On the 

-ion that SI eliminates the effects of lw rainfall on yield by 

adding water, there should be no relationship between yield arrd 

rainfall; rather it shaild be between total water (rain + SI) arrd 

yield. Y e t ,  a positive relationship between yield of SI treabmts and 

rainfall (regardless of irrigation given) was farnd. T h e  l d  yields 

of SI craps (3.83 t/ha grain and 5.33 t/ha s t r a w )  w e r e  for the driest 

season, 1988/89. A s  rainfall yields of SI plots hmeased 

aooordingly, and the highest yields (6.44 t/ha grain and 9.25 t/ha 

s t r a w )  we re  castained in the wettest season, 1987/88 (Tables 5.3.1 and 

5.3.2, Figure 5.3.3) . These sinplified linear relationships are 

pmsented in the follwing linear equations: 

Y i e l d  
7000 

""1 I I , 
R a i  r! (mm) 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

Fiqure 5.3.3 Relationship between supplementally 
irrigated wheat yield and rainfall 

SI grain yield (kg/ha) = 2054 + 0.88 rainwater (m3/ha) 

[ r  = 0.90 r2 = 0.81 sig. level = 0.051 

SI s t r a w  yield (kg/ha) = 2681 + 1.32 rainwater (m3/ha) 

[ r  = 0.89 9 = 0.79 sig. level = 0.051 



The varieties, Cham 1 (durum wheat) and Cham 4 (bread wheat), were 

the mxt  responsive to sqplemental irrigation. Hmever, more 

research is still required in this respect, as the fcur varieties were 

canpared for only one season. 

For nitrogen application, it was found that moderate rates (70- 

100 kg/ha) are optinnnn, as the yield differences between mderate 

rates and high rates (150-210 lq/ha) were insignificant. 

?he low SI requirement of wheat and its high water-use efficiency (WUE) 

(Table 5.3.3) w e r e  reflected in high e c o d c  returns for SI. One 

cubic meter of rahwater pmduced, on average, 2.11 kg dry matter (0.69 

kg grain ard 1.42 kg straw) , equivalent to a gross revenue of 3.78 
Syrian lira (SYP) , whereas one cubic meter of SI pmduced, on average, 

5.27 kg dry matter (2.97 kg grain ard 2.30 kg Straw), equivalent to 

13.35 SW.* Taking the mst of water, in 1988, to be 1.23 sYP/rn3, the 

net revenue was 12.12 sYP/m3 of SI water. Profitability of SI has 

increased considezably in the last two years, as the 1990 prioes of 

wheat grain and straw are abcut double those of 1988*. Estimated net 

revenue for one cubic meter of SI, based on 1989/90 prices, is abart 

26.90 SYP (Table 5.3.4). 

However, in practice, farmers' net revenue frcan water used for SI 

of wheat is nu& less, due to (1) lower yield levels, and (2) nu& 

higher application rates of SI. It has been found that farmers, on 
average, cbtain yields of SI wheat 22% lawer than those of resear&, 

while they apply more than treble (328%) the optinnnn amunt of SI water 

(Table 5.3.5 and 5.3.6, Figure 5.3.4) . 

* Prices used are 3.90 SYP/kg grain, ard 0.77 SYP/kg straw as 
estimated by the fann survey corducted in 1988; c o ~ ~  prices 
for 1990 is 8.50 SYP/kg grain and 1.50 SYP/kg straw. 



Table 5.3.3 Water-use efficiency of wheat for rainfed and o p t b  SI 
treatment (1985/86-1988/89) 

kg s r a i n / m 3  kg straw/m3 - kg dry 

Rainfed SI Rainfed SI Rainfed SI 

Table 5.3.4 Econcnnics of SI application an wfieat 1985/86-1988/89 

Av. 4 
85/86 86/87 87/88 88/89 years 89/90* 

Gxain prioe (sYP/kg) 1.50 2.60 3.75 5.75 3.40 8.50 
Straw prioe (SYP '9' 0.55 0.85 1.10 1.50 1.00 1.50 
Grain value from m of SI 3.57 15.47 7.00 9.72 8.94 25.25 
straw value from m3 of SI 1.36 4.78 -0.22 1.92 1.96 3.45 
~ota l  value frm m3 of SI 4.93 20.25 6.78 11.64 10.90 28.70 

~ o s t  of 1 m3 SI 0.34 0.50 1.25 1.50 0.90 1.80 
profit frc~n 1 m3 SI 4.59 19.75 5.53 10.14 10.00 26.90 

* Prices of 1989/90 and the 4 years average yields are used 

Table 5.3.5 Water application of wheat: research vs fanner - (m3/ha) Farmer 

Rainfall (1) opt. (2) max. m3/ha % of (1) % of (2) 

High 850 2125 2730 320 128 
KA# 1834 1834 5780 3 15 315 
Normdl 1050 3 150 3890 370 123 
Average 3 season 1245 2370 4090 328 172 



Yield (kg/ha) 
6000 -, 

Low Normal High 

Fiqure5.3.4  Wheat y i e l d s  obtained: researchvs. farmers 

Farm survey ard research data shcwd that, in m d  seasons, in 

terms o f  1988 pr ices ,  per hectare net p r o f i t  gained by research could 

be as much as 425% of  that gained by farmers (10900 SYP/ha ard 2560 

SYP/ha, respec t ive ly ) .  Moreover, in law-yielding seasons (of a b u t  

2760 kg/ha y i e l d  average) farmer investment in S I  f o r  wheat may result 

in mnetiuy losses (-720 SYP/ha). Y e t ,  in such sesons, rainfed wheat 

production may produce greater losses (Table 5.3.6 ard Figure 5.3.5) . 

Table 5.3.6 Ccwparison o f  per hectare p r o f i t a b i l i t y  o f  S I  ard 
ra in fed  wheat: research vs. farmer 

Hi& Low Normal Av. 3 season 
Research 
h f i t  1 ks (SYPI 2.57 1.73 2.31 2.28 
Y i e l d  (kg&) ' 5640 3450 4720 4620 
'IMal p r o f i t  (SYP/ha) 14495 5970 10900 10530 

Farmer. S I  
h f i t  1 kg (SYP) 1.35 -0.26 0.71 0.72 
Yield (kg/ha) 4500 2760 3600 3620 
Total p r o f i t  (SYP/ha) 6075 -720 2560 2610 

Farmer, ra in fed  
h f i t  1 kg (SYP) 2.45 -2.55 1.66 1.56 
Y i e l d  (kg/ha) 2490 560 1610 1540 
Total p r o f i t  (SYP/ha) 6100 -1430 2670 2400 



N e t  Revenue ( S L / h a )  

R a i n f e d .  f a r m e r  

i S . I .  f a r m e r  

S. I. r e s e a r c h  ffl 

Norma 1 H i g h  

Fiqure 5.3.5 Profitability of wheat pnsduction: research 
vs. fanuers 

In fact, the above situation has been drasticdlly adjusted by the huge 

recent increase in the official price of wheat (218% in two years). 

Investment in SI of wheat has beem more attractive for farmers. 

Even so, there is potential for mch greater profits; f m  water 

saving, using scientific ard sinple methods for irrigation scheduling; 
f m  savings in other inputs, particularly seed and nitrogen 

fertilizer; ard f m  potential yield increase as well. Estimated extra 

benefits of research practice over famxs' practices could be about 

7800 SW/ha ard 14330 SW/ha a c c o w  to 1988 ard 1990 prices, 

respectively (Table 5.3.7). Hence, the importance of the role 

agricultural extension could play in transferring inpruved SI 

techniques. 



Table 5.3.7 Potential extra benefits fmpn SI resxxd~ practices we.r 
current benefits of fanners1 practices 

Item 
Ektra benefit (SW/ha) 

Quantity --------- 
1988 prices 1990 prices 

1. water saving (70%) 2845 m3 3500 5260 
2. Savings in N (42%) 110 180 52 0 
3. S~V~CJS  in P205 (20%) 45 w 80 250 
4. Savings in  seed (20%) 35 w 140 3 00 
5. Yield increase (28%) 1000 3900 8000 

Total Extra Benefits 7800 14330 

11. INDIRECT BENEFITS: 

Water saved can be used to increase SI wheat area by 200%. 

5.3.3.4 Overa l l  I n w c t o f  s1onminfedWheat-MFarmimSVstans 

Where SI has been intra3uced into rainfed wheat-based farming system a 

great aqricultuxal, ecommic, and social impact has resulted. With SI, 

fallawing is e l h i m t e d  and the cropping intensity increased fmpn abaut 

83% for rainfed system to more than 110%. Clppping patterns are 

changed; and, new, highly profitable cash crops, such as vegetables, 

mtton, maize, etc. , introduced. -hectare net kcare is increased 

substantially, more than 5 t imes  that of rainfed system, as reported 

by farmers. W i t h  SI, rural families have better living conditians anl 
general welfare. Migration, temporary and permanent, decreased to a 

minimum, or even ceased in  sarue cases ( E P  1986). 

5.3.4 Extension of SI ~ l c q i e s  

After four years of research, on station and on farmers1 fields, it 

became necessary t o  verify, test, and demonstrate SI techniques to a 

wide range of farming cmmmities. To do this, the cooperative 

project between D M  (Directorate of Irrigation and Water Use) ard 

1- w a s  extemied to include the Directorate of Agricultural 

m i o n  (AE) . 



Nine Field Demnstration Tests (FIT) were carried out in 1989/90, 
in the major wheat-producing areas of the different agroclinntic zones 

of Aleppo P m v h  (Figure 5.3.6) . 'Ihe FIT a- (1) to familiarize 

farmers with new, simple and impmed SI techniques; (2) to test the 

practicality and applicability of simplified scientific ways to 

schedule SI (water-balance methcd) ; and (3) to verify reseamh 

findings on DEFICIT IRRIGNnCN (50% vs 100% of WB -ts) under 

different agroclimatic and sociweaxmic envir0rnm-h. 

Each FIT was supplied with a Class A evaporation pan and rain 

gauge, and an area of one hectare was divided into 3 plots: rainfed, 

100% WE3 irrigation -, and deficit irrigation (50% WB). m 
training ccurses were provided to train AE agents on "SI Technologies 

and Scheduling81 (12 agents) and on 11- Use for WB Cdlculations 

aml SI SchecZulingw (3 agents). 

600 

0 Demons t ra t ion  f i e l d  

I ' \ A g r o - c l  i m a t i c  zone boundary 

200- 

Fisure 5.3.6 Demonstration fields in A l q p  p-inm, 1989/90 



Despite s c m ~  diffiailties (conmumication with mte sites, 

inaccwacy of s c m ~  weather data at a few sites) , the first year 
exgerience of F'UF was successful in meeting the objectives listed 

W e .  SI sdeduling ard yield data were ccanpleted for seven out of 

the nine F'UF (Table 5.3.8). The results may be surmnarized: 

Table 5.3.8 Grain yield ard water applied of seven demonstratian 
fields by treabwnt, variety a d  site (1989/90) 

av. 7 sites 
SD 
'3% 

Differences between treabwnts were very significant as F = 189.56, 
sig. level = 0.000. 
Dlf ferences between the two varieties were non-signif icant. 
1. Variety Research 1; 2. Variety Cham 1 

1. As 1989/90 was a dry season (rainfall 60-70% of the long-term 

average), yield differences between treabwnts were very 

significant (F = 189.56, sig. level = 0.000) . Average yields 

(amounts actually abtained by farmers, not sample estimates) 

553 kg/ha (SD 568) for rainfed plots (excluding two sites that 

were grazed), 4216 kg/ha (SD 270) for deficit irrigatian 

treatments (50% of WB) , ard 5003 kg/ha (SD 485) for non-deficit 
irrigation treatments (100% WB) . 

2. Betweensites variability was huge for the rainfed treatment (CV 

103%) but smdll for deficit irrigation ard non-deficit irrigation 

treatments (6% ard lo%, respectively) . 



3. In agreement with resaw& results, FDT shad that in dry 

seasons, wheat should be irrigated to replenish 100% of WB 

rqwhmmt, because deficit irrigation, urder such conditians, 

may reduce significantly SI profitability. Gains f m  w a t e r  saved 

by using deficit irrigation averaged about 3045 SYP/ha, but 

losses due to yield reduction were estimated at about 6296 SYP/ha, 

making a net loss of 3251 SYP/ha. 

Nevertheless, it must be highlighted that deficit irrigation 

(about 1240 m3/ha on average) increased yields wer those of 

rainfed wheat by 660% anl also reduced yield variability 

amsiderably. In other words, an extra investment of about 3000 

SYP/ha in deficit irrigation produced an extra gross revenue of 

about 31,000 SYP/ha. Whether farmers have to amly deficit, or 

mn-deficit, irrigation in dry seasons depends on water 

availability anl scarcity, anl on the opportunity cost of not 

using the water on other rrops. 

4. !J%e FDTccanpared twovarieties, Research 1 anl Cham 1. Research 

1 yielded mre than Cham 1 urder below-nod rainfall conditions 

(780 @/ha anl 250 kg/ha, respectively). Hawever, Cham 1 Was more 

responsive to SI. It yielded 13.4% anl 4% mre than Research 1 in 

non-deficit anl deficit irrigation corrlitions, respectively, the 

interaction between variety and irrigation treatment being 

significant at 0.06 signifim level. 

FDT will continue for 4-6 mre years to verify crop performame 

urder deficit irrigation conditions u r x k  a range of weather 

conditions, anl to prwide experience to AE agents on SI scheduling. 
'Ibis experience is the core element for a successN transfer and 

-ion of SI technologies by farmers. Under the highly variable 

rainfall of Medi- environments, each year has its own SI 

sdaedule. Farmers are nut able to determine this scientifically 

themselves. So, the only possible mthcd is to schedule SI on as mmy 

FDT as possible, anl to transfer their schedules to neighbring wfisat 
pmducers by personal contact or, mre effectively, by local broadasts 

of mass d a ,  radio or W .  
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6. -AND-- 

M. Bakheit Said 

IXlring the 1989/90 season FRMP staff corducted a rnrmber of trahhr~ 

activities w h i c h  included group training both at main station and in- 

cumtry, degree-related and n0n-d- individual training and ather 

miscellaneous training activities. 

'Ihis course was cornded at Tel Hadya, in collaboration with the 

Pasture, Forage and Livestcck Program, during the period 18 Mar& to 18 
April 1990. The objectives were to review the advantages anl 

disadvantages of fallwing in dry, rainfed, arable farming system anl 

the options for its replacement, to provide a thorough intrduction of 

those pasture and forage lsgume species that appear to offer greatest 

ptential for fallcw replacement and to proanote contacts between ICARDA 

anl national progranrs in this field. ?he course was attended by 7 

participants, from Syria, Libya, Jordan, Iran, Afghanistan and Algeria. 

I C A R D W l F D C T r a i n i r r r ~ i n I j = . v e l ~ o f  
Effective Fertilizer -ti- for the 
MEdi- ReJim 

ICAWlA and IFDC joined efforts to hold a 3-week training course at Tel  

Hadya on the "Developnent of Effective Fertilizer Recoaranendations for 

the Mitemaman Regionw during the period 18 February to 8 Maxh 

1990. The objectives were to review recent advam=es in soil anl cmp 

science in order to im;rease the participants' kncwledge of factors 

affecting crop response to fertilizer, to ensure that the necessary 

techniques for processing, analyzing anl interpreting data from trials 
are understood, to practise the varicus methods used in developing 

targeted fertilizer reccHnmendations and to proanote contact anl 

informtion exdmqe between ICARDA and national programs in this 



field. 'Ihe wurse was attended by 8 participants, froan Syria, Jordan, 

Libya, !Tunisia and Algeria. 

Ihe course participants were collaborato~~ fraan M o m  and Turkey of 

the ICARDA/ICWC Project ltFqroecolqicdl characterizationt1. The 

cbjectives were to train national staff in the theoreticdl backgrand 

and practical applications of crap models to enable them to apply them 

criticdlly to their agencies' needs. 'Ihe course was held at Tel Hadya 

on 6-17 May and was attended by 7 participants, froan l&rocco (3) arrl 

Turkey (4). 

!W&hl Weather Gexxatim Course 

lmis course was again for collaborator participants f m  l&mxco and 

Turkey of the ICARDA/IDWC 'tAgrcemlqicdl Chracteri~ation~~ project. 

Ihe cbjectives were to train mtional staff in the theoreticdl 

backgrourd and practicdl application of weather generation methods to 

facilitate their collaboration in the validation process and to help 

then make efficient use of the methods to meet their agencies' needs. 

Ihe course was held at Tel Hadya during the period, 20 May - 28 June, 
M a t e l y  following the previcus course, and was attended by 7 

participants, froan W r o c c ~  (4) and Turkey (3). 

Sunrev BkthodS d mta Collectim Course 

lhis course was conducted jointly with the s o c i m d c  section of 

the Directorate of the micultural Research at Dourna during the 

period 16-23 July. It was attended by 14 Heads of micultural 

Stations in Syria and included the pretesting of a 

questionnaire to be used in the 1990 survey of winter chi- adoptian 

in Aleppo, Idleb, Hama and Hassakeh provinces. 

EvdLuatim StmteSies for SumlerprRdl Irriqatim 

'Ibis w a s  an in-axmtry training wurse comb&& in mnisia on 22-31 

Jarruary and spomred by ICARaA/rn/rn. Ihe cause awered aspeds 



of soil plysics, agricultural qineering ad crop grawth sirrailation 

using the CERES del. It was attended by 22 nmisian participants. 

mPFazm EIethodolarv for ~ 1 a r v  m f e r  

'Ibis cause aimed to skengthen the Mashreq ccuntriesf capacity for on- 

farm research ad technology transfer. It was held in Jordan during 

the period 4-11 Eihrch 1990 ad was attenled by 12 participants, f m  

Jorclan (4), Iraq (4) ad Syria (4). It was ceqmrsored by 1-P 

and AFESD. 

G m u ~  trainins caurse activities also included: a short course for 

A l w  p r w h  extension agents on supplemental irrigation technology 

held on 16-27 september; ad, the third sub-regional farm survey 

rrrethcds training course in Morocco on 3-13 Decenbr, attended by 

participants f m Libya, Tlmisia, Algeria ad Morocco. 

There are currently (end of 1990) seven students, ad the eighth 

finished his work in octaber (Table 6.2.1). However, FRMP hopes to 

take, during 1991, five mre students, including fcur f m  the region 

and one fmm China. !Ihe latter is interested in agroecological 

dmracterization. 

Table 6.2.1 Individual training, degreerelated 

 anr re -try Degree Cooperating Topic 
University 

M.S. Issa 
M. Saade 

E. Afif 
M. Khazmeh 
O.H.E. Ibr&h 
A. Milchaeil 
M. t&rwich 

Syria 
Syria 

Syria 
Syria 
Sudan 
Syria 
Syria 

Syria 

A l w  
Michigan 

C&doba 
Damascus 
Gezira 

cxkumva 

Wheat yield variability 
Fertilizer allocation 
in Syria 
P behavior in soils 
Adoption of medics 
Crop water use (wheat) 
Soil fertility 
Ecodcs of chi- 
prcduction 
Crop rotations 



FlWP prwided individual, non- training to 15 trainees in 

various tqics and for varying durations (Table 6.2.2) . 

Table 6.2.2 Individual training, non-degree related 

Nam? country Subject -tion 

L. Medaa (Ms) 
M. H. Nagi 
z. Zahir 
A. Dralshicrtau (Ms) 
C. Kali (Ms) 
A. Nerrnneh 
L. MahTmld (Ms) 
s. saumi (Ms) 
S. Talab 
G. Younis 
B. H. Al-Warih 
S. A.R. Salti 
M. A. saed 
J. Ftcum.ie 
M. F. Amer 

Syria 
Syria 
Syria 
0- 
CYP- 
Syria 
Syria 
Syria 
Syria 
Syria 
Syria 
Syria 
Syria 
Syria 
Syria 

Ferti l izer allocation 
Tillage/misture conservation 
On-fann f e r t i l i t y  trial 
Methods of N analysis 
Methods of N analysis 
Methods of N analysis 
Debanination of micronutrients 
Methods of N analysis 
Methods of N analysis 
Econcnnic analysis 
Data entry and analysis 
Data entry and analysis 
Cmputer use for supp. irrig.  
Caqxter use for supp. irrig.  
Cmputer use for supp. i r r i g  . 

6 months* 
9 m m *  
1 Y e  
2weeks 
2weeks 
lweek 
1 w& 
lweek 
1 w& 
3 weeks 
2 mnths 
2 mths 
lweek 
lweek 
lweek 

* Continuing f m  l a s t  season 

6.3 rriscellaneas Activities 

FlWP, as i n  previous seasons, enccuraged the attachmnt of visit ing 

scientists f m  the region to the program for varying periods of t k  

t o  work on collaborative research prcb1a-s. In this connection a 

senior scientisr: f m  the Syrian Soils Directorate joined the program 

for 4 mnths and worked on the develqmnt of a framework for the 

ecaPrPnic allocation of fe r t i l i ze r  across crop and zones. He w a s  

assisted by a trainee f m  the sam rationdl department and a FlWP FhD 

student. In addition, an agricultural econcnnist and visit ing 

scientist  f m  Aleppo University joined the program to review current 

Iolowlefige of management strategies and awnership patterns of marginal 

grazing areas. ?his information is essential for the extension of our 

research f m  the station to ccnorrmndlly awned land. 



PaTFIlifsamx-- 

Staff List for  1990 

-cooper1 
Hazel Harris 
Michael Jones 
Atdallah Matar 
Thomas Nordblm 
Mustafa Pala 
~ u g e n e  Perrier 1 
Mdmmzd Bakheit Said 
Richard Tutwiler 
Wolfgang Goebel 
Annnar Wahbi 
M Mazid 
Abdul Bari Salkini 
Elizabeth Bailey 
Maurice Saade 
somi Dozm 
Mahmmd Oglah 
Ciro D'Aamzo 1 
shi zuntong 1 
Afif bhmanji 
Sonia Garabed 
Rafik Makboul 
With el-Mahdy 
Zuhair ALVUS 
Atef Haddad 
Haitham Halimeh 
N e r s e s  Chapanian 
Mohamed Salem 
Qnlia Martini 
Hassan Jokhadar 
Wmmed Samir Masri 
Shahba Morali 
Hisham Salahieh 
MchlndTahhan 
Pi- Hayek 
Sabih Dehni 
Malika Abdul-Ali 
SamirBarbar 
Afmned Nael Hamwieh 

Aziz K a s s e m  
Mnhamed M i d i  
W e h  e l y  
Issanl Halimeh 
m l l y  Mmslli 
George Estephan 

Program Leader - Soil Physicist 
Soil Water Conservation Scientist 
-ley Based systems A C J L - O ~ S ~  

Soil Chemist 
Agricultural E c o d s t  
wheat Based Systems A g r o d s t  
Water Managemnt Agronomist 
Senior Training officer 
Soc ia l -Ecods t  
Frst-Doc Fellm/Aqrcclimtologist 
On-Fann Agmnomist-Eiarley/Livestock systenrs 
Agricultural Economist 
Agricultural Economist 
Visiting Scientist/Agricultural Econanist 
Frstgraduate Research SMent/Econ&st 
Research Associate I 
Research Associate I 
Associate -/FA0 
V i s i t -  Scientist/china 
Training Assistant 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Resean=h Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant 11 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Research Assistant I1 
Resear& Assistant I 
Research Assistant I 
Senior Research Technician I 
Senior Research Technician I 
Research Technician I1 
Research Technician I1 
Research Technician I1 
Research Technician I1 
Research Technician I1 
R e s s w A ~  Technician I1 
Research Technician I1 
Rescar& Technician I1 



Bernadette Jallcuf 
Mohamed Zeki 
Nabil Musattat 
Shereen rnddcur 
Ghassan Ihnjo 
RaalaElNaeb 
mi Yassin 
A l i  Haj D i b o  
Hayel E l  Shaker 
Jihad AWullah 
mica Bayagi 
Katia Artinian 
Zukaa IstanbceiLi 
Samir Baradai 
Mohamd Elewi  Karram 

Research Technician I 
R e s e n 3 1  Technician I 
Reseazrh Technician I 
Research Technician I 
F&SEW& Technician I 
Reseamh Technician I 
Resamh Technician I 
I?SEC& Tedvlician I 
Assistant F & s a r &  Technician 
Assistant Researrh Technician 
Senior Secretary I11 
Secrehry I1 
-hry 1 
Driver I1 
Laboures I1 

1. Left in 1990 
2. Transferred t o  PFLP 
3. Joined and Left in 1990 



'Ihis year ke record only those publications and presentations that were 

made in 1990 or in late 1989 (and therefore unrecorded in our previous 

report) and only those publications published or accepted for 

publication in 1990. 

Ryan, J. and Matar, A. (editors), 1990. Soil test calibration in west 
Asia and North Africa. Proceedings of 3rd Regional Workshap, 
m, Jordan, Se- 1988. 243 pp. ICARDA-167 En. 

nilly, D. (editor), 1990. Labor and Rainfed Agriculture in West Asia 
and North Africa. 200 pp. Kluwer Academic Fublishers, 
Dordrecht, Netherlands. 

W l y ,  D. (editor), 1990. Labor, Employment and Agricultural 
Developent in West Asia and North Africa. 214 pp. Kluwer 
Academic Fublishers, Dordrecht, Netherlands. 

(Summaries of the eight case studies that comprise this second 
book were presented in FRMP Annual Report for 1989). 

Jcmrnal l%Ders aTd Articles 

Bailey, E. and Boisvert, R.N. 1989. "A comparison of Risk Efficiency 
Criteria in Evaluating Growxinut Perfornmnce in Drought Prone 
Areas". Australian Journal of Acricultural Economic. 33, 153-69. 

Bailey, E. and Boisvert, R.N. ttEstirnathg Yield Ftesponse of 
Gramkuts to the Amount of Timing of Water Applicationstt. 
Jcurnal of Prduction Aqriculture (forthcanhg) . 

Matar, A., Fala, M., Beck, D. and Garabet, S. 1990. Nitrate-N test as 
a guide to N fertilization of wheat in the Mdi- region. 
cmmmications in Soil Science and Plant Analvsis, 2, 1117-1130. 

Matar,A., B e c k , D . , F a l a , M . a n d G a r a b e t , S .  Mineralization 
potentials in selected M d i w  soils. Cammications in 
Soil Science and Plant Analysis (forthcming) 

Matar, A., Saxena, M. and Silim, S. Effects of residual and direct 
phosphate application on P u p b h  and yields of lentil in a 



Mediterranean climate. Accepted for Nlication in Fertilizer 
Resear&. 

Matar, A., 'Ibrrent, J. and Ryan, J. Soil and fertilizer phosphorus and 
crcp r e s p n s e s  in the dryland M e d i w  zone. Chapter to 
appear in Advances in soil Science, E!& Steward (editor). 

W i d ,  A. 1990. Changes in lentil production technology in Syria, 
LENS, Vol 17, NQ 2. 

Mazid, A. and Erkan, 0. Barley production functions as descriptors of 
impact of technology on yield in southeast Wkey and northern 
Syria. JourndL of Agriculture Faculty, University of Cukurwa 
(Wkey) (forthccaning) . 

Tutwiler, R. 1990. "Agricultural Labor and Technological Change in 
the Yemen Arab Ftqublic~~, in nilly, D. (ed). Labor and Rainfed 
Acrriculture in West Asia and North Africa Kluwer Academic 
Alblishers: Dordred~t, pages 229-252. 

Cooper, P.J.M. and Bailey, E. ra livestock in Mediterranean Systems. A 
traditional Buffer against Unaertainty: Naw a Threat to the 
Agricultural Resoun=e Basen1. Paper presented at the loth 
Agricultural Symposium, Risk in Agriculture, World Bank, 
Washington, D.C. 9-10 January 1990. 

Jones, M. J. "Iand Management and Sustainable Agricultural Developent 
in West Asia and North Africa: an ICARDA View". Paper presented 
at International Symposium, Soil Constraints on Sustainable Plant 
Prduction in the Tropics, Kyoto, Japan, 14-16 August 1990. 

Jones, M.J. "Ceredl Prduction and Its Relationship to Livestock: 'Ihe 
Point of View of the Zqr~namist~~. Paper presented at 
International Synpsium, LIElevage dans les Syst&nss Ci?r&liers 

Rabat, M o m ,  7-10 Octaber 1990. 

Matar, A. "Soil Testing as a m d e  to Fertilization in the 
Medi- Region. Paper presented at International Fertilizer 
Congress, Nicosia, Cyprus, 21-27 October 1990. 

M a ,  M. "zqrmcmic Aspects of Plant Nutrition mgement under 
Rainfed Agriculture - ICARDA Experience". Paper presented at 
loth Session of FA0 Regional Canmission on Land and Water Use in 
the Near East, Amman, Jordan, 10-14 December 1989. 

Tutwiler, R. I1Yemeni Agriculture: Structural Change and Development 
Ch~ices~~. Paper presented at Conference glContemprary Yemen: 
Process of Change", LDndon School of African and Oriental Studies, 
University of London, 21-23 m y  1990. 



I m w e d  efficiencv of fertilizer use 

SWAN-2B Nitrugen use efficiency of d m  and bread wheat lines 
SWAN- Plant analysis as a guide to N fertilization of amzals 
SWAN-8A Depend- of soil critial levels of ph-te on soil 

properties us- two cznp indicators - wheat and lentil 
SWAN-8B LDss of phosphorus availability in selected Medi- 

soils in relation to soil properties at constant tapemixre 
andwaterstress 

SWAN-9 Rate of change of available P in soils in relation to 
residual and yearly application of phcq3~1t.e under a 
-/legume w i n g  sequence 

SWAN-10 Fadsorption isotherm in alcareaus soils 

Cereal cra~ manaqenmt interaction 

SWAN-4B Barley genotype x management study 
SWAN-4C Wheat cultivar x management study 

Tillaqe and stubble managenvat 

SWAN-11 The effect of long-term tillage systems on the stability of 
wheat/lentil rotations 

SWAN-12 Tillage method canparisan in 3 l x x l r s e  wfieat rotations ( 6 th  
year) 

SWAN-13 !the effect of stubble burning and seedbed preparation system 
on a wheat/lentil rwtation 

SWAN-14 The productivity of farming systems ( 6 th  year) 
SWAN-14A Barley tillage/stubble mlch trial ( 2 ~  year) 

Soil conservation 

SWAN-35 Ghrerife atriplex hedge/barley trial (Ist year) 
SWAN-36 Wind erosion mnitoriq and modelling study 

Imzwed ~roduction ~ractices for food lennnes 

SWAN-16A !the effect of tillage, row spacing and weed control on 
winter-smn chir2Jqxs 

SWAN-20A Mechanization of chickpa operations 

Forase amnomy trials 

SWAN-21 Forage legume potential in dry areas 



SWAN-22 Vetch utilization trials 

Water management studies 

SWAN-23A Sqplam-hl irrigation of wheat: nitrogen anl variety 
effects ( m - N  validation) 

SWAN-23B The performance of durum anl bread wheat genotypes under 
different moisture regimes 

SWAN-24 F&seanh managed supplementdl irrigation of wheat 
SWAN-25 Resear& managed, sug?lementdl irrigation of lentils 
SWAN-26 elemental irrigation (SI) of kheat and barley in Libya 

Fdllcw replacement 

SWAN-27 Iegume/barley rotation trial - "Old rotationl1 [terminated] 
SWAN-28 Forage crop/barley rotation trial - 'Uew rotationw (9th year) 
SWAN-29 Conthous barley trials (5th year) 
SWAN-31 PFLP/FRMP medic/barley rotation trial (4th year) 

Studies on oil crop pnduction 

SWAN-32 Sowing date studies for rapeseed varieties 
SWAN-33 SuFplemental irrigation of sunflower: variety ard plant 

density effects 
SWAN-34 The performance of rapeseed varieties under different 

moisture regimes 

pRxEcl! 2.  ~ E m I a x : ( a L  -a FUR REsama3  ImwGmm 

Spatial climate mcdel 
SIE1JIAL; 
SirniLation of sqplemental irrigation fanning using a 
modification of the CERES4eat model ard the ICARIlA weather 
generator 
Prediction of cropernrironment interactions 
CERES barley model validation ard calibration 
Improving drylanl farming systems in the arid zones of Jordan 
Drylanl resource manag- anl the irprovement of rainfed 
agriculture in the drier areas of West Asia anl North Africa 
Validation of Men's method to generate correlated crop 
yields 

3. ADOPI'ICN AND IMPACT OF !EKHtKlUGIES 

ADIM-2 Econcnnic factors influencing adoption of new technology in 
dry areas: a case study of fertilizer use on barley in 
northern Syria 

ADIM-3 Factors affecting the adoption anl impact of supplemental 
irrigation 

Am-7 Evaluation of s o c i ~ c  irplications of lentil harvesthq 
mechanization research 

ADIM-1OB Pdoption of winterscxJn chickpea in Mormco 
ADIM-1OC Pdoption of win- chickpea in Syria 
ADIM-11 Econcnnic evaluatians of trial data on agroncanic practices for 

cereals ard food legumes 



ADIM-12 Diagnosis of lentil prduction in bbmcco 
ADIM-13 Adoption a d  impact of irt@med wheat prokction technology 

in Syria 
A m - 1 4  Field demnstrations of supplementdl irrigation of wheat 
ADPI-15 Farm survey of supplemental irrigation of wheat ard barley in 

T.ibya 






